

Praise for The Book of Animals
"Archangel Michael is at it again and I am so
grateful! Through Kelly Hampton he has written another
book, The Book of Animals, to help the world population
understand and heal the animals on the planet! I enjoy the
wisdom he shared, including the Harmonic Codes which
will be so helpful, and are easy to use! I also appreciate the
list of steps he gives to help our companion pets through
this Ascension energy shift. I could go on and on, there is
so much of value and good use in this book! I know all who
read it will enjoy and be blessed!" —Qia Jenae, Chicago,
IL



“Wow! A wonderful book on the teaching of not only on
how to open and expand our awareness to animals, but
how we can directly assist them with ease and grace. In
THE BOOK OF ANIMALS: Healing Wisdom from
Archangel Michael by Kelly Hampton, Archangel Michael
gently guides us by mixing narrative and prayer to help aid
our understanding. After reading his words I am uplifted
and filled with excitement for what is to come. A must read
for anyone who is seeking a way to heal and expand love to
our beloved Earth.” —Tracy Redford, Fenton, MI



“Written in the same powerful, poignant prose as Kelly's
last two books, Archangel Michael's voice (through Kelly)
resounds through these pages with clarity and purpose. He
gently educates readers about the animal kingdom - past,
present, and future - to help us understand, connect with,
and heal these profoundly sensitive, loving beings. He
continues his teachings on such essential topics as
Ascension, Mother Earth, underground civilizations,
intergalactic ancestors, Atlantis, harmonic codes, and
energy healing while revealing many surprising truths
about land, air, and marine animals. Finally, we learn the
answers to many of our burning questions.
What really happened to the dinosaurs? How can we help
animals on the brink of extinction? How do animals find
their way back home over great distances? And, most
importantly, what can we do to help our animal friends
during this great time of Ascension? These answers and
many more, lie within.” —Chelsea J., California
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This book is dedicated to
all the incredible creatures in our universe, to
those new species on their way yet to be discovered,
and to Archangel Michael,
my constant, beloved companion who asked me many
years ago to step into my shoes.
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A prayer for all those on your planet:
“I am perfect in every way.
Even when I may be presented with
some information which I
do not understand, I find perfection in
my questioning.”—Archangel Michael
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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INTRODUCTION
Archangel Michael: Before any book or any type of
teaching can be done describing the entire animal kingdom
in a way that perhaps has not been done before, it will be
useful to lay aside all preconceived notions and teachings—
or at least, I might say, many of them which each of you
may have lovingly learned or thought you learned about the
animal kingdom. I am not saying that many of you do not
have truths about loving the animal kingdom, nor am I
saying that I plan to overturn all of Creation. I am merely
stating, much as I have done in every other teaching book
Kelly and I have co-created, that first we must have an
understanding: that what I share with you now is shared
with the highest, most loving vibration that typed words
can convey as they vibrate:
God created all things large and small. God/Infinite
Mind created an internal combustion engine called
Mother Earth to house one-tenth of the living
organisms known in your world as animals.
One-tenth. Your planet houses one-tenth of the living
organisms in the complete cosmos.
Pause and reflect upon this.
Therefore, since your expectations perhaps are that this is a
teaching about Earthly animals, we must early on share that
we will attempt to examine only a partial of all the known
animals. One other item—I speak for the collective
consciousness of Archangels. Does each of you know what
iii

that is? It simply means that I am choosing at times to say,
“I feel,” and at other times, “we feel,” and that it is simply
the total invocation of all the angels ranked as Archangels.
It is useful to understand that there are multiple dimensions,
for those of you who have not read my wisdom in 2012 and
Beyond: The Truth from Archangel Michael or Into the
White Light: The Revelations of Archangel Michael. Why?
Because when we speak of a great book of animals we
cannot do so without understanding various dimensions.
The Archangels like me reside on the fifth dimension as the
lowest dimension and, of course, can reside in multiple
dimensions higher than this. Said another way, the 5th
dimension is pure love. It is also useful to know this as it
relates to animals and our teaching of them. The 5th
dimensional pure love is the vibration which is coming to
your Mother Earth. She too, has messages for each of you
before our work together in this book is through.
I have great compassion for each and every one of you
whose eyes and ears may be devouring this text and care
about the animal world as much as I do. I am Archangel
Michael.
I am pleased and honored myself to present a large body of
teaching. It is my hope that next we construct one of the
largest, most meaningful books about the plant kingdom
ever created: The Book of Plants. You see, mankind isn’t
the only form of life which has been and will continue to be
elevated into the 5th dimension pure love vibration! It will
be and in some places is already comprised of every living
thing on your planet. For some, the information or spiritual
wisdom about the healing powers of the jaguar or lemur
may not interest you as much as learning about the healing
iv

powers of the common grey mouse or a house cat. But I say
this to you now: all things large and small matter in the
kingdom. Whose kingdom? The eternal kingdom of
God/Infinity/Allah/God Mind/Source/All That Is.

v

Through love Mother Earth will continue to heal

CHAPTER ONE
Healing the Core of Mother Earth

Where we left off was at the beginning, so the beginning
shall become the end. In other words, as we say these
things to each of you who are reading or hearing this
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information, we propose that you pull up a chair and wrap
yourselves in your favorite blanket and invite your children
to kneel at your feet, and I will do my best to try to unfold
and unravel one of the greatest stories ever told—and that’s
the story of creation, particularly animal creation.
This does not mean for a moment or second that I proclaim
to be myself as God. However, like you, I have been
created in the image of God’s Infinite Mind, the one
Supreme Being. But, I do intend to do my absolute highest
work to make this teaching to seem very much like a story.
All of the best teachings are stories. And so I hope you find
what ensues in the following pages of the information to be
enlightening, at times perhaps troubling, at times perhaps
awe-inspiring, majestic, horrifying, enveloping, developing
all of your senses. So, if there is something stated that does
incense you, I would ask each and every one of you to
stand up and take peaceful action so that if it’s proper-sized
tears that you find forming from the knowledge that a
particular species or set of species or animals might likely
be extinct, or that you find your blood pressure rising
slightly, or your joy quota is diminishing—rise up! Rise up
and do something collectively!
I’d like to insert a prayer before going into the core
material on healing Mother Earth, Gaia. Whenever two or
more souls come together with the same common intent,
same common thinking, same common prayer, and same
common anything, it magnifies the power. So, if you are
reading the book, and you have some loved ones gathered
22
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around you or maybe you even have your own pets
snuggled around you as they have telepathic knowing, they
will be reacting when you are reading the words, and the
words may inspire you, and collectively the smaller pets
will feel what you are feeling.
The prayer I feel will be beautiful to begin with is simply
this:
“Every day I have a choice to make. I have a choice to
be living and contributing to the sustainability of my
Mother, Mother Earth. Or, I have a choice to do
something toward her destruction. Either knowingly or
unknowingly, I choose sustainability.”
That is all, nothing more.
With that said, moving into laying the foundation, I feel as
though we very well cannot talk about the life forms on
Earth, specifically animals of all sizes, shapes, colors, and
dimensions either once on the planet, now on the planet, or
on the planet in the future, without honoring the host. As
introduced in the prayer just a few moments ago, Mother
Earth, Gaia, would like to offer some of her teaching, so I
will step aside and allow her to do so and I will be rejoining
you in just a moment.
Mother Earth:
I am who you might say I am, might think I am. You might
think of me as your mother, you might think of me as
23
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feminine Goddess energy, you might think of me as
femininity. Who am I? I am the voice of the energy of the
Mother who holds all forms of life upon her; upon her
oceans, upon her lands, upon her skies. In your planetary
system I am known as Mother Earth. In other constellations
and other universes I am known by other names. My
teaching is simple. It is very basic. If you can imagine that I
have a collective consciousness like you do, then you can
believe that this is true—that there are vessels on Earth who
can tap into frequencies and share these frequencies with
you. So, my message is simply stated: be pure of intent. It
sounds very simple. Be pure of intent. What does that
mean? It means that if you are fishing from my waters, be
clear of intent. If you are mining from my belly, from my
land, be clear of intent. If you are doing anything that
involves the soil, the water, the air you breathe, be pure of
intent and the purest of intent that is mandatory. Do your
minds want to guess what this might be?
Be intent upon love. Yes, it is that simple.
It is not a whole lot different than anything else you may do
in any other part of your lives. In fact, it shouldn’t be. It
should be the same. The same energy that flows through
the middle of my core—the middle of my knowingness, the
middle of everything—flows through you in a similar
fashion, and that flows through every living, breathing
organism. Even the most feared and hated venomous snake,
even the most feared and hated wild jackal has love as their
infinite being-ness. The healing that the angel was speaking
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of when he mentioned "laying the foundation of the healing
my core", he is talking about the healing of the atrocities-that mankind’s actions have created, especially in the last
500 years. In many ways, some of the atrocities that fell
outside of the vibration of love by mankind were not purely
done by mankind alone, and some of these atrocities were
also done by those from other dimensions. I honor and give
grace to Archangel Michael for talking briefly here about
dimensions; other dimensions, other universes, so that your
minds can start to begin to understand what I am saying.
Many of you know this as you know your names—that
there are multiple intelligent life forms that have visited me
for thousands upon thousands of years, and some of them
have left their imprint. Like a dirty shoe might leave an
imprint, an energetic one; in some cases a real dirty
shoeprint by scalding my land in some fashion, my soil,
leaching away rich nutrients and so on; scarring and
digging away at the copper and iron ore mines so that many
of the underground civilizations that do exist underground
(yes, they do exist underground) had to be rebuilt. You may
wonder, “Well, she has presented several things one, the
idea of underground tunnels and two, that something had to
be rebuilt. Three, what does this have to do with anything
on top of the Earth, you might say? And four, nefarious
beings.” If your family is gathered around your feet and
you are on a patio or a porch or outside on Mother Earth,
thinking that the family is going to be enlightened with a
book that’s like a child’s encyclopedia about the diet of the
woolly mammoth, it’s not going to be quite like that. But
25
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this will be a teaching and a presentation like everything
which carries a vibration of love. As I speak for myself, it
does little service to spend too much time devoted to
anything that falls outside of love and spend too much time
speaking about nefarious beings. But in the context of how
my soul was wounded, I myself had multiple implants from
those outside of love like splinters in your finger. If you
have ever gotten a splinter in any part of your body, but
especially in your finger, that is very much what the
implants felt like to me. Injurious. Irritating. Not belonging.
That is why some have called me, Mother Earth, for the
longest time the Dark Planet; because of these various
implants and other scalding that mankind himself has done.
To my way of knowing—and I do not profess to be any
closer to the idolization of God, Infinite Mind, Holy
Creator than Archangel Michael is—I am not stating that
everyone on Earth damaged my soil, overgrazed land,
overfished my waters, or did any number of a thousand
different catastrophic challenging actions to the well-being
of the animal kingdom that lives upon me and lived upon
me. I am just saying that it is something that existed and,
largely in my time here, my role as I see it is to provide a
loving foundation. With the passage of the dates
11/11/2012, 12/12/2012, and 12/21/2012 the last splinter
was removed.
Are you wondering how does Mother Earth remove a
splinter? I belched it out. It is quite a bit of movement in
the Earth’s tectonic plates anyway. As many of you know,
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some of you live on top of some of the largest fault lines, so
you are very aware of what I am talking about on some
level. But what I am saying to you is that the last splinter
on that date, that last date mentioned, was actually a
seismic eruption. I mean it quite literally—that the belching
was an eruption. So, now the time of rebuilding nirvana is
ours at hand. Yes, of course there are those on Earth that
still by their own thoughtlessness, their malice, or intendedness outside of love do things that strip and rob the life
force energy from living organisms of necessary and vital
elements, but their numbers are lessening.
In continuing, from the intent or perspective of pure love,
there is no point in a text like this where the focus is largely
on the magnificent animal kingdom from the past, present,
and future, to go into the atrocities mankind from all
dimensions have harbored upon my soul. It is simply a new
dawn; a new age; a new beginning. For the uninitiated, the
core in my belly is crystalline in nature. There are two
significant crystalline cores that vibrate in tandem and
correspond to your magnetic fields of clockwise and
counter clockwise, with multiple and multiple and multiple
bands extending outside of these two major cores. It’s a bit
like looking inside of a tennis ball, if you have ever looked
inside of a tennis ball or golf ball, that’s solid all the way
through and has an inner weaving. That is very much like
the magnetic fields; there are multiple magnetic fields but
within my core belly.
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I suppose it would be useful to share some more wisdom
about my comment about underground tunnels so as not to
leave any of you wondering. The splinters as I mentioned
did at one time cause the need to repair some underground
tunnels, more like burrows perhaps. If your minds are
wondering, “Well, what are you speaking of?” I say to you
very much as Archangel Michael and many of the higher
councils of the angelic realm, any of the elementals, many
of those of the spirit world, the leaders of the high holy
ones know that there are places underneath your feet that
have had entire civilizations, and still do, operating 5th
dimensional energy type work. That would include the
underground oceanographic tunnels. Perhaps tunneling
might imply an above the ground tunnel but it is not so
much a linear concept. If you are visualizing these
underground cities rather than mere tunnels, because that is
what they are, as cities or civilizations teeming with life
that have been hidden from mankind’s knowingness for
thousands of years, the veil of secrecy is gradually coming
off as the vibration of love fully embraces my
consciousness once again, as well as yours.
What do your magnificent minds think?
The scientists who may be reading this might be thinking
this simply cannot be so, either from a moral standpoint or
an intellectual one, or just a purely physics one. How can
tunnels be created in molten rock and lava? I say to you
that they are, they were, and they will be well into the
future for the purpose of supporting 5th dimensional or
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higher healing, because that’s really why the angel invoked
me to come into this part of our time together, as the source
of healing my final wounds. And like your physical body,
many of my wounds have been internal. Yes, I have
outside, outward, superficial wounds, those are the ones we
described, and there are the ones you see with your own
eyes and have witnessed. When a forest is cut down,
deforested in such a way that all life forms and the tall
giants like the Redwoods and Sequoias (which are crystal
connectors) are denigrated, these are wounds. There are
endless, countless examples of my wounding through
mankind’s existence here.
Suffice to say that I, too, have had wounds inside, often
internal wounds that you can’t really see unless you fully
examine them. But you know that something isn’t right.
Sometimes internal healing takes longer than external
healing. In keeping with the scope of this work, we are
talking about the Infinite Creator having as many life forces
keeping my poles on their axes. Just as though you may
think of this in your minds, your own body has internal
ways of keeping your internal organs working well; those
of you who are physicians out there will know many of
these ways. But, let’s talk about bacteria, good bacteria that
your body makes to ward off an infection—that’s very
much like what I am trying to describe here to each of you
that these underground tunnels and civilizations (also
underwater) are working to keep me whole.
Archangel Michael:
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It is very wise guidance indeed from our Mother. If you are
wondering where this is going or you are wondering in
your minds, “Where is the teaching of Father Sky? Mother
Earth and Father Sky, I’ve heard of these things said
before; I know of them myself.” I say to you we simply
have not gotten there yet, as Mother Earth represents land
and the ocean and the prairies and the deserts and the
mazes and so on, in a great majestic beauty. That is the
time that I ask each and every one of you to reflect back for
a moment over the last few years of your life, over the last
few weeks of your life, and see what you might have done
in your daily lives in regard to Mother Earth. How have
you harmed her and how you may have helped her? No one
needs to see your thinking; if you want to make a list by all
means go ahead and do so. It is not for public show, but ask
your minds this. I think you will be surprised with what you
come up with.
It is not my intent to fall outside of the frequency of love
either and make anyone feel guilt or shame. Everything
begins with intent and focus and refocusing; re-direction is
often necessary, as is education and persuasion. I simply
suggest that you ask yourselves what you may have done
that either robbed Mother Earth’s sustainability or
supported her, and then make a determined intent to lessen
and limit any of the things you did that stripped away from
her the vital Earth force. For without a healthy planet, we
can only imagine what life would be like here. It is true that
every living thing has an energy force, and I ask each and
every one of you to be grateful for Mother Earth’s attempts
2
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to remove the imprinting of bloody wars and decades and
decades of hatred and violence, street violence—it doesn’t
necessarily need to be global wars, any of mankind’s
atrocities—man against man, where blood was shed on her
soil and left an imprint, layer upon layer through the
energetic fields, blood and hatred and violence and war and
justice, jealousy, fighting, greed.
This creates holes in the energetic wrapping around the
Earth that can also extend to the closest layers to the Earth,
which are only about two inches from the soil, the top of
the soil. So, very lovingly think about Mother Earth as your
Mother, and think about a Mother that has raised and
sustained you, who has been plundered, beaten down,
attacked, and never once folded her arms, lowered her
head, buried her head, hidden from you or said, “I’m
simply not going to go on.” Or worse, “I am going to turn
my anger inward or outward and cause a cataclysmic rift,”
because she could have.
I must say this, as I feel compelled that when the last blood
is shed on planet Earth, total liberation is what will be felt
as an energetic shockwave not only across your planet, but
across all of the interstellar dimensions thousands and
thousands of light years away. There are many, many,
many, many, many, many, many thousands of light workers
of all ages and descriptions. Many of their children are
working to this end presently by every loving thing they
say and do, every loving connection they have, every
loving thought they may have by not eating meat, harming
2
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an animal, harming a tree, harming anything; harming,
harming, harming their Mother must stop. Mother Earth is
rising from this wounded, splintered state that she has been
in for thousands of years to an exalted place of total being
as a golden goblet. Imagine Mother Earth as a golden ball
which is highly charged, highly loving, highly exalted as a
magnificent creation of God’s Infinite Source energy
restoring her to her rightful place.
I have an exercise for all: think about and do at least five
things that will support and sustain and propel forward the
healing of your Mother. Bring this exercise as close to
home as you want it to be. If you have not written to your
own mother a letter,—a love letter, a thank you letter—
bring it into your homes and your hearts and do so with
your mothers and your grandmothers and all of the female
goddesses in your lives, because Mother Earth very much
represents Goddess energy. Do it all. Act upon ways that
your magnificent loving minds and hearts can go about
improving, healing the wounds that still exist within your
Mother, and then at the close of the day sit in reflection and
ask yourself how you are feeling for having done so, and
then do it again and again and again and again.
Before we move onward to create a teaching about animals,
we must spend time honoring their home. Now, for those of
any and all ages, here is another hallmark assignment. I
lovingly ask each of you to consider writing down on a
piece of paper—or if it is not paper because we can talk
about where paper comes from and recycling of paper, the
2
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reusability of things and so on and so forth—take your
voice if you wish, head out to your Mother (that would be
outside), go to your favorite place if you wish, go to a
convenient place if you wish, and thank her for who she is,
and what her feminine energy—her Goddess energy, her
loving heart, her own resourcefulness—has provided you
with.
Use your words to tell her, “I am thankful” for anything
and everything that comes to your mind and your heart. “I
am thankful for the beautiful wildflowers that grow down
the street from my home. I am thankful for blessing us with
clear, fresh water.” Even if you know in some places in the
world the water is not clean and fresh, by stating it in this
way and putting these energy molecules into motion, or in
essence, you are allowing those molecules to form and be
sent to the water in the here and now. This is not an
exercise in denial. In other words, I am not asking your
minds to think of the dirtiest river and say in a mocking
way, “Thank you, Mother.” Get down on your knees if it
moves you, kneel and honor, reach down with your hands
and grab some soil. “Thank you, Mother, for providing me
with green grass that I enjoy, the smell of green grass, for
providing soil that is nutrient-rich enough after all of the
degradation that has been done here, to still sustain plants
and animals for my enjoyment and my enrichment.”
These are examples of what your spirit may be moved to
say, and say it in gratitude. Some of you may weep and do
it again and again, because every living thing has
2
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knowingness and has intelligence. That means everything
that was created has intelligence. I ask each of you to
kindly think about making this a routine, a sacred ceremony
if you will; anything can be sacred. Some of you I feel will
make it sacred in the way that you say the words. Others of
you will make it sacred that you follow a tradition or a
teaching or learning. In other words, it becomes special
when you go with intent to offer gratitude.
Mother Earth:
With that being said, we were talking about the belching of
the splinter, and the splinter being some atrocities too
numerous to mention—not worthy of mention, but heralded
as one of the largest events of all of cosmic history, also the
final belching on 12/21/2012. Moving forward in the
context of our teaching together as I have been called upon
to do this, I, the feminine energy, I, the feminine Mother, I,
the Mother Earth, Gaia, welcome this opportunity to teach
and share from my perspective. If reading these words are
unfamiliar to you, let it be. So much has been written about
the angelic realm, and of course, the holy masters of all
religions—and I mean this from all the love of my heart—
then for many thousands of generations, lowly old Mother
Earth, if someone thought of Mother Earth at all. I do have
a consciousness.
I do have a voice. I do have a message. I am an organic
creation. I was created by the God Force Infinite Being—
all that is, all that is everything. I might speak more

2
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globally now, as a collection of sisterly planets might be
useful for your understanding before launching into more
of the animal kingdom—because this is largely a book
about the animal kingdom, past, present, and future—that
from my perspective I see myself as a planet, I see myself
as a sister among sisters.
If you are following what I am saying, I very much feel as
though there are other female planets in various solar
systems largely as I know it to be. Most of the planets carry
more feminine energy than masculine energy. I might say
to imagine me as a sister among sisters, visualize me this
way—imagine me to be this way so you are comfortable
with my message, comfortable enough to absorb not only
what is being presented but also the changes I would like to
see made upon the planet. After all, it is my planet. I feel as
though we have a symbiotic relationship. This is nothing
new, but what is new is the number of souls that resonate
upon me, the surface of the Earth, that carry a loving
vibration encoded in their DNA.
I know my friend Archangel Michael will not be able to
talk about a book on animals without talking about the
upgraded DNA in them. So, I determined it a part of my job
to lay the foundation in your minds as it pertains to the
human population. Of course DNA cannot be upgraded in
the animal kingdom and not the plant kingdom, and in the
plant kingdom and not the humankind kingdom, and so on.
Am I being clear? This upgrade has to do with the elevation
of my frequency which will support new forms of life, and
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it already is, to which I am sure the angel will speak in
greater detail. I do believe that he has shared with me that
his ultimate plan is to go through at least 3,500 animals,
animal by animal, and share their wisdom. So, if this
excites you (we hope it does), by all means smile, and if
those of you say, “Oh, my, too many animals!” I say that
the number he has determined is only about one-tenth of all
of the animals within the animal kingdom past, present, and
future, and that itself may be an understatement.
You see if he determines in his infinite wisdom to share
with each and every one of you his vision of animals on the
other side—the other side that we might call the 5th
dimensional Heaven component—then the angel in his
infinite wisdom might be guiding you to rainbow-colored
unicorns and the like. I feel as though the reminder of my
contribution in this text is to be uplifting, to be
encouraging, to be grateful, for each and every one of you
who walk upon my soil do so with a higher vibration based
upon love that has been implanted either into your DNA, or
some of you simply find it in your hearts to be more loving.
And, by the way, this loving energy pours through the soles
of your feet through the topsoil, down through the surface
of my planetary being-ness. If you can imagine that this
energetic imprint of crystalline pure love extends from the
feet of those who carry the love vibration hundreds of miles
below the surface closer to the core of my magnetic fields,
this is exactly what is occurring.
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The difference if I am being clear with everyone is that it
was not until recently that the depth of the love vibration
was able to seep that deeply. If any of you are familiar with
the concept the world calls “runoff,” when there is too
much rain and it runs off my body, imagine how it used to
be all over the planet, when we would examine if anyone
would talk about the love vibration or the love
particularization being a part of me. Much of it simply ran
off. There was too much blood in the soil and not enough
love. Now graciously, the paradigm has shifted and there is
more love than fear; more love than blood. It may be useful
to spend more time speaking about the importance of being
barefoot and walking upon my soil. If some of your minds
are wondering, “Well, if the energy of love flows through
our feet, through our heads from Source down through our
physical bodies, through our feet down to you, Mother
Earth, what are you giving us?” Notice I said some of you
may be thinking this, and it is a very interesting concept
which I would like to speak of; it’s a circuit. Definitely, it is
not a one way linear type energy flow, it’s a circuit. So,
when the love vibration flows from your Creator through
your physical body, it flows through your feet, down
through the soles of your feet, down past my surface into
my inner core (every year after this transmission, the love
vibration will be penetrating deeper into my inner core, like
your inner belly).
I, too, have a belly button, and it is called my inner core,
my sacred middle. My sacred center, it is purely crystalline
in nature. That is why it is so important to spend a moment
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educating about crystalline energy, pure 5th dimensional
energy. It is an extension of each of you, as it is an
extension to your teaching to know that when we use words
like “ascended,” “made more whole,” “returning back to
pure love,” “5th dimensional energies,” that you understand
that these words and concepts are interchangeable as they
relate to the inner and outer crystalline core that is
considered my inner belly. This energy flows through
Source, through you if you are standing outside (not
standing on a manmade structure), and pours down into my
belly. Imagine in your minds a watershed or a storehouse, if
you will--a flowing river of purified, crystal energy. Then
imagine in your minds clear, flowing water that sparkles in
an iridescent way.
That would be very close to what I would be asking you to
imagine when we are thinking about this crystalline
watershed. Once inside the watershed, if you are still
imagining this with me, all of your thoughts of love collect
there, pool there, build there, store there, but are not kept
there. The watershed itself isn’t linear, it doesn’t have a
plateau. In other words, it’s not like a piece of paper. It’s
not a two-dimensional concept. That watershed has no
dimension; it has all dimensions. It flows out, seeps out in
all and every direction, almost like a water sprinkler from
there, and rises back up. If you are imagining this
visualization, it seeps back out in other places through my
soil. The particles of the crystalline energy then rise up
back to Source and the whole process starts over again. It’s
a bit like osmosis that you may have learned in sixth grade
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science, if you were paying attention in class. (Angel
smile).
The concept is very similar and, in fact, it is not separate
from this one: osmosis, absorption. Isn’t it wonderful to
know that love is received and absorbed and spread—that’s
how powerful love is! What makes this newsworthy is that
because my soil has been elevated and I have belched out
the last splinter, I have become restored back to what some
are calling my original status and I am no longer the Dark
Planet! It is very easy for the loving energy to be pushed
back up through the soil. It takes acts of great force if you
can imagine, ask any gardener or any farmer who has ever
tried to grow anything in soil that wasn’t receptive; they
will tell you what back-breaking work it can be. If I am
being a good teacher, each of you should be having the
understanding now that because of the passage of
12/21/2012, it is easier now than ever before for the
frequencies of love to come back up through the soil and
the root system—very, very easily.
I have so much to share with you! Yet, at the same time,
because this is a book of animals and not a book about
plants nor a book of multiple cosmos and constellations,
asteroids, interstellar dimensional travel, and further
examinations, I think I will bring our time together to a
close by speaking to the shamans of the world. Shamans
are not different from anyone else, or separate from
anything else that we have been talking about as it relates
to love vibration and general global matters, or when it
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comes to healing Mother Earth. I would very much like to
single out all the shamans of the world who have laid a
foundation from much of the new healing work to be
bought forth. For those of you who may not be familiar
with the word “shaman,” I see that no matter what culture
or what country you are living in, to me a shaman is
someone who understands the interconnectedness of life.
The study of this is often referred to as shamanism. Every
land mass, every country on Earth has a version of this. I
mean the study of the interconnectedness—the web, the
spider web of life—plant, animal, mineral, nutrient.
The messages contain threads that weave a tapestry of the
interconnectedness between all living, breathing things,
which is understood by these individuals. Shaman is simply
a word to help us understand the category generally for this
person with this interconnectedness; knowing someone
who knows my fruits and berries, knows my animals,
knows my soil, knows my water, knows my air, knows my
mineral kingdom almost as well as I do. It is to the shamans
of the planet that I would like to speak and thank now.
To the shamans of the world I say this:
Without your inner knowing, without your praise, without
your strength, without your courage, there would have been
many more blood-stained particles keeping the vibration of
me, Mother Earth down. Some will be jumping in with
their minds and hearts and saying, “Well, I’m not a
Shaman. I don’t even know what you are speaking of, Gaia
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but, I know the land.” I would say to you, yes. Many know
the land. There are many servants of the land now; before
thousands and thousands of years ago, the first nomads
were servants of the land. There are many ways to be a
servant of my soil, of my collective soil, and I am not
omitting these souls who are thinking, “Why didn’t our
Mother say something about the stewards of the land,
something that I understand?” I say, dear ones, that you are
wrapped into this bundle, but there is more Earthly wisdom
than simply the land, the soil, and the nutrients. It involves
the integration and the understanding of every living thing
in this web of life; of course including animals, the plant
kingdom, and so on.
About 1,300 years ago, something happened—does anyone
want to take a guess at what it was?
The first nuclear-fused bomb was created. What does this
have to do with shamanism and stewards of the land?
Everything. Many of you have grandmothers, grandfathers,
great-great-grandfathers, great-great-grandmothers that
knew of this nuclear fission, nuclear division. They are one
and the same—a massive act of destruction. Of course,
there are multiple times where massive acts of destruction
have tried to destroy me, and sometimes this has indeed
occurred. When destruction of planet Earth—me, myself, I,
Mother Gaia—feel pain. I, Mother Gaia, feel pain when the
roots of the magnificent sequoias or the roots of any
magnificent plant being, large or small, is cut off in such a
way that there is not future growth. Any transplantation of
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any forest, metal, or otherwise any living organic thing; if it
is not done in a loving, easy, gentle fashion with gentle
loving intent, wounds me, so that I have many scars. (This I
mentioned early on in our teaching in our time together
about the splinters.) It is with great hope and gratitude from
this place where I express to each of you who are stewards
of the land and shamans of the interconnected magical
spider web of life, just like the spider spinning crystalline
threads connecting intergalactic galaxies and interstellar
regions and ley lines over the planet through their webs.
I say to each and every one of you: thank you…thank
you… thank you… thank you for minimizing these wounds
over your Earthly history, for keeping the teaching alive,
for sharing the wisdom that every animal carries, that every
feather carries, every flower carries, every grain of sand
carries, every drop of water carries interconnectedness, and
for having the ability to see the beautiful divine harmony in
the interconnectedness between all of these things. You
have my most humble, my most deepest regard. Be well,
dear friends; be more than well—be loving and be kind.
Learn from the angel as I do, learn from yourselves as I
trust you will, and learn from the animal kingdom; they
have much to teach you.
Signed,
Mother Earth
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CHAPTER 2
In the Beginning

In setting the tone for our remaining text, I welcome
questions internally presented in your minds as we work to
create a safe, trusting, sharing of information. Our mission
statement collectively is to build hope, trust, camaraderie,
and faith as the next pages are shared. It is my intent to also
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nurture each of you along in our collective journey to
understanding concepts—some of which may temporarily
confuse you, some you may not agree with, and other
concepts which you may feel as though you already have a
thorough basis of knowledge. When God/Infinite
Mind/Source created the Heavens and Earth and all that is,
this same Intelligence deemed there to be life on your
planet. (We are focusing on animal life on planet Earth
right now, knowing that other forms of animal life do exist
in other galaxies, which we will speak of later in this book.)
When was this done, billions and billions of years ago?
Yes, I said billions—long before any form of time
collection and history of time was known. When Infinite
Mind determined that planet Earth was ready to support
life, Source said, "I wish to create with infinite imagination
species after species after species of wondrous living
organisms so vast, so powerful, so magnificent that no
mortal man can ever destroy them or their home,” and that
is what Source did.
If those of you reading this have never been acquainted
with God Mind/Source Intelligence—the Supreme Creator
of all that is—let me try and describe the magnitude of this
for your minds. If you choose to place in your visual minds
the most stupendous, colossal, magnificent, divine,
powerful, and loving light that you could possible know,
this is one-tenth of the energy of Source. I do not profess to
be anywhere near this power!
I, Archangel Michael, have limited powers which have
been described in many other books prior to this one. But to
continue our teaching, you first must have some idea, some
picture of what Allah/God/Source is, before you can
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comprehend the full beauty of God's plan for the animal
kingdom on Earth.
Entire legions of angels have sat in devoted worship at the
feet of God/Creator energy. We do it whenever we feel as
though we need a recharge ourselves. You see, we were
created in the image of Source—and so were each of you!
When we sit at the feet of Source we are one with it. Do
you understand? Many of you do understand this, we know.
Let me ask some questions to see if this makes sense to
your wonderful minds. Have you ever sat by a wonderful,
free-flowing, crystal clear stream and felt completely
peaceful? Have you ever sat down upon a grassy field
surrounded by colorful wildflowers and watched as
butterflies flit to and fro? Have you ever listened to the
sounds on a summer night and heard the hoot, hoot, hoot of
an owl or heard chirp, chirp, chirp or croak, croak, croak
and felt as if you were one with the sounds of nature? Then
you have experienced Source. There are thousands upon
thousands of ways to feel at one with something, especially
Mother Nature, of which we are speaking here.
To speak of separateness is only useful to a limited degree,
so I will speak of it sparingly now. What is separateness?
Separateness to us in the angelic realm is anything that falls
outside of oneness—a simple enough sounding statement—
yet at the same time, we feel this concept can stand to be
elevated. Therefore, I will continue: when someone on your
Earth does something that desecrates Mother Earth or any
organism living upon her, you may say we view this as
being separate from Source. In our loving wisdom, we do
not offer judgment of such actions if souls choose to be
separate from Source. I am simply attempting to lay down
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some founding principles before continuing. Therefore, we
have separateness and oneness. It is a goal we—the
collective consciousness of angels—have in this book to
create more oneness within the planet and restore your
Mother to her former glory. It is to her former glory I will
speak now, including what I view as the reasons for the
extinction of many magnificent living organisms which
Source first created upon her.

Creation, Life and the Hollow Earth
A long, long, time ago—eons and eons ago—a wonderful
thing occurred. Your world and many other worlds were
created, and many of these worlds contained the spark of
life. Some in your world call this event the Big Bang
Theory, others call it the Creationists' Theory, others
believe that mankind and all forms of animal life (another
book will be devoted to plant life) rose from the legs of an
apelike humanoid form. No matter what your stance is
here, be clear of one thing dear ones: mankind and the
animal kingdom did not rise up from the legs of an ape.
In one instantaneous loving explosion of creation, creative
matter and form took shape; part of this shape became the
smattering of atoms, protons, neurons, and hydro-neurons
that helped form the Cosmos. (Some mention of the
Cosmos must be made, since we are speaking now about
creation leading to the discovery of animal forms which
once inhabited your planet.) Therefore, speaking in simple
terms, a seismic, cosmic eruption occurred at the
instantaneous moment the worlds were created. Notice I
said worlds. This still occurs today as galaxies are
continually being created and more galaxies will be
discovered.
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Imagine, then, a newly created planet Earth. In your minds,
what did it look like? Was Mother Earth barren, without
trees, without other forms of plant and animal life? Had
climate formed? What did Source do next? Source simply
kept creating. Wind was created, soil was created,
temperature, and so on was created, though eons of years
ago your planet did not resemble your present day world. In
fact, I would say that Earth was newly forming like a baby
learns how to walk. Tender were her gardens, fluctuating
was her climate. Even your Earth's rotational forces,
including gravity, had to be established. Sometimes, with
anything which is newly created, changes and adaptations
are made, and this is exactly what Source did—made
adaptations to the first seed of your planet known as Earth.
Once the galaxies including planets were formed and
forming—which also, by the way, took eons of time for
them to expand and contract, as all matter is in motion—
Father Sky and Mother Earth consciousnesses were born.
What is matter, I ask you, without a consciousness? What
good is matter, I ask you, without a consciousness? Every
living thing has a consciousness as Mother Earth just
described in Chapter 1.
Furthermore, a blade of grass has a consciousness. Do you
believe this to be true? If not, I ask you, why would it not?
Is it not living, breathing, growing, dying? Perhaps some of
you are wondering, “Well, angel, what species did Source
or God create first on Earth?" To that I say I cannot tell
you. Why? Because even this wisdom is unclear to me.
There is Divine Union in everything, including an angel not
knowing which animal species Source created first. But I
do know that it was in Divine Order and in Divine
Perfection. Sometime later, moving up in time, Source
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began creating animal forms. Vegetation was created first
to sustain creation. This I do know.
The importance of creating a planet such as yours with a
regenerating frequency cannot be overstated as
monumental. The same regeneration properties that allow
your skin to heal after a scrape, was formatted by Source.
Can you imagine what your planet would be like if Mother
Earth could not regenerate herself? I am not saying that
mankind's actions over the years haven't taken a toll on her
regenerative abilities—it has. Much like leaving a battery
running all the time, eventually the battery reaches a stage
of depletion. I plan to speak more about how every man,
woman, and child can become more involved in restoring
and regenerating Mother Earth later. If I shared with you a
secret, can you keep it a secret? Source experimented! Yes.
Source experimented with the creation of animals which
were to inhabit your planet. How do I know this? It was
shown to us many times in our kingdom.
Does it surprise you that Source would experiment? I hope
not. Creation is what matters most; Divine Creation. There
is purpose in everything. This leads me now to a discussion
of one of the categories of Source’s experimentation: the
dinosaurs, or the age of the dinosaurs.
I am certainly no Earthly scientist, yet I anticipate that
some of the following information I present will seem
unreasonable to some, mainly within the scientific
community, when I say that the very first forms of life on
your planet (not speaking of man) came from other planets
or dimensions. Perhaps we pause here for a moment before
continuing.
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The very first forms of life Source created to inhabit your
Earth were transplants from another dimension or
dimensions. Which ones, you may ask? Multiple other
galaxies. One such galaxy is known as the Pleiadian
Galaxy. Many more in your world are awakening to some
of these truths—which is that life exists in other
dimensions—that life was created in other galaxies prior to
Earth. Earth as a planet, as many of you may know, is a
relatively newly formed planetary system comprised of
much more than simply a planet. In fact, Mother Earth sees
herself as an infant in many ways.
Since this is a book on animals and not other galaxies, we
will leave any further examination of what galaxies, what
other dimensions exist for now, as much was shared in my
teaching 2012 and Beyond: The Truth from Archangel
Michael. Suffice it to restate: we in the angelic realm see
that your first animal life was first experimented with in
other planes of existence. Other planes of existence, by the
way, do not exclusively mean other dimensions. It can and
does also mean other times or within the continuum of
time, space, and matter—onwards to the very first signs of
animal life. Once Source transplanted vegetation to inhabit
your planet and had balanced and adjusted climate, wind
patterns, and velocity; created the seasons and other such
wondrous creations; Source created tiny creatures known as
protozoan. Without these tiny life forms, which many of
you may have studied under an electron microscope, all
other forms of life would not have survived. Every living
organism is independent and interdependent upon other life
forms.
Imagine a building block, and then imagine the tiny,
mighty, often-neglected protozoan as the base. Then
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imagine this visual again and thank them. I said thank them.
It may seem like a long journey of discovery as we move
from the tiny protozoan animal life to the mighty gigantic
Tyrannosaurus Rex, but it's not all that complicated, nor
extended of teaching if you keep visualizing one block of
life stacked upon another, then another, and another. It is a
tower of blocks that is continually growing in your minds
as new animal species will also inhabit your planet, and are
doing so now. More are waiting to be discovered and
brought forth. I will be sharing more on this in later
chapters.
If I shared with you that there are at least 1,600 species of
protozoan—some extinct and some newly forming—I hope
this has amazed you! Naming each and every species of
protozoan will probably not land this book on any
bestsellers' lists, but it is an interesting concept—the
concept that as we the angels see it, there are far more
species past, present, and future that many of you are
unaware of. Cataloging animal species is not my intent.
That is best done by the scientists and hobbyists of your
world.
By now, Source had created day and night, the poles,
climate, and the Sun to share her warmth and healing upon
your planet. Water was created, landmasses were widened,
narrowed, made deeper and taller, as one would model a
huge piece of clay. This was all done by Source.
This brings us in time, now, to the time of the dinosaurs.
What were some of the species of animals built upon by the
tiny protozoan? Crustaceans, which include animals such as
crabs, crayfish, shrimp, krill, and barnacles, are some such
examples. What was the building block resting upon the
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crustaceans? Other larger marine life, like the first sperm
whales; all forms of fresh water and salt water life had yet
to be created. Remember, dear ones, I am collapsing this
timeline so that you have a basis of understanding.
The early formation of only one species alone took
hundreds of linear Earth years once the first forms of
animal life were transplanted. Furthermore, the oceans as I
see it were teaming with marine animal forms before inland
waterways, and before the lakes on your planet were
created. In fact, much has been written (some correctly and
some not so), about what your early planet looked like
geographically. Landmasses shifted, watersheds were
created (sort of holding pens for water overflow), and a
vast array of shifting tides occurred. As I come to know it,
even your early oceans did not have the same harmony or
integration of energies present during early Earth as they do
now.
For me to present to you the idea that all forms of life on
your planet were created in one fell swoop would be to lead
you astray. What Source did do was devise an infinitely
wise plan to introduce a few species at a time, and that is
exactly what Source did. To restate, as I, Archangel
Michael, see it every animal whether living on your planet
at one time or presently residing upon her now, originated
from another galaxy.
How did the early life forms like protozoan and crustaceans
get transplanted on Earth? Perhaps a fuller explanation
would be wise. Imagine Source as knowing all things.
When it was time for creation of (animal) life on Earth,
Source sent messengers like me to assist in the process.
Source also sent messengers from other dimensions where
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the beings had physical bodies. I do not. I have an etheric
body. Source also asked that all the legions of angels,
beings of light, to come together in celebration of a new
world—which was to become your world—a world where
even the slightest breeze would provide wonderful dramatic
scents to linger over miles and miles of terrain. It was to
become Nirvana, a place so special and loving and
beautiful it was unlike anything else in Creation. That was
the plan.
Imagine a billion years ago, roughly when Earth was
created and the first forms of life were transplanted upon
her, that there needed to be a way for life to live on Earth.
How to transplant forms of life from other galaxies to Earth
was not a difficult task for Source. Source created
underground tunnels, sunken tunnels below the surface of
the Earth, as a natural incubator to house many of the new
animal transplants to your planet. Yes! Huge underground
"incubators" housing tender life forms until they reached a
certain integration and maturation stage to enter (or really
re-enter) your planet's frequencies and thrive upon her.
Many of these original underground tunnels which
supported the first forms of life on your planet still exist
today. Some, however, were no longer necessary as time
went on, and Mother Earth herself, with her knowing
consciousness, closed them. Of the ones which do remain,
they still serve a vital role in sustaining and counterbalancing some of the destructive forces that entered into
your planet with the fall from grace. What I mean by the
“fall from grace” goes back to our brief discussion of
separateness and oneness.
Your minds may be wondering where these tunnels are.
Some of you have heard of the Hollow Earth. Some of you
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know where the underground tunnels are, and some of your
leaders have known where they are for hundreds of Earth
years and have chosen to keep this information hidden in
secrecy.
It is impossible to enlighten and speak of enlightenment
about the animal planet and what each of you can do to
support your Mother without the exposure of this
knowledge globally—that there are underground tunnels
which support all forms of life, not just animal life, but
human forms of life as well—and we haven't even gotten to
a discussion of mermaids! Why has there been secrecy over
these tunnels (and other things as well about your planet)
by some who stand in authority roles on Earth? To keep
your planet repressed.
Q: Archangel Michael, what do you say about the ideas
from Raymond Bernard and Admiral Byrd? Were their
accounts true of visiting an inner Earth civilization known
as Agartha with a loving race of people and mythical
creatures?
A: Yes, as I see it, incomplete as they were. I would love to
expand upon their experiences for your understanding at
some point. Do not, dear ones, allow fear to creep into your
hearts and minds. Nothing will be presented in these pages
that will have any element of fear in them. Knowledge can
be a source of power as well as inspiration, so I ask you to
be inspired!
I ask each of you to lay old judgments aside and allow the
following information to fill you with wonder, excitement,
curiosity, and awe as I describe how these tunnels were
more fully created, where they exist today, and what
civilizations may be found there.
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Civilizations Under Your Earth
As this is a book of animals that are either living on your
Earth or in it, it’s going to be useful for us to continue
understanding how life originated on your planet. As
mentioned in previous teachings, there are underground
tunnels. The tunnels themselves are entry points to
civilizations where forms of life, which Admiral Byrd (and
others) have called emissaries, do exist and have existed
since your planet cooled. Originally, planet Earth’s core
temperatures were such that it was uninhabitable. If you
can imagine being served food which is simply too hot, but
then it cools so that you are able to enjoy it, then this is a
good analogy to your planet—too hot at first for any life to
inhabit her—either above or below the surface.
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Jellyfish can grow to over 120 feet long

CHAPTER 3
Animals of the Water

What changed this most wonderful world? One word:

intent. Whose intent was it? Mankind's. Before I go on, let
me say I in no way stand in a position, etheric or otherwise,
to blame mankind for the cessation of this “otherworldly”
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existence of animals on your planet. However, the
introduction of mankind’s vibration did indeed alter
Source’s plan. How do I know this? I was called into the
Golden Chambers and asked if I understood God’s Plan. At
that time, I did not understand God’s Plan to alter Nirvana
on Earth. At times, I still do not fully comprehend why it
has taken mankind so long (or short) a time to be living life
on Earth as God intended—in peace and harmony with all
living things.
Which brings us to the introduction of a fuller
understanding of the early animals of the water, as well as
some of the notable ideas that I see you may possibly
benefit from understanding in your “now” moment and into
the future. For without an understanding of the water, the
life it supports and will support in the future, much of a
book about animal life in it would be nothing if not
incomplete.
As I come to see it presently, there are 9,000 different types
of sharks, dolphins, whales, and larger marine life existing
today. As I see it presently, if we move to categorizing or
cataloging the number of species of coral next, my
knowledge is that there are 10,000 species of various coral
reef life. Billions of tiny life forms also live in your waters
if we are counting the lakes, rivers, streams, inlets, ponds,
estuaries, and all bodies of water, including your great and
mighty oceans. If we include in our cataloging all species
of saltwater and freshwater fish—including tuna, snapper,
giant squids, all squids, grouper, tarpon, marlin, all shapes
and sizes of octopi (do you know there is an elephant
octopus?), lobsters, clams, shrimps, krill, oysters, mussels,
rainbow fish, clown fish, destroyer fish, crocodiles,
alligators, all species of predatory fish, lake trout (brown,
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speckled, blue/green, white-eyed), salmon (sockeye, coho,
steelhead, pink, and the rest), sea turtles, sea urchins,
thousands of varieties of small-sized amphibians to large
toads (did you know that a super toad exists in Southeast
Asia?), salamanders, snakes, and thousands of other of
God’s creatures—we would have a list of about 100,000
different creatures of just the water.
It is not my intent to list 100,000 creatures of your waters,
inland and otherwise, in a book such as this. Some would
perhaps even tire, I say, after reading the list of toads, or
turn up their noses about the importance of such things.
Rather, I plan to share some little-known facts of the water
animals that are most in need on your planet presently, and
present harmonic codes for some of them, so that each of
you who are reading this book may involve yourselves
more directly in elevating the animal population. This is the
Awakening—not just for human beings, but for all living
things, including animals! It is time to cast aside doubt
about life in other dimensions and get on with the business
of healing the surface, the inner belly, the outer belly, and
all aspects of Mother Earth and the wonderful animal life
found upon her. Some of my intent in this chapter will also
be to take us on a futuristic ride 100 years into the future to
get a glimpse of what the next generation of water animals
will be like.

Harmonic Codes
For those of you who are new to harmonic codes, they are a
powerful yet simple way for every man, woman, and child
to exercise their living, breathing right to heal. Codes are a
way to heal. It’s that simple. Harmonic codes may be
numbers, they may be complex sacred geometric forms,
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they may be color, and harmonic codes can also be toning
or sound codes. For some of the water animals most in need
on your planet now, I will recite the numeric codes (as
toning codes would be impossible). If, however, you know
the equivalent in sound, feel free to use sound as your
method. Like any teaching, the codes will be just one part
of hopefully exciting you to turn yourselves into the
powerful healing light beings you are, and to motivate each
of you. Even ten of you who are reading this book, who
choose to impart numeric healing codes by intent alone,
will have healing power.
Everything to us is energy. Like any teaching, moderation,
balance, and harmony should be a goal when instructing on
the use of these harmonic codes. What type of healing will
each code provide for the species I will be sharing?
Energetic healing. A pure beam of light will be transmitted
with the using of these numbers. So, I say to those of you
who are new to using any type of healing, especially
something so seemingly innocent and easy as a few number
codes together—take heed! They carry power and energy
and they are not to be overused any more than someone
would take more medicine that they are prescribed or
overindulge in any behavior.
Furthermore, the codes I plan to present are considered
some of the rather simpler codes to serve the majority of
souls. This does not mean, however, that simple does not
carry power. Some of the codes will connect with the
energy of Venus for healing a certain water animal. Some
of the codes by inherent nature will impart healing energy
coming from the Sun herself; others will impart healing
energy from Jupiter, Mars, Nebulon, the Pleiades,
Centaurus, the Holy Council, and more. It is worthy of
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restating here: you are multidimensional beings, living in a
multi-dimensional universe, with multidimensional
animals. How could it be any other way?
We will go by categories for simplicity sake. Every variety
of shark, stingray, electric eel, and species of fish has its
own unique set of harmonic codes similar to your own
DNA. Every single animal has a unique set of energetic
codes which were assigned by Source in the moment of
creation. No two are ever exactly alike. That’s how infinite
God Mind is! But, for now, you will have a basis of
understanding to use any of the following codes to help
heal from other dimensions the animal species to which the
code is assigned, no matter where you are in the world.

 How to Use Healing Energy Codes 
The codes I am sharing as an infinite source of healing
through harmonic or harmonic sequencing is quite easy,
really. A child may be drawn to imagine the number series
to help a particular species, an older adult may choose to
write the codes down as if transcribing, and then take the
written code or codes outside and verbally state the code
aloud so the vibration will carry further. Other individuals
may choose to write the codes in the sand, in the dust, in
the air, and allow Mother Earth to carry them where a
person’s intention and the code indicate. Some of you may
decide to use one of these codes shared, yet not know the
region on your planet where all the species reside—no
worries! You do not need to also memorize another code,
and then another code of a city, and then another code on
top of that for the tuna to its exact location in the ocean for
the healing energy to be helpful. Just knowing the species
code will suffice. However, as shared, kindly understand
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that there are also harmonic healing codes for habitats, so
that if one desired to send a harmonic code to the Indian
Ocean, that too can be done and sent. If there is a space
between numbers, pause for a moment before continuing.
♥ Shark collective: 678 678 678
♥ Dolphins: 999 9 999
♥ Sea Turtles: 87654321
♥ Sea Otters: 826 925
♥ Rays: 9119
♥ Crabs: 333 339
♥ Lobsters: 615917
♥ Oysters: 0000 005
♥ Mussels: 876678
♥ Jellyfish: 983235
Next, I am sharing two collective codes below for some of
the reef-dwelling tropical fish, knowing that each
subspecies has its own code as well. With names like
grunts, smooth trunkfish, sand diver, four-eye butterfly
fish, squirrelfish, porcupine fish, goliath grouper, spotted
drum, blue tang, peacock flounder, scrawled cowfish,
sharp-nosed cowfish, yellow goatfish, yellowtail snapper,
queen angelfish, white spotted filefish, yellow-head jaw
fish, lionfish, and the great barracuda, Source was infinite
in creation.
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Snorkelers observing fish in Cozumel, Mexico

♥ Common Reef Tropical Fish Collective: 111 111 222
555
I am moving now to a few of the magnificent creatures of
inland waterways, to the largest lakes of your world, with
harmonic codes to impart healing and for the overall
strengthening of their development.
♥ Northern Pike Collective: 555 555
♥ Trout: 111 111 9
♥ Catfish: 777 775
♥ Salmon: 999 000
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♥ Arctic Grayling: 11 11
♥ Perch: 17 18 19 20
♥ Water Moccasin (Cottonmouth): 29 30 31 33
♥ Freshwater Snails in Lake Tanganyika: 444 444 4444
♥ Sponges: 5555555
♥ Flatworms: 81 89 98 18
♥ African Cichlid from Lake Malawi: 6654
♥ Electric Yellow African Cichlid: 0020
♥ Dragons Blood Peacock: 17 21 29

Harmonic Healing Codes
for Creatures of the Rivers
I plan to share just a few more simple healing codes to help
the genetic strain of a few of the most challenged species of
your rivers. In no particular order they are:
♥ Salamander Collective: 1111111
♥ Newts: 6666666
♥ Alligators: 88 99 00 66
♥ Crocodiles: 88 98 01 67
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♥ Other amphibians generally or collectively (such as the
tiny, unseen-to-the-naked eye yellow-toed newt inhabiting
some South American rivers): 111232.
If I haven’t lost you in the numbering system, perhaps a
regrouping is in order to further inspire the need to share
some “hum-drum” number sequencing. There are literally
millions if not billions of codes, so I have spared you! In all
humbleness, I invite you to explore these very basic codes
even further amongst yourselves. How would one do that?
Develop your inner knowing by asking more animal
creatures not listed here, for example, what they need
healing for. Ask them telepathically. Do they need a
healing code for their habitat, for their food source, for their
heart healing? Yes, I said heart healing. Do you know that
all living things including plants have a pulse, a heartbeat, a
connectedness to all things? Why shouldn’t they? Does this
surprise any of you to think that a purple-finned tuna might
need or appreciate a healing code for its heart? Consider
pausing here for further reflection.
Many of the water animals have had their hearts healed, as
many of you have over the course of your lifetimes. Many,
however, just like you, still find it an illusion to know love.
Have you been taught that only humans can love? Surely
not! Have you been taught only dogs and cats can show
affection? Is affection the same as love? Cannot a water
worm feel love? Ask yourselves. See what any species may
share with you telepathically. Some of you may find
looking at an image of a water creature (since this chapter
is devoted to water creatures) helpful. Some of you may
“sense” an answer by your inner knowing. Some of you
may choose to develop your intuition by running your hand
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or hands over the name or the image of a particular sea
creature to learn what healing code it would love to receive
from you.
Be patient with yourselves if you are new to energy work,
to connecting with your true or higher selves. You may find
it helpful to limit distractions when attempting to connect
in this manner. Many times I direct souls to go outside to
Mother Earth to allow her quieting, grounding energies to
aid a person trying to connect with Source. There are many
ways a person can help the animal kingdom. Codes and the
proper use—not overuse—of them is simply one. Do not
worry if nothing comes to you on one particular day. Your
own biorhythms can be influential. Simply try again
another time.

Popular Water Animals
Now, if I asked each of you what your favorite water
animal is, the majority of souls on Earth would reply
“dolphin,” followed by “dolphin!” When I myself have
listened into this sharing, the third most popular global
water animal may surprise some of you—it is the jellyfish.
In succeeding order when informally polled, most on your
planet have shared with us that they also have whales and
other fish of all descriptions as favorites.

Least Favored Water Animals
If I asked each of you what your least favorite water animal
may be, I may hear something like this: “eels, water snakes,
water eels, sting rays, jellyfish (is on both lists, by the
way), leeches, sharks, giant squid, barracuda, and piranha,”
just to name a few.
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Ranking Somewhere in the Middle
If I asked each of you to name some specifies of water
animals that fall somewhere in between favorites and least
favored or feared, many of all cultures would and have
named the following species: water lizard, gecko, marlin,
catfish, crawfish, lobster, clams, mussels, and tiger fish.
There is a more exhaustive list, but the point I am
attempting to make is that there is more confusion about
what is and what isn’t a water animal. This is where I step
in. Amphibians rule both land and water, yet many still are
ignorant of this concept. Why might this matter? It matters
because all things have a place, all things have a purpose,
and all of matter exists because of one Source, one Creator.
Therefore, if part of my job in this book is to teach basic
101 Marine Biology, then I am happy to do so. I am also
hoping to shed light on another aspect of amphibians—such
as geckos and many species of lizards that live part of their
existence in the water and another part of their lives out of
the water—and that is to state that at one time (102 course
number now), all life lived on land. Water on your planet,
although it encompasses over seven-tenths of it including
lakes, saltwater, freshwater, natural and man-made, was not
originally as such.
Perhaps at this junction some of your invited, surveyed
questions may be rewarding. So, in no particular order as I
have received them:
Q: I have often heard that God created marine life first,
but you are not substantiating that, angel. Can you
enlighten us?
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A: If we are speaking of life forms on your planet
exclusively now, Source created 5 million species of
animal forms to inhabit your world at one time. This we
touched upon in our earlier chapters. Were there more
species that were determined to live in the waters than on
land? Yes and no. Many of the very first animal species
seeded onto your planet were like submarines—able to
transport themselves in land and water alike. There are, by
the way, many water animals that currently do this, and I
do not mean by walking simply from water to land. I mean
there are advanced species who morph between aquatic and
land life energetically! These species represent the
mermaids and mermen—yes, there are both from the
Hollow Earth, as well as other life that morphs, literally,
when the need arises, between aquatic and living on land.
These present species are largely unspoken of. However, in
some remote cultures they are known as the Yeti or
Abominable Snowman, the flying squirrel, some species of
baboons which reside in your Amazonian jungles can
literally pull up an energy layer to use as a shield so they
can totally and completely exist in the waters of your
planet. In fact, any and all animal species, as the Ascension
energies continue to integrate with your world, will have
and will continue to do this type of energetic “morphing” to
live in multiple climate zones.
Perhaps I have piqued your interest and you may now be
asking “Why would they do this?” My response is: to
become totally integrated into oneness, to fully empower
themselves into all that is. This concept of aquatic animal
life “morphing” or using energy matrixes to become
whatever they desire touches upon cloning, which may
seem like a far-out 25th century concept, but it is already
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underway. You too, mankind, have the potential capability,
as the veils of secrecy lift, to morph yourselves into other
forms of magnificent life! The concept I am directing you
to consider is Oneness with Source and all that is. Cannot
many Ascended Masters already do this? Have they not
already demonstrated their powers?
Has anyone noticed Saint Germaine transforming into a
black panther to access that animal’s wisdom? Have you
come to the awareness that I myself can also change my
form into a water animal if I so chose? What is allowing for
this massive change? Ascension! Ascension! Ascension
frequencies and the entry of higher vibrational forms of all
life—water, land, and sky—to do this more easily than ever
before. The higher the vibration an animal (or plant, or
human) possesses, the easier it is for them to change form.
With 5th dimensional energy frequencies being supported
by Mother Earth, Gaia, now the youngest of animals
already do this morphing telepathically, and will in some
cases in actual body. What I am saying is that those newly
seeded animals from light galaxies—such as the Pleiades,
Damascus, Sirius, Herculon, and others—will be choosing
to filter much of their energy body into a wide variety of
infinite transformation and experience.
It is more difficult, but not impossible, for water animals
over the Earth age of 16 to do this because of their denser
DNA—but again, not out of the realm of possibility. I am
not, however, suggesting that tomorrow, if you happened to
catch a catfish or yellow-finned tuna on your fishing line
that they will instantly morph into a bird and fly away. But,
in future generations, they will or they may choose to! This
is advancement in the cosmic world plan. It is not anything
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but this. Does a caterpillar not transform itself into a
majestic butterfly? Of course!
Evolution is going to be a thing of the past, as you know it.
What I am speaking of here is that animals of water, land,
and air will soon have the capability of becoming invisible
to avoid capture, change from water to land and land to air,
and everything in between, as needed, to advance your
civilization in a myriad of ways. This type of
transformation is not purely for the animal’s ego—quite the
contrary. Animal life capable of this will have NO ego.
Have you heard of George Orwell? His prophecies about
your world were thought to be outlandish by many on
Earth, yet look, read, re-examine that teaching. I suggest to
you: was it not once thought that your planet was flat, now
viewed as a dimensional spinning heart planet with
growing consciousness, a divine matrix, and a heartbeat?
There is very little difference between what I am sharing
about what has already gone on and what will continue to
transpire over the next 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 years on your
planet. It is easier to change form when form itself is not
dense and denser. Lower bodily life forms continue to leave
your Earth.
Q: Angel, do you have favorite water animals?
A: I find it difficult to select only one type of aquatic life
form to respond. What I do find easier to share is my love
and devotion for those who respect life.
Q: Can you list for us some of those species most at risk
for extinction and can you speak to extinction at large?
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A: No teaching on animals would be complete without
some examination about extinction and what mankind is
doing to assist in stopping needless, senseless slaughter and
disrespect. There are wonderful new insights I would love
to share with each of you concerned about the plight of
your fellow water animals. We will examine land and air
animals also on this topic. There is still so much work to
been done as well in raising global awareness to the plight
of many, and how the plant kingdom is advancing to assist
in animals no longer solely being a food source or a source
of entertainment and sport. It is not only the land mammals
that are hunted to extinction for their hides, their horns, and
other body parts, but whales, octopi, salmon, eels.
Harvesting ocean life is a huge economic industry. Millions
of dollars go into harvesting life from the oceans, rivers,
lakes, and sanctuaries of your world.
I would like to extend a prayer before continuing:
“I ask that everyone who eats meat caught from your
waterways to bless every living thing. I ask that every
company that catches marine life to use in
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, perfumes, pesticides, dog
and cat foods, and other sources, to be blessed. I ask
that everyone who must rely on your ocean waters as
their primary food source to look toward the
expanding plant kingdom as new food sources. I ask
that those whose livelihood is harvesting from the
ocean waterways, to find new ways to sustain and
prosper.
I ask that each of you who are reading this book to
take a moment of silence in honor of every water
living being past, present, or future who has been
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used for personal consumption or global
advancement and greed. I furthermore ask in
prayerful contemplation that the healing powers of
marine life are examined by all those cultures who
have, for thousands of years, believed in maintaining
outdated and, in some cases, cruel harvesting of all
forms of marine life. We ask for healing in these
areas. We ask that those dark forces that have
procreated mankind’s dependency upon those life
forms living in water be repelled and returned to pure
love.” – Amen, Shalom, Namaste
Mankind has much to learn still about the majesty and
overwhelming connection between all living things.
Without certain animal species, just as with plant species,
entire ecosystems have come to depletion levels globally.
This is not a new concern of ours. Thousands of years ago,
mankind first hunted the woolly mammoth to extinction.
Jumping to the 1400s, Europeans began finding status
value in furs, as did many indigenous peoples.
Imagine now standing on the threshold of a grand and
glorious new world. The road that extends before humanity
will end senseless slaughter. The road that extends before
humanity will be the sustainability of some species through
cloning and, partially, through the redirection of global
consciousness—a deeper understanding and appreciation of
why Infinite Source developed millions of creatures, large
and small, to enrich your existence on Earth.
Q: What can the average person do to help some of the
water animals that may be on the brink of extinction and
what species are those?
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A: Every continent on your Earth has species that are
undergoing great stresses. The stresses are caused largely
by misinformation about breeding habits, territory, political
agendas, superstition and myth. Therefore, I will speak to
each of these causes now to lead us to solutions. There is
no waterway on your planet that has not at some point been
tampered with, resulting in the disruption of the natural
flow of life. Mankind’s ignorance about dumping waste is
the largest cause of marine extinction today. Not all of this
was innocent ignorance. Some was conducted with full
knowing, guided by governments whose main driving force
was greed. Your oceans are not and have never been the
dumping ground for human waste matter, nor are your
skies, nor are your lands. If you have never witnessed a
baby beluga whale with plastic bottles inside its digestive
cavity, you are one of the fortunate.
Thousands upon thousands of years ago, near the year
2,000 B.C., as a result of the first water animal being
harpooned, that harpoon sent an energetic shock wave
thousands of miles below and circumventing the southern
hemisphere. The harpooned whale told through sound to
his fellow creatures this message:
“I have been chosen to be the first source of food on Earth
and I regret having to leave you.”
This heartfelt telepathic message sent fear waves
throughout the waters stretching for hundreds of miles.
This fear then became, through time, a thread. One thread
of fear became another, then another and another as more
water animals became food sources for early man. You
may be asking yourselves by now, “Angel, how else was
mankind to have sustained themselves, how would our
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ancestors have sustained themselves if they did not use
blubber for lamp oil to heat? Are you going to suggest that
this was not Source’s plan?” Yes, I say, this was not
Source’s plan.
Speaking briefly in this chapter about outside interference,
one must mention the Annunaki. Those of you who are
familiar with another teaching of mine, 2012 and Beyond:
The Truth from Archangel Michael, were introduced to the
Annunaki in it. They are a race of beings that traveled
across the depths and settled onto Earth, a race experienced
in genetic engineering. Outside influences like these
changed the course, for eons of time, how mankind was to
interact with animal life—by using them for discovery—
exploitation as a food source was NOT one of them.
Additionally, the animal genetic component was altered to
reside in a third-dimensional plane of reality—separate
from Source. An example of this in manifestation is the
code of aggression placed into many animal species by
those races intent on ruling planet Earth. (To learn more:
you may kindly be lead to read 2012 and Beyond: The
Truth from Archangel Michael in its entirety).
Before I continue further on this topic, I do wish to say that
some of you by now may be feeling guilty for buying and
wearing fabric made from crabs, for example, to adorn your
bodies (or unaware that this even exists?) or have a
disinterest in labels that state “no animal testing.” I do not
stand in judgment of anyone, or anything. Therefore, if you
choose to dine on grilled rainbow trout with pan-seared
Mediterranean green-lipped or blue mussels with
Indonesian fly river/pig-nosed turtle soup, at least bless it,
my friends.
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It is of no use to internalize this for your spiritual growth or
to further advance the animal kingdom. Honoring the
animal kingdom begins with a reverence—a reverence for
all living things. I say unto you, friends, if you do not have
reverence for yourselves, how can you have it for the
animal kingdom?
Q: Can you describe some of the most exotic or unusual
water animals we may not be aware of, please?
A: The most amazing things are happening on your planet
now! Technology is making it easier for everyone to access
everything without having to visit East Africa or South
America or Antarctica or Somalia or Japan in person.
However, nothing—I repeat, nothing—is like actually
seeing an animal in its natural habitat thriving! I hope in
our teaching here together that more of you become
inspired to reach out to appreciate the animal kingdom in
new ways—see your first whale spout, hear your first
dolphin pod speak to each other, snorkel and embrace the
magnificent, seemingly limitless colors of the marine life
living in the coral reefs of your world. And, that others of
you take up bird watching, take up and expand your
photography hobbies, go into service more deeply as many
of you already are—work to preserve not only the
rainforests of your planet but other fragile ecosystems as
well—the prairies, the deserts, the lowlands, the littleknown water ways. Create with your hearts and minds new
ways to help restore your mighty Mother Earth and all
those who inhabit her!
Now, on to some exotic or unusual water animals as I was
asked. I would like to examine seven for your knowing,
though even the most simple, dull-looking, or dull2
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sounding of Source’s creations is a divine being full of
uniqueness and purpose. Every animal, just as humans,
have purpose, some of which we have spoken of already.
Understand, dear ones, that I am not self-selecting my
judgment of what is an interesting or exotic water animal,
but what I collectively hear from you as such:
1. The Mighty One/Pantheon Snake
Primary Habitat on Earth: Waters off the Australian
Continent
Deep in the waters off the Australian coast near Perth,
Australia, there lives a giant anaconda-type water snake
unknown to many in the “civilized” world. The aboriginals
know of this wondrous snake for its great beauty and
power. They call it the “mighty one.” I know it as the
pantheon. The pantheon or mighty one is a genderless
water snake, which tends to make it unique in some ways.
However, there is more than this to its uniqueness. There
are dozens of genderless water animals, actually. This may
come as a surprise to some of you. Also, words carry
power, and many animals have had to overcome the
emotional wounding of fear-inducing names (some still
do). Fear-inducing names not only add fear energy to the
animal, creating many behaviors not in a pure loving being,
but it also changes the way humans view not only animals,
but all things—it’s called judgment. As with humans,
animals can and do develop dysfunction of body, mind, and
spirit.
Therefore, before we continue let us affirm:
I love ♥ anacondas. I love ♥ all snakes. I love ♥ all
animals, even the ones I may fear the most. I
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understand that my fear induces fear within the
animal. I am working on releasing any fear that I may
have as a result of the animals’ name alone. I am
intending to understand the animal kingdom as a
reflection of how I view my own life—through a
larger lens of love ♥ and acceptance. I am learning
that predatory behavior within the animal kingdom is
a reaction of mankind’s consciousness, not the
animals.
Whoa! Let us pause and reflect upon any of these
statements that you have difficulty affirming, as it may not
be your truth. Affirm that which speaks to you. Affirm to
stretch yourselves or affirm none of them, but this is the
spiritual truth as I see it. Much in your world is not as it
appears or as you have been taught, or your mothers,
fathers, grandmothers, great-great-great grandmothers and
great-great-great grandfathers have been taught or
programmed into believing. Some of these false paradigms
are contained within the statement, predatory behavior
within the animal kingdom was put into place to populate
fear and keep the animal kingdom separate from Source, in
much the same way humankind had its DNA and its matrix
pulled apart and restrung. For what purpose? To keep your
planet and those living upon and within her repressed,
otherwise referred to as living in a 3 dimensional matrix
(the 5th dimension is the lowest dimension where I
reside—that of pure love).
We must at some point speak about the power of animals.
Each species of animal has inherent powers, just as unique
and individual as your human fingerprint. This particular
water snake, the pantheon snake is honored and revered for
its magical powers. What do the Aboriginal tribesmen refer
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to as some of its powers? The snake, they believe, and is
truth as I know it, can change colors as many animals can,
but this particular snake can change color not as a response
to its environment like camouflage, but it can change color
when it feels threatened, when it feels happiness, when it
feels joy, when it feels angry, when it feels sad, when it
feels lonely. Which leads me to more sharing—yes,
animals do have conscious feelings! Ask any dog or cat
lover and you, of course, will get a resounding, “Yes!”
Extending this concept to the entire spectrum of creatures
may be a stretch (or not) for your magnificent minds. “You
are suggesting to us a water snake is able to change its
physical body when its emotions are joy-filled, Angel,
really?”
I am not simply speaking of their auric bodies, which will
also be examined, but I am speaking here of its physical
body. The color of the mighty one’s “normal” peaceful
state is a deep, deep red with iridescent stripes of yellowgold. This is the color of total harmony within this species.
Yellow-gold is a very powerful healing color representing
Christ Consciousness. Its deep, deep burgundy color
represents the frequency of harmony. The color spectrum I
am using in this description is the spectrum currently
known, visible in your world. However, there are multiple
color spectrums. (When we move to later wisdom about
animals in other dimensions, I will be referring to different
color spectrums altogether, and try my best to create an
image in your minds for those of you who are not already
aware of these other color spectrums.)
The might of the mighty one does not purely come from its
size. It comes from its huge heart, from the size of its
heart—its physical heart and its spiritual heart.
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To continue, the color of the outer body of the pantheon
changes to pale, off-white when it experiences a loss. It
changes to a murky brown and loses its iridescence
altogether (representing perfect peace and calm) when there
is a lack—a lack of sustenance in some manner of body,
mind, and spirit. The other uniqueness to this snake is that
it can self-correct quickly. To give you an example, the
pantheon can rapidly process a lower frequency into a
higher one within minutes—not days—certainly not weeks.
Perhaps we should move on to our second water animal
unique in many ways, for your enrichment.
2. The Little-Known Dolphin-Tail Barracuda
Primary Habitat on Earth: United Kingdom
Secondary Habitat: Gulf of Mexico
In selecting a second water species to present, much aquatic
life is asking to be included. I am so happy to learn that the
animal kingdom is already listening and giving thanks to
each and every one of you for making space in your lives to
honor them.
In part, what makes this fish remarkable (as all creatures
are, as already stated), is the longevity of its life span.
Soon, all forms of life will be able to extend their life spans
into a continuum of time as time matrixes continue to
evolve. Many younger species of all types of animals have
entered with a higher vibration, meaning they are less
susceptible to lower frequencies by the light they carry and,
therefore, will be spreading light and helping to elevate
your planet (and others) for hundreds of years, if that is
their purpose. Most of the new species of 5th dimensional
pure love vibration have made a covenant to do so. Most
wish to inhabit a body on Earth for as long as possible to
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help anchor the Christ Grid of Ascension. Ascension is not
a “one day here, one day gone” concept. Briefly, it will
span a time of about 300 Earth years. If you are reading this
book in the year 2016, your world is in year six of this
major wave of Ascension.
Therefore, a two- or three-year-old dolphin-tail barracuda,
which is one of the new species on Earth arriving as a
Starseed can live indefinitely and do so without any
depletion. What, you may ask, is the purpose of this and
how can this concept not disturb the balance of life between
all living matter? Living indefinitely without a body
decaying has global implications. If your minds are
beginning to question, that means I am succeeding.
Overpopulation is not in Mother Earth’s future, so therefore
it is not in mine. Notice what was shared, friends: without a
depletion of resources. What a miracle! What a joyous time
for celebration! Let us take time to celebrate all within!
Some of you may be wondering if you can or will be able
to see with your own eyes an image of this creature
and, to date, none to my knowledge have been prepared.
So, I will attempt to describe some of its physical, mental,
and spiritual characteristics: this energetically advanced
water animal is a hybrid of sorts, not only because it has
entered as a 5th dimensional being to transmute
disharmony on Earth, but also because it can morph into
different shapes effortlessly. To what purpose can this be in
Source’s plan—to control temperature on your planet? Yes!
What an infinite gift this is, the gift of the dolphin-tail
barracuda!
To help facilitate these concepts to become “backyard”
concepts, on any given day, at any given moment, simply
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by swimming in their present habitat (though this, too, will
expand) this new species helps control temperature. Have
some of you learned about the effects of temperature on
climate or worked directly with climate? We will be
discussing climate and other eco matters later here as well,
but for now, place this ability in high ranking order.
In addition, the dolphin-tail barracuda can change its shape
from a dolphin to a barracuda (hence its name) in a matter
of Earth minutes. This is an example of shape-shifting.
Shape-shifting takes many forms and is not a new concept
on Earth. What is new and even more exciting is that
awareness of these types of processing are reaching more
and more beings on Earth. It does require a certain code to
be embedded into the Starseeded water, air, or land animal,
but the coding is the easy part. The more challenging part is
convincing souls on your planet of these truths.
This species’ soul purpose (not sole purpose), then, is to
moderate and regulate temperate zones within and out of
the water. This is why this fish exists presently in the two
habitats described—not purely salt waters and warm salt
waters—because the ocean area described is where
temperature needs regulating at the present moment. There
are more species of newly advancing fish hybrids that are
doing similar jobs elsewhere, and more will be developing
in the decades ahead.
This is done energetically and will also be conducted
between planets and galaxies. Shape-shifting an entire
physical body does require energy. Therefore, for now this
fish is smaller than a typical-sized barracuda for ease of
morphing. Later, about 20 years from 2015, there will be
more species of differing sizes—mainly larger, inhabiting
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all of the major oceans of your world. When do I counsel
on the first actual sighting of this species to occur? About
two years from 2016.
To highlight a few of its physical and mental characteristics
further, the body itself does have a fin similar to a bottlenosed dolphin, with the body looking like a barracuda. It
does not have a fearsome appearance with razor-like teeth
nor behave in a fearsome manner (which has earned older
species the name “Tiger of the Sea”). In fact, this fish has
no teeth whatsoever and can survive indefinitely on plants
(yes, there are new water animals that are supporting the
cloning of new plants and new 5th dimensional forms of
plants as well). The mental characteristics of all the newly
assigned 5th dimensional animals stem from LOVE—it’s
encoded into their DNA cellular structures. Certainly, each
animal has uniqueness likened to personality traits in
humans—seen as bands of what we refer to as soul chords.
3. Titicaca Orestias
Primary Habitat on Earth: Lake Titicaca in the Andes
Mountains of South America.
I am choosing this particular fish to help inspire us all and
say that, as of this writing in 2015, the fish has been
repopulated in its original waters due to a combination of
universal speed dial along with intelligent life. By this I
mean other, higher streams of consciousness from this
powerful electromagnetic portal (Lake Titicaca) have
allowed for its return, along with a strong collective desire
on Earth for the species’ return. The fish itself may be
considered rather dull and uninteresting to some, compared
to the neo-glowing colors of many of the fish found in the
coral reefs across your planet.
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However, all things can be seen in unique ways, and I am
hoping that even the most colorless animal species becomes
as near and dear to your hearts and minds as the yellowbellied sapsucker, who darts in both the air and water.
Therefore, part of the uniqueness of this fish is its
restoration back to Earth from extinction. Their numbers
are still low, but they will continue to rise over the next two
decades. In addition, their uniqueness, along with other fish
that inhabit this lake, can claim union of body, mind, and
spirit largely because of where they reside. Have some of
you heard the expression, “Like a fish out of water?"
There is some teaching about the environment where all
life lives that either promotes its species or diminishes it.
Lake Titicaca is known as a portal to other dimensions. It
has always been known as such in my kingdom. Portals
have openings, much like passageways, which can lead
energy inward or outward. If you imagine a spiral—and the
spiral may be like water which goes down your drain—or a
spiral like a swirling vortex of energy similar to your DNA,
then it may prove useful to teach you about some of these
magnified energy centers and why certain species are found
in them, while other species chose to live in other regions.
There are, however, multiple types of vortexes and this is
not to become so much a book about energy as it is
restoring the animal kingdom and all who live upon her.
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Otters displaying affection

4. Sea and River Otters
Primary Habitats on Earth: Kuril Islands, Kamchatka
Peninsula, and Commander Islands off Russia
I am selecting this species of marine mammals because of
their inherent playful nature. Playfulness is a trait (known
as a soul chord in my realm) and some animals, just as
human beings, have more playfulness in their DNA strands
than others. I have yet to meet a grumpy sea otter! They
raise the vibration of the waters in which they inhabit by
being so inquisitive, uninhibited, and childlike. In many
ways, they can be seen as the three-and four-year-olds of
your world. They are resilient creatures as well. Many of
you know how the pelts of water and land mammals have
been tempting to mankind in a very artificial way—such as
the skins from sea otters adorning the lining of some
French purses; in Tibet, to trim robes as a status symbol by
the elite—the skins being used as trading tokens throughout
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a large portion of your civilized world’s history, making
them, along with other marine life, prized possessions.
Because of their inherent resiliency, they have bounced
back from the edges of extinction more than once in the last
300 years. They have also adapted to changes within their
habitat (which many species have done or not), and what is
remarkable is that they do so without complaint. Yes, I said
that river and sea otters have adapted to their surroundings
and, in some places declining in natural resources over the
course of your history, with an air of carefree abandon. In
some ways, they are the epitome of peace and calm without
having to take a tranquilizer. Much of your human world
would learn much by studying the ways of the otters.
5. River Nile Crocodile
Primary Habitat on Earth: African continent
Contrast—that is the great magnificence of Source—
contrast among all living beings and the animal kingdom of
which we speak. The contrast I am alluding to is the cute,
playful, soft features and behavior of the sea and river
otters we just examined, moving now to study another
water animal, that being the anything-but-playful, rather the
fearsome, Nile crocodile. Perhaps some of you would
prefer me to go into greater detail about tiny goldfish, of
which there are many varieties—a comet goldfish, a lion
head, black moor, fantail, or other variety. Some of you
may prefer me to speak about colorful Japanese Koi fish, of
which there are many varieties—hikari, muji, tancho,
kormor, bekko, and butterfly koi, to name a few. Very few,
to my knowledge, have prayed for a Nile crocodile to
snuggle up to and inhabit their home and, for this reason
exactly, I am choosing to present the species now.
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Before I continue, asking me which species of the water I
deem most unusual, amazing, wonderful, most well adapted
and so on is a bit like asking me which one of you is the
most sacred. Sacred divinity is in every living, breathing
thing. It IS every living creation. In subsequent teaching,
when we examine the plant kingdoms in various volumes,
we will continue to explore and rediscover Source’s
majesty.
If I can help dispel fear and loathing of some of the animals
on your wonderful Mother Earth, then I will have
accomplished one one-millionth of my intention. If and
when mankind will derive his or her food source and total
source of sustenance without involving the animal
kingdom; rather, continue to learn from the animal
kingdom, it will be a glorious day in my kingdom!
Some impressions are more difficult to shift than others.
Some realities are more difficult to shift than others if the
outer world controls the inner world. Of course, much of
mankind’s impressions about Nile crocodiles were and
have been influenced throughout the ages, just as
mankind’s impressions of the grizzly bear, the sabertoothed tiger, and stories of the great white shark eating
men whole have sensationalized much of the animal
kingdom, especially those mammals in the water or those
like the Nile crocodile.
I am not suggesting that fatalities have not occurred
between man and animal. That would be a foolhardy
statement. But I offer that much of the fatal and near fatal
interactions between “beast” and “man” are a result of
threats made to the animal’s habitat, food source, or both,
or examples of man’s greed.
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The magnificence of the Nile crocodile, as I suggest, may
be seen partly through its adaptations throughout your
Earthly history. In prehistoric times, many species of
crocodiles and alligators and Gila monsters had no teeth.
They were plant eaters, not meat eaters. As conditions on
your planet continued to change and shift due to forces
outside of Mother Earth, much of the plant sources of
nutrition died off. It was a matter of survival for not only
this species but for others on your planet, as well as that
they were originally created as plant eaters, and had to
adapt to find other sustainable sources of food.
Resourcefulness is a virtue. Therefore, I am choosing to
present the Nile crocodile for your examination as one of
the most resilient and resourceful creatures on your planet.
Additionally, if I shared that most meat eating animals of
the water, land, and air were all intended at one time to be
plant eating or to derive their complete sustenance through
their scales from pure water particles, through their feet, or
by absorbing through their feathers by the molecules of
divine perfection, I wonder if I have built your trust further,
or have diminished it?
Some, of course, do see beauty in all things. Some have
such pure and loving hearts that when they see any water
animal, any living being, they see only love. Much of what
your world has been taught about “survival” of species only
came about after the Fall. This was not God’s, Allah’s,
Supreme Being’s plan to have any use or concept for the
word survival—especially survival of the fittest. That is a
tainted, mankind paradigm. Here is another one: “Only the
strong survive.” This is still being bandied about in your
outer world as weak versus strong. There is no such thing.
Divine perfection means that everyone, everything, every
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animal, even the Nile crocodile has Divine Order within
them, and should be treated with respect, care, love and
acceptance.
This, by the way, is not a spiritual “lofty” concept
presented to your minds to be the way of your world 200,
300, or 400 years into the future. It is happening now, bit
by bit, little by little, as love replaces fear! I share with your
minds to consider that the Nile crocodile, as our example,
will not be feared in the years to come and, as such, their
fear will diminish and, as such, their teeth will start to
soften and they will once again return to Source to be able
to sustain themselves wholly through plants and nutrition
that have been “super packed” with nutrients for the
Ascension of your planet. Many living beings are coming
together to hold the force field of love on your planet once
again. Each of you who are reading these words is also
contributing to this effort. Praise yourselves! Even if some
of the concepts I am sharing may seem foreign to you,
lovingly affirm: Change is coming and change is good or
refer back to the prayer at the beginning of this book.
Something you may find interesting about the Nile
crocodile, in addition, is that they are one of the most
creative animals in Mother/Father God’s kingdom. Here is
a real life example: I have witnessed many young Nile
crocodiles contemplate how they are going to build their
nests. This can be quite challenging for some of them
because these nest-building ideas, as I see them, are very
unique as each of you might have different ideas about how
to build one’s home. The scientists of our community may
say this is foolishness, that they are genetically taught, or
nurtured to learn how to build nests, hunt, etc. This is not
complete truth. They are original thinkers and master
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builders, whether they are given the opportunity or not.
Their nest-building ideas are impressive by anyone’s
standards. They are able see things for what they are. This
is a blessing of many species in the animal world. They are
more connected with Mother Earth, and, as such, draw
from her eternal source like a battery draws power from a
charge.
The eyesight of the Nile crocodile is also interesting to
note. The spectrum of light color that they can see rests in a
spectrum outside of the human spectrum (which, by the
way, is also evolving and returning to pure love with more
light spectrums already being seen by some of the Indigo,
Rainbow, Crystalline plants, animals, and Starseeds on
your planet today.) A typical Nile crocodile, even the older
ones, are able to see electric currents of magnetic energy,
and they use this developed sight to help them learn where
safety is and where safety isn’t. It’s calibrated to them in
decibels (sound), and microns (filaments of light
measurement) similar to a tube of light, if you will. They
can also use this enhanced eyesight to change particle
matter.
The younger Nile crocodiles and other species living in
other regions of your world under the age of six or seven
were born with what is referred to as a third or “psychic
eye,” so developed that it rivals anything in modern man.
However, the “psychic eye,” or sixth sense knowing, is
nothing more than returning to Source as a clear, open
vessel. One point remaining is that they choose to use their
heightened vision to heal what they see as being out of
balance in their world—in some cases, their polluted water;
in some cases, their depleted ground; in some cases, other
species of water life particularly that they can see as being
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devoid or depleted of light. Meaning that they can identify
sick fish—sick and imbalanced marine life—for the
purpose of healing them. Now, this statement I know may
need time to be absorbed. Their teeth are the least
noticeable element about them, I say, and will be retracting
to non-use in the decades to come.

Styles of Communication by Water Animals
I’ve been asked to comment upon the way water animals
communicate with each other. With over a million different
water species, each with the ability to communicate with
their own one-of-a-kind pattern, it would almost be an
impossibility to present all of them in this book. Instead, I
would like to share some wisdom as I see and know it, and
allow each of you to dig more fully into any and all species
not identified here. In subsequent volumes, we will
continue to open the doorways for further knowing.
I suppose the most common form of expression across all
the animal kingdom is sound. Sound is expanding within
the animal kingdom as all things expand. This statement
must be made before continuing, so that we center
ourselves in the past, the present, and future. How is this
done? Through sound. Sound communication is one means
of connecting from marine animal to marine animal,
species to species. Sound and tone to me are not the same.
The tone a sound makes is referred to as harmony.
Therefore, across the water animals, there is a wide range
of harmonic frequencies, as well as tones which are
intended to present warning messages. We will examine
these first.
Warning messages of the water moccasin. How will I
describe the warning tone of a water moccasin? You
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guessed it! Through a harmonic code. ♥ The harmonic code
to alert another water moccasin that danger is near is 55 66.
It is similar to a low, rumbling thunderstorm you may hear
in the distance. Not all tones used to communicate that
danger is approaching can be described this way, any more
than I can say that all fish are the same. Every living
creature as I know it, even a soft-shell hermit crab, was
equipped to make a tone or have a vocal response. Not all
water animals use this ability, but it was hard-wired into
their consciousness from the beginning. It may surprise
some of you to learn that the loudest sounding water animal
is the beluga whale. This whale above all others has
multiple sound chambers built within its massive frame. It
is indeed like a concert chamber hall created by the Master
of Creation to resonate further and wider than any other
water animal as I know it—yes, even further than the sonar
echolocation of dolphins.
I would encourage those of you who have not heard and
really listened to nature to embrace the healing powers that
it has. Many water animals, as well as land and air animals,
emit sounds to help elevate the planet and have nothing
whatsoever to do with signaling a mate that it’s mating
time or for signaling where the food source is or signaling
“I’m lonely.”
There are over 8 million different sound combinations
which the water animals on your Earth can emit. This
includes sounds and tones not heard by the human ear.
Water animals globally have a special heart valve which
enables them to make these tones. A salmon has this, a
perch has this, a yellow-finned tuna has this, a mako shark
has this, as well as many of the mollusks, clams, and other
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shellfish. Jellyfish may not be known in your world, for
example, for being capable of emitting a tone, but they do
from time to time. Just as with humans, some animals and
animal species are chattier than others; some species need
to be more “vocal” while others do not. As mentioned,
sound is just one tool to communicate behavior.
Q: Can you share more of the reasons why and how water
animals use sound?
A: Did you know that water animals can use sound to
express joy and laughter? Do you know, dear ones, that
water animals across the board within inlets, bays, streams,
waters, and ponds across your continent can create sounds
that seemingly come from another plane or dimension? Ask
anyone who has listened to a loon—both water and land—
to verify this, or listen to a blessed recording yourselves.
Q: Are you saying that simple lake trout communicate with
sound, angel?
A: Yes. This is what I am sharing.
Q: For what purpose?
A: For the purpose of indicating dominance. Sound is also
used by some water species to indicate dominance and sub
ordinance. No surprise here if we turn our gaze to the land
animals and witness the roar of a mighty lion or the
grunting of a lowland gorilla.
Fish like minnows (very small fish that are often used as
bait to catch larger fish) have sound vibrational energy
particles that swish off their dorsal fin. The sound is created
not by what mechanism lies within their bodies, but by the
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touching with their outer world—in this case, the water in
which they live. There is an interesting phenomenon which
occurs also when certain species swim in a certain pattern
in certain waters of your world—they are creating energy
spirals and these spirals make sound as they spin and spin
and spread throughout the water. Each body of water, by
the way, is governed by water nymphs, and the primary job
of the water nymphs is to harness the power of sound and
assist in carrying it through the water molecules. Often,
silver-colored minnows rely heavily on sound frequency to
know where they are going, to hear and feel the biorhythms
of the electromagnetic fields that pulse through the waters
in which they swim.
Many water species that swim through your various waters
are purposely creating tones, even when they splash, to
connect with the harmonic grid of Mother Earth for a wide
array of reasons. Connecting by splashing in the waters of
your Mother Earth, with the assistance of the water
nymphs, allows many species of all sizes to become one.
Through splashing and the tonal frequencies; splashing
creates the energy which runs through a marlin, which is
the same as the frequency that supports a red herring. What
is the purpose of this? To restore them energetically.
Therefore, your minds may be asking, “What robs a fish of
energy, prompting them to splash?” Back to man—
pollution, destruction of habitation, overpopulation, and so
many of the same things that rob humans of energy, can
deplete marine life. Sound pollution is a disturbance for
many species as well. So, for some water species, splashing
helps calm them.
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Dolphins

Dolphins are some of God’s most playful creatures

I suppose no introductory sharing of the modes of animal
communication could be shared without examining the
playful and popular dolphin.
Q: I’ve read that scientists studying bottlenose dolphins
think that each individual dolphin produces its own
“signature whistle” that a dolphin develops during the first
year of its life. Is this as you see it?
A: This is just the tip of the iceberg, as the saying goes,
with what marine dolphins can do with tone. Yes, they do
produce their own signature whistle; however, I would
place the time within the first few hours of life rather than
during their first year. That timeframe underestimates the
dolphin and, to some extent, underestimates creation. They
can produce the signature whistle of their friends,
mimicking what they hear. Compared to the human ear, the
hearing of dolphins—no matter what size, what variety,
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what part of the planet they inhabit—have a whistling
vocabulary of about 800 whistles. That’s a lot of
independent and distinct whistles! Imagine that no two of
them are alike, because they are not. And no two whistles
mean the same thing. Reflect, dear ones, about the
magnificence of this creation.
Q: Can you share with us what scientists may not be able
to tell us regarding the meaning of tail slaps and fin slaps?
A: Tail slaps and fin slaps are higher forms of
consciousness. By this I mean that they are guided by
Christed extraterrestrials. Seen another way, imagine a
stream of light encoded energy (as I see it) with 3rd
dimensional sacred geometric forms and numbers. This is
what tail slaps and fin slaps look like to us in the angelic
realms. Many (but not all) slaps are guided by light soldiers
telepathically communicating with this species to help them
survive; in other cases, to help purify the waters where they
dwell. In some cases, the sacred geometry brings up 5th
dimensional,
6th
dimensional,
9th
dimensional
consciousness from Telos, the city underneath Mt. Shasta
connecting other inner world, highly evolved civilizations.
This is a very orchestrated and loving collective movement
put into motion by Source for the evolution and ascension
of your planet and all who inhabit her. Who else do you
think would be responsible for such majesty?
Q: Some people suggest that dolphins are able to share
third dimensional images with each other using their
echolocation. Can you describe this for us?
A: All species of dolphins are able to do this consciously
and with intent. Many times, these 3rd dimensional images
are intercepted by those outside of spiritual light to learn
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what progress is being made on your Earth. When this
occurs, the younger dolphins gather around and swim in
pods (this is not the only reason they swim in pods); when
they swim in small pods of no more than five to six, they
are redesigning the image to avoid interception. It’s a bit
like placing your arm over a homework assignment in class
so that your neighbor is not tempted to view it. This is
partly why I am including dolphins here for further
examination, because of the vital role they play and have
played in destroying nefarious energy sources which have
attempted to keep your world from ascending—
reconnecting to pure Love.
There is still a fair amount of denser energies in the Indian
Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, and the Pacific Ocean. In fact,
all of the major ocean waters have more cleaning up to do.
The dolphins are one large cog in this wheel of divine
intervention. Many delight in creating very complex, highly
evolved 3rd dimensional symbols that energetically vibrate
on the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th planes of realities. This does
not tire the dolphins, if those of you who know something
about energy may be wondering. Again, they as a whole
delight in this mission—especially the younger ones.
Like other species who continue to be here for the purpose
of transmuting any type of disharmony, the dolphin
classification has numbers in the millions. This may come
in direct conflict with what your scientific community
reasons, but it is so, even with their numbers continuing to
grow. Not all of them are visible! What?! Not all of them
are visible. Because of their highly developed nature and
mission, many of these millions choose to morph their
bodies into pure light energy. This explains why my
number of dolphins into the millions may not mirror yours.
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The speed at which dolphins carry out their healing
energetic missions is also hard to fathom. In a split second,
or at the speed of light in your world, a pod can transmute
(change) dark energy into light. This is also partly due to
the density of water being lighter than that of land. We will
discuss some of the air and land animals who we see as
equivalent species defenders of truth and light as well.
An introductory sharing of dolphin wisdom would not be
complete without at least further mention of the knowledge
they carry and the importance they have played in your
human development. To do this, we first need to go back to
the beginning. When the worlds collided and the birth had
occurred, Source had decisions to make. In this decision
process of what creatures would be created to live on Earth,
other decisions pertaining to creation had to be considered,
such as how to create life forms hearty enough to survive,
though in many circles not considered a “hearty and
thriving” species. Dolphins were created during the time of
Persephone, the Goddess of Innocence and the Queen of
the Underworld. Persephone was the daughter of Zeus and
Demeter. Although in history often associated with lakes
and streams, Persephone also held command over the
oceans of your early world. She shepherded in dozens of
species. Think of her as a gatekeeper leading the way and
you will have an accurate impression of her. It was only
later that she became known as the Spring Goddess.
One of these species was the dolphins. As stated
previously, many, if not all, of original creation on your
planet looked like a rainbow, contained rainbow frequency
and, therefore, so did the early dolphins. They were, from
origination and to this present time, encoded with telepathic
communication to rival the greatest master. This encoded
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telepathy allowed them to send mind thoughts to the early
gods and goddesses, which still continues to this day. Not
all souls know what is being telegraphed (yet), but there
will be a day not too distant in your futures where every
man, woman, and child, regardless of their culture or belief
system, will have clear knowing, and you can partially
thank the dolphins and Persephone for holding the gate
open. Literally, a gate is a portal to other dimensions. In
this case, the portal Persephone held open was the portal to
Damascus, a light galaxy hundreds of light years away
from your own.

Sharks
Sharks, like dolphins, have a built-in sound chamber within
their bodies, which fires off a signal in times of distress.
This sound chamber, you can imagine, in many ways is like
a wood burning furnace—the wood is describing the way
many varieties of sharks communicate using air. By gulping
air, many sharks, especially the mako, blue-finned, harbor,
and great white sharks, are able to make tones with equal
precision, as do the dolphins. The complexities of these
sounds might stagger the human mind.
If you understand the theory of relativity, then you also
may understand that there are an infinite number of octaves
which tone may create. The great white shark, which can be
found in the coastal surface waters of all your major
oceans, is capable of making roughly about 10,000
harmonic codes through tone. To place the depth of this in
your minds, dear souls, liken it to being able to sing
effortlessly for five years and never repeat the same
sequence of tones for the same communication purpose—
this is the approximation of the importance of this knowing.
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It’s not just the size of the great white shark which allows
for the vast number of sound frequencies they are able to
make, but rather their conscious evolution.
Which leads me to another teaching—the longer or more
evolved a species, the more masterful or complex their
tonal capabilities. This “chart” of most evolved species
does change, and if you use your creative minds, visualize
three years of tones from the great white shark and no two
tones are ever the same!
Some of the toning, like many of the dolphin species,
comes also from tail flipping, fin flipping, and breaching.
Breaching is a means of communication where the marine
animal launches itself out of the water, flips, turns, and
sometimes spins. This behavior generally, although there
are exceptions, creates on the average about 35,000 sacred
geometry shapes. Energetic geometry shapes also create
tone frequency. They may be thought of most commonly as
forms like a tetrahedron, or a spiral, but these sacred
geometric shapes also form toning patterns of color, tone,
and electromagnetic power.

The Future
The projected future for most of your marine life is for
further expansion and rejuvenation. There were many early
forms of water life that will be returning to your planet.
Imagine a spiny toad with long, long legs like a stork, with
a very long neck, as you are starting to visualize the pink
platypus. The pink platypus inhabited your world roughly 3
million years ago and will be restored to it in the decades to
come. Many of the early marine life forms will be reborn
just as your Mother Earth is having a rebirth, so will all the
life forms upon her.
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Sea nymphs, as we spoke of earlier, are working to unveil
some large ocean animals. Many believe in the Loch Ness
Monster, and many do not. If I told you that there are at
least 25-30 of similar “denizens” of the sea surrounded by
myth, soon to be revealed, I hope that I have excited you!
Yes, the Loch Ness Monster, dating back to prehistoric
times, does still inhabit your world and it is also found
outside of Loch Ness. Sightings among monks and doctors,
scientists and military officers, policemen and farmers,
from fishing boats as well as on land, capture the
imagination of many. There are giant squids which are
about the length of 15 football fields.
There are dozens and dozens of yet-to-be-discovered huge
ocean mammals. In the waters of the South Pacific there is
a massive electric eel, yellow in color, which measures 1820 feet in length. It has existed since the Neolithic Era.
When two of these eels rub together, they produce a scale
of sound similar to your full scale on a standard piano.
They do this for a variety of reasons; one reason is to alert
others that danger is near; another reason is to alert and
help jellyfish, squid, and other soft-body marine life where
they may find food sources.
Your help is still needed to ensure that the future I foretell
from Source occurs. Humankind can delay or speed up the
pace at which Nirvana within the animal kingdom is once
again thriving to the point of overflowing on your planet.
Take time to wander among the watersheds, creeks,
rivulets, ponds, estuaries, mountain lakes, and world
oceans. Breathe life force energy into them with your
thought intention. Replace any thought of fear that you may
have of any species with love. Be brave. Be accepting.
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A domestic yak at Yamdrok Lake, Tibet

CHAPTER 4
Domesticated Animals of the Land

It is nearly impossible in text such as this to examine every
species of domesticated land animal God created. Therefore, to
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give an overview of which species we will examine, I have
created the following list:

♥ The dog

♥ The chicken

♥ The sheep

♥ The lama

♥ The pig, hog, and boar

♥ The rabbit

♥ The goat

♥ The horse and donkey

♥ The cow

♥ The cat

♥ The yak
What can I present to the reader that has not been stated
before? What can I share here which will inspire those who
are insensitive to the domesticated land animals to become
more sensitive? And what can I do from my realm to
support each of you who are magnificently inspiring
examples of the inter-connectedness of life we so often
speak of?
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A boy’s best friend--in this case a French bulldog

Dogs
We begin our exploration of a few species of domesticated
land animals with the dog. In some cultures and studies, the
dog is referred to as having the characteristics of loyalty,
defensiveness, care, and attentiveness to the home. The
Chinese zodiac, for those souls unfamiliar, is based on a
twelve-year lunar cycle and each year in the cycle related to
an animal sign. They are the rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon,
snake, horse, sheep, monkey, rooster, dog and pig. You
may note that some of these animals I have chosen to
include in these pages as well.
There are, at the moment of this writing, about 12,000 dogs
within the United States of America, the same number in
Canada and within the European Alliance, suffering from
malnutrition. In these same countries, in addition, there are
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about another 12,000 dogs of all sizes and domesticated
breeds that have been neglected in some other fashion—
that’s per region—and another 12,000 who I am seeing as
without a home. In these countries, the numbers of out-ofharmony dogs number total near one million: Thailand,
Cambodia, and India.
Other countries on your planet where the number of dogs
suffering is extraordinary: Mexico, Egypt, Trinidad and
Tobago, and China. Neglect and abuse are difficult words
for me to use, yet it is imperative that reality speaks! I think
many in the world are aware that abuse of dogs is on an
upward swing, not a downward swing, but have no real
idea what the numbers are. Many stray dogs are also
roaming in almost every major inner city. There are a few
progressive regions that have taken advancing steps most
recently in rectifying this global problem. They are
Stockholm, Sweden; Saint Petersburg, Russia; and Belarus,
significantly, with other cities (many European) following.
Over the last decade, the rise of atrocities committed by
man toward dog has increased globally about 15%
worldwide. It has NOT diminished, despite efforts of many
light workers, many global heart-centered communities,
and many progressive private sector organizations. This is
an alarm bell for your world to wake up! I see starving dogs
lying with mange, too tired to raise their heads. Now I’ve
said the worst of the worst. I do not intend to speak in
greater detail of the other atrocities at this time. Rather,
devote more love, more healing codes, and more inspiration
to defeat the evil that perpetrates harm upon another living
being once and for all.
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♥ The harmonic healing code collectively for dogs is 7787
9 22 A 1.
Do I have your global permission to admit you to my Light
Army? I have made this request before and I will make it
again. Are you, dear ones, ready to take up my sword and
my staff and make it your own and help rid the world of
animal suffering? Those affirm by stating, “YES!”
Anytime mankind sees an injustice to an animal—land or
otherwise—and does nothing to change it, you are adding
to the dysfunction.
To continue, every country in your world has some type of
issue with domesticated land animals, many known as pets.
The countries mentioned were not the only countries where
animals are suffering at the hands of man. Every country
has some areas of concern for us. To understand how
severe the situation is, let me share another example: every
three seconds of every day, at least one animal dies due to
neglect. Many, if not all, of these cases are preventable.
This number is not something I choose to dwell upon.
Rather, I choose to dwell upon the here and now; the things
man can do to change the direction of this past, and prevent
the future flow and destruction of other animals.
To examine the dog specifically, one must go back in time.
Imagine a time when dogs were revered globally. Some of
your ancient civilizations honored dogs as gods—other
early civilizations involving the Incan and Mayans, and
even prehistoric civilization, honored dogs of all types as
messengers of great telepathic knowledge. Many dogs
served as archetypal warriors for the Atlantean and Syrian
Alliance. In this role, mankind was seen as the species
necessary for evolution—not the dog. As you may come to
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know, in more recent times, many kings and queens had
dogs as beloved and most revered companions. Some
examples of this I have witnessed and perhaps one or two
examples will deepen this connection.
King Solomon had a special dog companion. His
companion was similar to a Pekingese in your
world today (yes, species do evolve, as stated earlier).
What makes this example so divine is that King Solomon
came to your Earth plane to primarily learn the one main
lesson of trust. This was a time on your planet where soul
charts were very dense with third dimensional lessons
either written into them or at a time when many dark forces
were busy keeping the animal kingdom repressed, as it had
begun to do with humankind after the war. King Solomon
ruled the Turkish Empire, and it was a time when empirical
rule was not only unholy but it upset many of the cosmic
angels and the cosmic plan. This particular dog—whose
name escapes me for the moment—let’s call Sir Galahad.
Sir Galahad was one of the early elevated animal beings
sent to Earth by God/Source, created to help heal the
energetic destruction lead by the creation of empires.
Simply, when one person or region has authority over
another, there is a tear in the Divine Plan.
When King Solomon first met Sir Galahad, they formed an
immediate bond. Perhaps many of you have formed an
immediate bond with a dog or a cat? This bond of mutual
respect gave rise to many who would laugh at the king.
They said, “King, dear Sir, please excuse us Your
Highness, but why are you eating your meal with Sir
Galahad at your table?” Which he did do consistently, night
after night after night. Now, King Solomon could have
used forced to answer these insults or he could have ended
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his nightly meals with Sir Galahad to please them, but
instead, after hearing such “foolishness” over a period of
time, the king also began eating his early morning meals
with his beloved friend! Hah! But this is not the end of this
story.
Upon learning of Sir Galahad’s impending death (because
of an infection that could not be healed) he formed a
decree, stating that all who come before him should address
his beloved dog first.
Given the time in your Earthly history and the climate
during this era of empire building, King Solomon and his
Pekingese Sir Galahad go down in the annals of angelic
lore as one of the finest pure love bonds ever formed
between man and dog. Before King Solomon made his own
transition to this realm, he pledged his alliance to the one
and only God.
If you are wondering how his dog may have helped him
learn the lesson of trust, we have to look at another point in
your history briefly—that of the time of the Romans.
Before one of the revolutions, there was a lot of jealousy
and lust between men. It still exists, of course, today. But
the link between the Roman Empire—when many slaves
heard, “Throw them to the dogs!” as their fate, an angel
appeared. That angel was me. I was given the job of
helping transport souls whose Earthly fate was to be
devoured by dogs. I was humbled to be chosen to work
with the dogs to disobey their owners and to respect
themselves and repent. It was during one of these missions
where I first landed eyes with Sir Galahad.
You see, animals, like humans, can and do choose to
reincarnate in the form of differing lives. It was during this
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early meeting that I saw the crown of thorns over the
animal’s head. It was then that I was told that this animal
had chosen to come to Earth to heal all those it came in
contact with. Sir Galahad accomplished his many missions
to Earth, for he had more than these two, by touching the
laurel wreath which had been placed upon his head
energetically and sharing it with those around him. He
assisted King Solomon in his later years to learn the lesson
of trust as a result of receiving the crown of thorns by being
a devoted, loving servant.

Argos
I am advancing us now to the story of Argos. Some of you
may be familiar with the story of Argos, from ancient
Greece. As the story goes, Argos was indeed, raised as a
pup by Odysseus, the King of Ithaca. Argos had incarnated
dozens of times previously, and it is the dog’s devotion
which was applauded. For a period of twenty nine or so
years, Odysseus was separated from Argos. Upon his return
as the story goes, no one recognized Odysseus from his
outward appearance except his dog. It is not so unusual at
all, for animals do have a more “hard-wired” mainframe
than humans generally. They are often thought of as more
advanced by animal communicators with their telepathy
and their empathy.
Argos used his telepathic tracking device like a beacon of
light to know and follow the whereabouts of his beloved
companion several times throughout every day during their
separation. Argos also sent healing thought energy to
Odysseus and because they were so connected of the heart,
Odysseus was able to easily perceive these transmissions.
Odysseus also sent healing, prayerful thoughts and
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blessings to Argos, which Argos also received and
integrated. It is said that after giving a last greeting to his
master, Argos’s life ended abruptly, but this is not exactly
the end of this story either. Before Argos’s Earthly life
ended after being reunited with Odysseus, they played
together for hours like children, jumping, romping, and
laughing together. Odysseus would sit for hours sharing
more of his adventures with Argos and he very much
treated him as a young child eager to learn. Argos and
Odysseus were reunited in the Kingdom of Heaven and
have since chosen to live 5 more Earth lives together,
working together, sharing together and playing together.
Q: Angel, we hear of seemingly amazing stories of dogs
finding their way back to their owner or guardians over
long distances or after long spans of time, how does this
happen?
A: As shared, every living life is intelligent and has a
consciousness within them. You may only know of half a
dozen recent examples of animals being reunited with their
families, but this has occurred in every continent in every
century since your world was first created. This is
accomplished rather easily. As humans, some animals have
a more finely tuned navigational system as do some
individuals. In other words, some dogs and some species of
dogs have an easier time of finding their way back home.
Some of the species are English Springer Spaniels, German
Shepherds, Bloodhounds and Great Danes, to name a few.
It can involve the scent the dog is picking up, but even that
is an end result of that particular dog or breed of dog being
open to receiving information.
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Just as with humans, if a dog or any domesticated land
animal is cut off from the life flow current, they do tend to
have a greater difficulty locating home, or locating
anything either due to their reduced sense of smell, which
can decline with age or illness or decline with lower
vibrations such as sadness and grief. Being more open
vessels also has to do with the heart connection between
animal and owner and how much love the pet feels. The
newly entering dogs and other land animals are having an
overall easier job with not only locating places or people
but connecting to all energy matter as a result of this. Some
of you with dogs not mentioned or older dogs may consider
having a conversation with them about how to find their
way home, and remind them how much they are valued so
that they are made familiar with this and indeed, have the
desire to return.

Soul Chords
Dogs are often known for their heroics and bravery. They
do have one altered DNA strand as I see it that allows for
this imprint to take hold. It looks like a purplish-bluish
band when sometimes seen through a microscope or
energetically. Some who know energy well may say that
they have never witnessed this strand. I am at peace with
this. This altered DNA strand is also seen as a soul chord.
Soul chords are also present in every living
consciousness…even the SUN. It is no different a concept
really, than a particular breed known for certain other traits
including hair or coat, temperament and demeanor. Soul
chords within animals range in the 7-8 range no matter the
size of the dog. Other species of land animals which we
will examine have more, while others have fewer soul
chords. These chords of life are like particles of the atom, a
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piece of Infinite Creation. Beauty! You may think of them
as personality traits but they are much more than this. They
embody cellular codes from their soul charts about what
they have chosen to accomplish on the Earth plane. Think
of them in part like reminder notes you may make to
yourself, and this is another way to think of them. Oh, joy!
Oh, wonder!
Perhaps it will be fun to move us into a more recent time
frame and speak of another magnificent dog and its’
contribution to humanity before examining sheep.

Rin Tin Tin
When we examine the land animals, particularly man’s best
friend, so many wondrous stories arise. Many of the
younger animals are light beings coming to the Earth for
the very first time to help your planet ascend. Many others,
like the dog popularly known as Rin Tin Tin, are
considered “old souls.” Perhaps you have heard this
expression before? Old souls, for your enrichment, are
souls that have cycled through to the Earth plane many
times. How many times you may ask—at least fifteen. Yes,
in order to be considered an old soul in my realm, a soul,
human or animal must have completed at least fifteen
incarnations on Earth. Rin Tin Tin, a German shepherd
was on his 14th lifetime when we examine this particular
life and contribution.
Rin Tin Tin (1918 –1932) was a male German
shepherd rescued from a World War I battlefield by
an American soldier, Lee Duncan, who nicknamed
him "Rinty". Duncan trained Rin Tin Tin and
obtained silent film work for the dog. Rin Tin Tin was
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an immediate box office success, gaining worldwide
fame. Source: Wikipedia.
Many animals were used during various wars on your
planet in a variety of ways. One reason for selecting a brief
examination of this animal is to make the statement and
reinforce it: One day soon, there will be no further war on
your planet, hence, no need to train animals to serve in it!
Rin Tin Tin was indeed rescued from a World War I
battlefield, but his life leading up to this moment is of my
sharing. Because of his vibration being referred to in my
realm as an “old soul”, he was wise—he had learned life
lessons in his earlier incarnations by comparison to some
canines that had not. Consequently, he was easy to teach,
he was already advanced in wisdom and understanding. In
addition, because he had surmounted many fear based
lessons in previous lives, he was considered very
courageous.
(This does not mean that animals and humans with fewer
life times do not exhibit knowledge and courage.) Many
canines throughout your world history have aided civilian
and soldier alike. In many war times, canines were used to
send codes among the ranks, they were used as carriers of
medical supplies and they were, countless times,
responsible for saving thousands of human lives in and out
of battle. Rin Tin Tin, as he was later named, was also
responsible for saving dozens of human lives as a result of
his bravery. He was a very strong animal and was able to
pull wounded soldiers from fox holes to receive treatment,
and with his keen sense of smell was able to locate where
ammunition was stored. This was perceived as incredibly
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valuable, though it is difficult to speak of anything related
to war as valuable.
The stories of Saint Bernards that have painted your
landscape are genuine, as this breed did carry and aid many
early outdoorsmen and explorers by providing provisions to
them. Many, who would have perished from the extremely
cold, harsh conditions of Switzerland while traveling from
neighbor to neighbor, for example, were rescued from the
heroics of this canine breed as well. Many of the breeds of
canines exhibit bravery. It is not a genetic thing, however,
but more of a cultivated trait. I suppose I would be amiss if
I did not also acknowledge libations being carried by these
gentle giants of dogs throughout your history.

Sheep
In describing some information about sheep, sheep shearing
and sheep herding may come to your immediate minds. Let
us look into their evolution as well as examine their
valuable contribution to mankind’s development. The
earliest of all breeds of sheep, as stated in our beginning,
were rainbow colored. Some still contain 5th dimensional
rainbow frequency within them. If and when they do, most
commonly they contain it within their horns. I might rank
sheep in the same importance with horses and cattle in the
development of your world.
In the earliest of times near the 4th and 5th centuries, the
majority of sheep which inhabited your Earth were black in
color. It was only later that, with the absorption of all the
rainbow colors (energy) within some of the species, that
other colors were witnessed, resulting in colors of sheep
you may know today. Near the time of Jesus of Nazareth,
Jesus of Galilee, sheep herding was the way many of the
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citizens earned their living. Once mankind discovered the
value in wool, sheep were elevated. In other words, their
perceived value increased.
Sheep were originally not valued in many civilizations.
They were slaughtered for their meat, and that was all. In
fact, you may be aware of stories where many animals were
devalued as carnal and gluttony and slothfulness were the
result. This lack of reverence for life involved boars, oxen,
as well as other game and fowl. This period of gluttony to
prove status may still be witnessed today, but not nearly to
the extent it was in more ancient time as a sign of privilege
in many class systems going back as far as the Greek and
Roman civilizations. Gluttony and slothfulness as well as
other lack of respect for life thankfully progressed since
these early days in your world’s history. In the early 1700’s
and in earlier advancing times, sheep started to become
prized for their wool and pure beauty and temperament.
They were seen less as food sources, as grains and fruits
became more staples of the human diet. Of course, many
cultures never consume any type of meat.
As your world colonization spread, sheep were introduced
in many other lands than where they were originally
seeded. Going back again to creation, sheep were seeded
near the lands of Palestine, and with the invention and
serge of seafaring ship building, along with growing
herding practices, their range grew. Many cultures needed
clothing of a sustainable nature. Spaniards also played a
role in the expansion of the sheep colony by opening
navigational routes from the Far East and South America.
Sheep shearing in the Scandinavian countries as well as
Siberia were also instrumental in caring for, raising and
honoring the value of sheep. Great care for the most part
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was taken with them out of necessity, one would say. If
some of you may be wondering, shearing a sheep does not
wound the animal in any way. In fact, if their wool is not
removed it does cause an entire breakdown of their system.
It may take years for this to occur, but as the consciousness
of the sheep collective raised from gluttony to usefulness of
warmth for blankets, clothing, they were able as a species
to adapt, often called genetic adaptation by your scientists,
to grow a thicker or thinner coat, depending.
Said another way, the earliest sheep had a much thinner
coat than the sheep of today. If you have an opportunity to
learn how to sheer a sheep properly, many of you will find
a delight in doing this. I invite you to interact with animals
in new ways that might be outside of your comfort zone.
Along with the silkworm and the silkworm trade, though
not officially a domestic land animal, we must honor the
silkworm also for opening trade routes and advancing
civilization on your planet. Do you think dear ones that
your world would have survived without the animal
kingdom? Of course not.

Pigs, Hogs, Boars
The next domesticated land animal to honor are the pigs,
the boars, the hogs. So many sayings have been created in
your world. Some of them, “Your face looks like a pig, you
have the nose of a pig, you are a pig, clean your room, it
looks like a pig sty, you are as slippery as a hog,” and
others do nothing to honor you who have made these
statements or to those on the receiving end, nor to the hogs.
Believe it or not, of the many of the thoughts received in
my kingdom defaming animals, it seems as if the pig is
mocked more than almost any other land animal we are to
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examine here. Certainly, evolving friends, there are gentler,
kinder ways to share sentiments with one another. Kindly
bring your awareness to this if I am speaking to you. Have
you ever taken time to watch a wild boar in action? Some
capture them and train them to move wood; hence my
inclusion here as a domesticated animal, though certainly
not to the extent of dogs, cats and rabbits. The wild boar
popularity is on the decline and has been since the early
1920’s despite efforts to restore this species. They, like
many animals, are misunderstood. Yes, boars and other
rooting animals can do much damage to plowed fields,
grasslands and to the plant kingdom, but they also do much
good. It is for this reason also that I would like to honor
them.
Wild boars are still used by some Aboriginal tribes to help
them root many varieties of tubers and plants in order to
help sustain that culture. Other tribesmen in South
America, Mexico and Guatemala respect the wild boar but
do not necessarily fear it. Fear will only intensify what may
be perceived as destructive behavior. It is my hope that, if
nothing else, during the sharing of this text you will have a
new found appreciation for all life forms.
Wild boars throughout much of your history were/are
hated, feared, tortured and used for sport, tossed to lions
and tigers for the mere pleasure derived from watching one
animal pitted against another. There are still pockets on
your planet that hunt boar to capture, and to continue with
this “sport”. For boars which are truly wild like the
Chupacabra, there are hybrids which the dark forces
tampered with to induce fear into man. They are hard
wired to be aggressive. Ninety-nine percent of animals
have had some type of implant or other energetic device
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encoded into their DNA at the time of separation or the fall
from Grace, by those outside of light, to be aggressive.
Generally, the largest, strongest, fastest animals were
chosen for this. Few goldfish or box turtles were deemed
worthy by nature of their creation to be implanted with
aggression. However, I would ascertain that the species
known as Piranha, though not large, were not originally
created to be furious. I am speaking of heightened
abnormal aggression within certain species. God did not
create animals or man to be aggressive. Orchestrated
fighting among animals for human gain still exists, sadly.
Many rural areas, especially where monitoring and
enforcing of this type of behavior is limited, find
entertainment in these types of minimization of life. Cock
fitting, bull fighting, fox hunting are examples of
worldwide disrespect for life.
Let us pray:
“To all those who continue to use any animal in
fighting for monetary gain, sport, we send you our
loving prayers to end this action now. We command it
in the name of our Infinite Creator.”—Amen, Shalom,
Namaste

Goats
Goats and particularly Nubian goats are wonderfully
imaginative creatures, if you have ever encountered one
you will agree. While the species is presently widely
colorful and varied, new forms are being created in other
realms to be seeded on your planet within the next decade.
Many of you may have been introduced to farm animals
like sheep, goats, dogs, pigs, ducks through the stories you
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read as a young child. Many impressions still linger in the
subconscious mind. Billy Goat Gruff is one example. Goats
throughout literature many times have not been so
favorably portrayed. In more recent decades, however,
greater appreciation for them is being nurtured. Goat milk,
goat cheese, goat soap, and many other products in your
modern world have come from the goat. Heroic in nature,
the Shamans of the world view the goat as a sacred totem
animal.
In Chinese lore, the wisdom of the goat, in simplest terms,
is durability, head strong or determined. If you were born
under the year of the goat and following the Chinese
zodiac, it is taught among other things that you are wise,
gentle and compassionate, able to cope with business
cautiously.
Goat herding is still active and alive in many parts of the
world. Though goats tend to stir up a lot of passionate
feelings within humans as do other animals, goats are
hearty and have withstood years of abuse and neglect.
Therefore, they too, are to be honored.
♥ To send a healing harmonic code to goats collectively,
the code would be: 111 999 555 222.
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Massai Herdsman, Serengeti

Goats are notorious for eating anything—tin cans, your
prized flowers; scientists have discovered plastic containers
of all types in their bellies--coffee cans, cups, saucers,
metal objects, to name a few of the manmade by-products.
This is partly due to the large stomach they have and their
digestive ability. They are also often obtained for
domesticity with the intent to “mow” or chew down the
grasses of lawns, pastures and even woodland forests. In
this service, they also can help keep the insect population in
check. They are also attracted to moths, worms,
caterpillars, ants and other insects, which can be
detrimental to some crops when their numbers exceed the
normal natural biology of the life cycle. However, their
numbers should be regulated generally unless the intent is
to use them to clear entire fields. In fact, many early
homesteaders in North America used goats almost
exclusively for this purpose.
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Cows, Cattle and Yaks
Next, let us visit the cow, cattle and the yak since they
present similar information. All of these species were all
also greatly responsible for the growth of your civilizations
and still remain in this possession. Since the earliest of
times these 4-legged friends have been under intense
scrutiny by outer world rule. Why is this? Because of their
usefulness to mankind becoming independent beings.
Those in dark authority, once again, held your planet in
suppression in ways already described. When they looked
at the cattle and yaks, they were especially alarmed by their
gentle nature and worked energetically to interfere.
However, comparatively speaking, these species were able
to become domesticated by man largely untouched. In
earliest of times, in the region known as Lithuania, cattle
were perceived to hold magical power. In the lands of
Egypt and early Mesopotamia they were sacred Gods.
Elaborate ceremonies were conducted to honor them. In
Tibet and other parts of the Old World, they were known as
Old Souls, much of this belief passed down from the early
Gods and Goddesses of Greece, Rome and Egypt. One has
only to look at a sarcophagus or early cave paintings, or
exam early pottery dating back to 30 B.C to see reference
to these animals. Some of these references came into being
also as a result of Christed extraterrestrials showing these
animals in visions. Earliest of man saw hooved animals
with wings and felt that they were a sign of Godliness and
light. However, one has also considered and referred to
these animals as Beasts of Burden.
Certainly, your world has enslaved more than its fellow
man. Enslavement and inhumanity to these creatures does
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still exist. The expression “Beast of Burden” originated
near about the 5th Century when noblemen would
sometimes refer to their concubines derogatorily as “Beasts
of Burden”, and referred to men as swine. I am sure your
minds can go to other unloving statements if given the
time. Many cattle, cows, oxen and other yoked animals
gave willingly, however, of their service without complaint.
I received very few cries for help from them even though at
times it would have been worthy.
In modern times, those known as ranchers in North
America or Gauchos of South America, are very reliant on
cattle to sustain them in many ways, not just economically,
and I see that the children of your world are fascinated by
their varied colors and sounding “Moo,” in many school
settings. In fact, sometimes the word “Moo” precedes
“MaMa” and “DaDa.”
Q: Archangel Michael can you describe how these species
of domesticated animals communicate with one another?
A: Among the over 800 species of cattle which exist in
nearly every country on your planet, the most common
means of nonverbal communication within these 4-legged
creatures is by either their tongues or their tails. Similarly
to tail flapping within some of the water mammals, cattle
also use their tails to communicate. They are not just
swatting away flies with them. Perhaps an example to
illustrate this would be helpful. Tail communication may be
considered subtle to watch and observe, but the average
cow can make 15 or 16 distinct communications within a
herd. You can increase the number of nonverbal cues of
communication by double if you pair it with the action of a
cow’s tongue.
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When a cow is in distress, surely if will make vocal sounds,
but it will also move its tail in a clockwise direction first,
followed by a swaying back and forth, back and forth along
with rocking their bodies. This is most prevalent in the
species of cattle which occupy France, Italy, Spain and
Portugal. Cattle in South America, by comparison, because
of the way they were seeded originally tend to flap their
ears during times of distress.
♥ A harmonic healing code to help ease the stress of the
milking cows on your planet would be: 7787 repeated
twice: 7787 7787. Milking cows have the highest stress
vibration of any of the species presented here because of
the process of producing milk. It may seem as though beef
cows would have the highest vibration generally showing
more stress and fear, but nearly two to one, milking cows
demonstrate more. When any animal used for human
consumption is stressed, they produce a stress hormone
which is then shared as a by-product…milk in milking
cows and beef for cattle.

Chickens and Related Domesticated Fowl
Chickens, hens, roosters, and cocks are just some of the
species in this category of domesticated land animals.
Chicken is the most consumed meat on your planet today.
Many of you know chickens in the form of the chicken you
eat--chicken cacciatore, chicken patties, chicken parmesan,
chicken marsalla, chicken with chick peas and ginger,
chicken and dumplings, fried chicken, savory chicken,
chicken newberg, hot braised chicken, chicken croquette,
not to mention chicken livers, chicken beaks and chicken
claws. In some cultures eating certain parts of a
chicken signifies strength, or is said to enhance
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virility; for some, it is forbidden.
There are hundreds of breeds of chickens and guineas. All
are interesting and unique in their own ways. Many are
natural watchdogs and can be found on farms. Caged birds
for human consumption secrete a hormone or rather a
pheromone, which tells the other caged birds of their
unhappiness. My intent is not to make life difficult for all
farms of your world—quite the contrary. Many are
advancing the ways in which they honor the fowl raised for
consumption using what is termed “free range.” One of the
most pressing matters at hand is the “sport” called cock
fighting. Streets in India, in Bangladesh, alleys and barns in
Nebraska, Tennessee, barrios in Mexico, Chile and
Argentina are among the regions greatly affected though
there are many more.
I ask for your collective heart-centered intent on the
following:
“We ask in the name of Source that all those involved
in the inhumane activity of cock and other fowl
fighting to stop this immediately in the name of the
highest consciousnesses of the land.”—Amen,
Shalom, Namaste
♥ The harmonic healing code for fowl collectively is:
2222227.

Llamas
How many of you realize that llamas were first introduced
in the grasslands or plain lands of the Old World, known
then as Constantinople? I am not speaking of the first
creation, of course, but whenever species of animals are
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introduced to a region they are either seen in my world as
having been implanted or seeded in a region, or they
migrated. Thousands of years ago, some of the animal
species we have been examining were actually released
from the Hollow Earth; others were brought into new
regions by mankind’s movements. Llamas and camels are
ancient looking land animals and have been domesticated
for thousands of years to help mankind survive. Llamas
make an unusual clicking sound with their tongues in a
variety of ways and tones. One such means is to alert others
in the herd of danger. The series of clicks with their
tongues have a language all of their own.
When a llama clicks very rapidly, they are trying to signify
immediate danger; when the clicks are slow and deliberate
they are communicating that danger has passed. There are
even other mouth sounds that llamas and camels make to
signify where food is located. Most llamas can produce
about 1500 different or unique tones/sounds with their
mouths and tongues. This is their primary communication
tool. There are brown llamas, white llamas, beige llamas,
black llamas, albino llamas; medium and light gray types,
even a reddish colored llama.
Q: What do the soul chords of llamas look like?
A: Every animal species does have soul chords. Soul
chords are energetic imprints of the essence of each
species. Just as with human soul chords, those of llamas
and any animal can and do become dysfunctional. The
degree to which a llama’s soul chords become
dysfunctional, for example, has to do with how much TLC
or tender loving care they received (or didn’t) in their lives.
Throughout your Earthly history, llamas have been used as
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pack animals to enter some of the most difficult terrain.
The wool of llamas, camels and alpacas, which are a
closely related species, has also supported mankind’s
development and still does. Starting an alpaca farm is
growing in popularity in recent decades, and is expected to
rise as a viable source of income for individuals interested
in the aspects of animal farming. By and large, animals of
this size possess 16-20 soul chords or energy statements
that run the length of their energy bodies.

Llamas in Peru

Many shamans of Peru are able to view these energetic soul
chords with what is often referred to as “the third eye.”
This can be extremely useful to see energy, especially when
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dealing with the domesticated land animals as, under
normal circumstances, alpacas and llamas do not outwardly
show when they are in distress.
Perhaps a story from long ago will inspire your vivid
collective imaginations and ignite a new found appreciation
for llamas and alpaca?
I am choosing to look into your world near the year 1560
and taking us back in time to the Peruvian jungles. During
this time, llamas and alpacas were used almost exclusively
to transport goods—goods like cloth, coffee and spices
such as frankincense and myrrh. These animals also helped
transport herbal remedies to souls living deep in the
Peruvian jungle. Imagine native tribesmen with blow darts
and feather dresses roaming like nomads from region to
region or village to village with these animals at their sides.
Now imagine wars going on between the various tribesmen
over the best stock of the llamas. Many times llamas and
alpacas were so highly prized that local wars broke out over
them. It was not unusual for a high priest to have 15 to 35
prized llamas and alpacas. In fact, the larger the number of
animals a tribe had, the higher the ranking of the priest. At
this time these animals were also prized as bringing good
fortune.
Elaborate ceremonies were performed around the animals,
and it was believed that if an animal lay down during one
of these rituals, the gods were pleased with the tribe and
blessings were to follow. Many were adorned with
costumes and beads said to invoke certain spirits. The white
llama and alpaca were especially prized and, should one
possess a true albino llama, it was believed to be the best
omen of things to come. Give thanks, friends, for the next
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time you wear an alpaca garment or an angora one, which
leads us to our next domesticated land animal—the rabbit.

Rabbits
In medieval times, rabbits were considered a delicacy for
the elite or aristocracy as well as for the poorest of the
poor. Throughout your history, rabbits are steeped in all
sorts of folklore and superstitions representing good luck,
bad luck and, certainly, many in your world consider a
rabbit’s foot as a symbol to encourage good luck. In
medieval times the aristocracy preferred rabbit stew, while
the disadvantaged often foraged and hunted rabbits for
every last ounce they could use…rabbit fur, rabbit as game,
rabbits as symbols for the occult.
Rabbits have also been glorified in folk lore as magical,
mystical creatures and referred to as tricksters. In Jewish
folklore, rabbits are associated with cowardice.
In
children’s story books, movies and literature rabbits are
often the first introduction young souls have to the animal
world. Domesticated rabbits do indeed make excellent pets
for children if they are handled early in their lives. Dwarf
rabbits are growing in popularity as pets. Ask almost any
child to hop, hop, hop like a rabbit, or recall from your own
childhood what it was like to do so and the memory should
be very pleasant. Many know the story of the tortoise and
the hare, a close relative of the rabbit, or the tale of Peter
Cottontail.
Rabbits conjure up images of speed, cunning, soft, cuddly
creatures and indeed, many of them are such. However,
there is one domesticated rabbit by the name of Oliver,
which I would like to describe now. Oliver was a spotted
rabbit owned by a young girl in West Virginia near about
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the years 1938 to 1943. During this time the young girl was
studying magic to the delight of her parents. During her
exploration of magic and magic tricks, she discovered the
idea of “pulling a live rabbit” from a hat. This idea became
an obsession for the young girl. She searched the woods
near her home day and night, night and day for over 30
days hoping to capture a rabbit to use for this trick.
What makes this story remarkable in some ways is the
manner in which she was able to capture it. She did not set
a trap, nor did anyone else set a trap to snare the rabbit.
Instead, she sat patiently in her family's outer garden for
hours on end, calling out to her make believe rabbit she
named Oliver. Some days she would pick some lettuce
from her family’s garden and hold it in her hand, calling
out loud “Oliver, oh, Oliver, I have something for you.”
Day after day no rabbit appeared until finally, near dusk
when she was beginning to lose all hope, out from the
shadows hopped Oliver. Oliver McGiver was his full name,
and Oliver McGiver hopped almost into the young girl’s
lap and from there they had the most wonderful
conversation.
It was agreed upon that Oliver would contribute to being
pulled out from a hat, and in return she agreed to give him a
permanent home. His ears were white and the rest of his fur
was all black. When the young girl greeted her parents with
her new found friend, they exclaimed “Why, Alice, you do
know how to speak to animals! How marvelous. What did
you say to finally find one?” Alice replied, “I left it up to
God.” And so it was. ♥
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Rabbit Show Jumping

♥ The harmonic healing code to send to rabbits collectively
is: 999 172 355
Please pray for the re-colonization of the rabbit colonies:
“We honor all life. We ask holy ones for your help in
re-colonizing the rabbit population and we also ask
that your Divine Intervention be granted for any who
are using the rabbit population purely for monetary
gain. We ask that all those who wish to use body parts
of the rabbit to adorn themselves to stop this practice
now.”—Amen, Shalom, Namaste

Equines
Our next examination will be of the equines, consisting of
donkeys, horses, ponies and mules. One might suppose that
an entire text could be written on one species alone. In fact,
this has been done hundreds of times and will continue to
be done. I, however, am choosing to present a volume
series ultimately with her cooperation, and have as such
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chosen to examine the following breeds here— draft
horses, also known as carthorses, work horses or heavy
horses, donkeys, and squire or sport horses.

Draft Horse

I have a great affinity for equines of all sizes and
dominions. It is so easy to love all life! It was largely the
draft horse which was responsible for the colonization of
your world. Long, long ago when the Great Creator was
creating, Mother, Father God knew that a hearty 4-legged
animal ready to be domesticated by mankind would be
necessary for their (your) survival. However, this is not to
say that early draft horses were sturdy. Many times they
were easily plagued by plagues, in early times when used
by the Turks and the Finnish, many varieties of draft horses
succumbed to illnesses and perished. Roughly 16 species of
draft horses have disappeared off the face of your earth
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over time. However, 29 newer species have arisen. It is
more eternal hope that reading this material will reawaken
mankind’s love and appreciate for all living beings, as
stated previously. ♥ Love restores species to your planet
and allows for new species to continue arriving.
Hungarian draft horses throughout earthly history have
been used in some of the most remarkable, almost
ingenious ways, which I would like to examine at this time.
The year in your history matters not, what does perhaps
matter is the acceptance that, without the Creator creating
the disposition of their species your world would not have
developed as it did. The ingenious part, particularly of the
Hungarian draft horses, was the way they were handled.
The ingenious method of handling them is what I find so
fascinating. For those of you who think that “The horse
whisperer” is a new phenomenon, please re-examine.
Thousands of years ago, not only in Hungary but all over
your planet, to various degrees there have always been
souls on Earth who knew how to telepathically and with
body language guide animals as well as be guided by them.
I would state that the collective consciousness of Hungary
near and about the 11th century was such that many souls
knew how to communicate with their draft horses and did
so regularly. How did they know? Who taught them? Your
answer lies in this simple statement: some learned through
their dream state by the guides of the animals themselves.
Yes! How wondrous!
For you see, in order for animal guides to communicate to
anyone, the collective or group consciousness of either the
groups caring for the animals and/or the region in which the
animals reside must be high enough to accommodate this.
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Said another way—the belief, the faith, the trust, that
telecommunication with the spirit world, and particularly
the animal kingdom, must be honored and respected, and
during this early time on your planet it was. In fact, I would
be hard pressed to find too many souls during this time that
did not regularly practice transcendental meditation on a
regular basis and consider being connected to their animals
of utmost importance. This is an undercurrent which still
exists in Hungary today—the undercurrent that listening,
allowing, and accepting guidance from your animal and/or
their own animal guides is an invaluable way to work with
them.
The essence of the draft horse, of which they are many
varieties, is strength. The essence of anything is the same as
the soul of something. So, to say that the soul of draft
horses is strength (and implied power) would be spiritually
correct.When individuals in Hungary did and still do listen
for signs from their drafts horses, they are honoring their
soul. Many times, draft horses expressed to those who
owned them that they did not feel well on any given day, or
that they were depleted from working and plowing the
fields yet again. Those wise souls connecting with their
animals would rest the herd or rest the individual. This is
what makes this region, this time in the development of the
draft horse valuable—the huge number of souls listening
to what their animal companion was telling them. By
doing so, much more work was done in an inspiring way.
Why must I choose to speak about animals being inspired?
Because it is to your advantage to see that all animal
species have the capability to inspire! As time went on, the
draft horses’ collective consciousness, one of being
inspired, spread to other regions. This is also of great
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spiritual significance, for without the strength of draft
horses being inspired and those working with them in
certain regions (Hungary was not the only region; France,
Germany, Belgium are other early examples) being
inspired, many empires in your world would never have
developed.
This is what we refer to as Dominion. Dominion means
Oneness, and the Oneness of the draft horse and their
companions helped sustain many who would have
otherwise perished.
There have always been pockets of enlightened thinking in
your world regarding animals. In the earliest of times, the
equine colony was taken advantage of (and to some extent
today, which I will speak upon). However, because the
“essence” of the draft horse particularly was and will ever
remain strength, the species thrived. You see, entire species
have essences and some essences are more susceptible to
interference than others.
Allow me to share some of the other domesticated land
animal essences and see if you can identify which species I
am speaking of:
—Purity, Calm, Obedience, Dedication,
Cleverness, Humility, Compassion.

Loyalty,

Have you been able to assign some land animals to these
frequencies? Good. Then I am making progress.
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Hee-Haw!
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Donkeys
There are more than 40 million donkeys in the world,
mostly in underdeveloped countries, where they are
used principally as draught or pack animals. Some of
the different breeds are Abyssinian, the Ethiopian
Donkey, the Cordovan Donkey, Miniature
Mediterranean Donkey and the Poitou Donkey.
Working donkeys are often associated with those
living at or below subsistence levels. Small numbers
of donkeys are kept for breeding or as pets in
developed countries. Asses were first domesticated
around 3000 BC, probably in Egypt or Mesopotamia,
and have spread around the world. Source: Wikipedia
Please consider reciting the following prayer:
“I am asking for light to be cast upon those donkeys
and mules that have lost their hearing due to long
exposure to missiles and other forms of
destruction.”—Amen, Shalom, Namaste
Throughout your history, as I see it, the most common
condition affecting these animals far and away has not been
starvation, has not been conditions affecting their coats nor
their hooves, but their hearing, beginning with the Turks
and Romans. Let me explain.
Surely, angel, you jest when you suggest that missiles
existed during these times on our planet, but notice I
mentioned, and other forms of destruction. Not readily
available to the masses is the notion that sound was a form
of warfare going back as far the Ottoman-Turkish Empire.
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The sound used during this time was sirens. Sirens are still
used in warfare and as a means of gaining attention.
Warning sirens are used today. During this period, siren
warfare through the use of high pitched wailing was used as
a tool of destruction, distraction and desecration. Repeated
use of the frequencies employed, combined with the ultra
hearing sensitivities of these breeds, rendered many of
them useless over time. Many in fact went insane as a result
of the tones used.
Yes, animals can go insane as do some humans. Even
before the Ottoman-Turkish Empire, a different form of
donkeys and mules existed in Atlantis, and in the other
underground civilizations. If anyone has ever heard or
imagined the “sound of a siren,” from the early Greek
civilizations, or have heard the expression “the siren’s
song”, then perhaps you will understand what I am
attempting to share. Because these animals are rooted to
Mother Earth with four feet, they are able to feel tone
vibration more fully than some other species.
Conversely, if one desired to elevate their donkey or mule,
one would play flute music very sparingly. In your ancient
history, those who relied on donkeys and mules to transport
equipment, pottery and other wares were largely
uneducated about the damage certain sounds were capable
of producing. What tended to happen was that once their
“beast of burden” lost their hearing, they were viewed as
stubborn; hence, the expression surfaced later, “stubborn as
a mule.” By nature, mules, jacks, donkeys are not stubborn.
They are reacting to sound.
They do as a collective species, respond favorably to smell.
So, in your present day, if one were to find themselves
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working with “a stubborn mule,” you might try running
coriander, or mint or peppermint leaves under their noses
after becoming discerning about outside noise.
♥ The collective harmonic healing code for domesticated
donkeys is: 998 119 236 5
Q: Are there
extinction?

some

domesticated

species

nearing

A: Yes, there are. However, many were pulled from the
brinks of extinction as the expression goes, by loving
families whose desire is to repopulate the species. This is
occurring in tiny hamlets, as well as in bungalows in
Thailand, as well as in large farms especially in South and
Central America. In some cases, the donkeys, including
miniature donkeys, are purely and totally being cared for as
pets with no work of any type asked of them. And this they
enjoy.
Are they still used for pack excursions into the wilderness?
Absolutely so. But as a collective species they have fared
better than many because of their soul essence. Some are
being used today to aid in leading independent and funded
scientific explorations to uncover valuable resources in
your world. This is a wise use of the species, as many
horses, ponies, mules, jennies and the like are able to
connect with the inner core magnetic field of Mother Earth
and often lead the “explorations” to the rich mineral
deposits they are seeking.
They are able to do this through their keen sense of hearing
if it has not been damaged. Their hearing is able to pick up
energetically frequencies of magnetic fields, and some are
even able to predetermine which minerals are near the
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surface and more easily able to be uncovered. They do this
without any instruction by those who guide them. This is
another example of when a mule or donkey may be referred
to as stubborn, because they are using their highly
developed senses to draw energy from the ground.
When they sense these spots or areas, often while a soul is
riding them, they are known to stop. They are stopped,
largely not because they do not want to do what is being
asked of them, but because it feels good to them to run the
energy currents of many minerals through their light or
energy bodies. Think of it like when you may enjoy sitting
outside in the sun. It is a very similar thing. Why not allow
them to soak in all the restorative energies Mother Earth is
sharing rather than whipping, tugging, or otherwise jerking
them to leave the spot? They will not absorb too much
“fuel” energy as they know when they’ve integrated
enough. You may always use your loving words and say,
“Friend, I understand that you are drawing energy up from
this rich spot, but can we kindly move on when you are
complete?”

Squire Horses—The Earliest Times
Anyone from any time on Earth who has ever ridden a
horse will understand the following statement: “I feel so
much peace when I am with a horse.” Anyone who has ever
fallen off a horse has most likely stated, “They scare me.
I’ll never ride another horse.” To those who have ridden
any of the equine family, please reconsider reframing that
thought consciousness to “I learned a lesson to respect all
animals”, to help heal those collection of energy statements
made throughout time.
Squire horses throughout your history have been owned by
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the elite. Do you know what squire means? The word
squire to me means being in control. You may have another
meaning for the word squire. It may be an interesting bit of
knowledge to think about squire as we speak about squire
horses and what being in control of any animal means. “To
be squired around” is a phrase meaning to be taken here
and there. Normally because of your class system on Earth,
being squired around was reserved for the elite. Kings,
Queens, Dukes, Earls, Duchesses all were squired by
horses. All one has to do is look at the Royal Family of
London to see how important the pomp and ceremony of
being squired by the purest of the pure breed horses is, to
gain insight into what I am beginning to share.
Certainly, long before the Monarchy was in existence other
cultures found that if they were lifted up off the ground in
carriages, that the message it was sending was “I am in
control”; hence, my definition of the word squire. It is not a
word that needs to be reframed or refreshed necessarily,
unless any word conjures up superiority in an age of
equality. We are spiritually entering in and continuing to
work on this one main theme of equality, and it cannot
come to pass on your Earth without also tying in the animal
kingdom. Much wealth was obtained by using horses.
Much wealth was also lost as a result. Seldom throughout
your world’s history will you find examples of a non
purebred horse being referred to as a squire.
The topic of purebred and the idea that certain animals are
thought of as prized possessions to elevate in some way
mankind’s superiority over others I must at least briefly
address. Whenever there has been (or still exists) the
perception that possessing any animal changes one’s status,
something remains out of balance and harmony and is an
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example of living in a 3rd or 4th dimensional reality—not a
5th dimensional pure love one. Many times in your history a
woman would be offered for marriage in exchange for
animals—hogs, swine, horses, chickens, sheep. How far
mankind as a species has come from when this was
common in many lands. Many Native American chiefs and
the chieftains in South America, Central America and lands
even earlier that knew different names, were often valued
by the number of equines they possessed. When your planet
has evolved to living in total and unconditional 5th, 6th and
7th dimensional frequencies, all animals will be seen
equally.

A tender moment with a special friend

One would acknowledge that many animals give and have
given humanity so much pleasure. Using horses for sport
continues to give many souls pleasure. Jumping horses,
dressage, schooling horses, these are a few means in which
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equines continue to elevate the human consciousness by
elevating the mood of those around them. When things are
out of balance, horses are used to hunt other animals.
Horses which were used during battles in your world were
so traumatized and neglected that this prayer request is also
being suggested:
Let us pray or affirm:
“To all those equines used in battle on our Earth, we
give our thanks for your service. We give our love to
you and we make the intention that this will never
occur again.” —Amen, Shalom, Namaste
For those who wish to become more involved in energy
work to help Mother Earth and remove the stains of war,
loss of human life, animal life that still remain energetically
in the most heinous areas, you are encouraged to go to the
war torn lands and stand on the soil and recite the prayer.
Others may choose to toss rainbow healing energy to the
lands where equines are still being slaughtered. We must
speak of killing horses for human consumption at this time.
There is enough plant life on your Earth with more
species being discovered for human consumption to feed
your planet. Crops that are not GMO modified, crops
grown without pesticides will continue to expand over the
next 15 years at a very fast pace to help move humanity
from a meat based diet to an exclusive safe, plant based
one.
If we are to change the attitude of the majority of souls on
Earth, your world would be and your own personal
vibrations would be higher. To what purpose does having a
higher vibrational body speak? It speaks to the truth that the
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higher the vibration, the closer to God, Supreme Creator,
Allah, Infinite Mind.
Simply stated: The importing and exporting equines for
human consumption must end. When the animal kingdom is
elevated, then you can say that your world has ascended
into pure love. Until then, it cannot be stated. In the
meantime, giving grace over every meal that involves
equine meat or any other meat source will help transmute
the frequency. For those of you who may be looking for
specific places to send healing energy for this cause, I
would ask you to set your intention in the following places:
China, Japan, Indonesia, and the Polynesian islands,
Germany, France, Italy, Canada, Belgium, Mongolia and
Poland.
I would like to end our sharing of equines with mentioning
some of the greatest equines, and lead us through a healing
visualization. Many fond memories from childhood of
horses can be visualized by your mind at any time as a tool
to soothe yourselves. Many of you may never have
personal experiences with any equine, but may have been
introduced to them in childhood through stories, storybook
images and songs involving horses. Imagining the sight of a
herd of horses galloping across a prairie or running free
along the beach can instantaneously put some of you at
peace. You may choose to close your eyes and create this
image in your minds. The idea of running free is a tool
many psychologists use in therapy. Take some time to think
about the idea of freedom symbolized by the wild horse,
and then note your feelings.
If there are some thoughts which arise about feeling
constricted, note them, and allow the spirit of the equine to
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help you see the importance of the spirit of freedom. Jot
down any aspects of your life which you may feel some
resistance to—perhaps it is finding a new job, moving to a
new location, accepting an idea that rests outside of your
own. Whatever it is, be open to asking the equine(s) in your
visualization to help you remove any resistance in your life
to that of freedom and movement. Energy needs freedom of
movement to manifest.
There are literally thousands of miraculous events in your
world that equines of all types have created or cocontributed to. I will list some here:


Did you know that it was an equine that allowed
Madame Curie to discover the vaccine for polio?



Did you realize that many of the first generators
built on your planet required equines to power
them?



Did you know that Sir Galahad’s favorite steed was
so strong that his strength lead to the creation of one
of the first society’s set up for the appreciation of
the equine? In fact, it was viewed in those days as a
royal society.



Are you aware that when the earliest of equines
roamed wild during the Paleolithic time on your
Earth, and they were able to survive for days
without food and water, much like camels of today?



Are you aware that many bird species were able to
grow in numbers because of their interdependence
upon the equine family?
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Are you aware that many of you have animal totems
that are horses?



Are you aware that the very first equines on your
planet were not very fast at all?



Are you aware that equines hold grounding energy
in their bodies which is universally important in
anchoring these frequencies?



Are you aware that herds of wild mustangs continue
to serve a very useful purpose on your planet by
allowing the energetic frequency of freedom to
circulate in the “air” around them, which then
spreads outward like an energetic ripple?



Are you aware that equines (and other species) are
able to determine when danger is near and show
very obvious signs when one is observant?



Are you aware that many skirmishes in your world
were not won or ended by military might or
strategy; they ended or were mercifully shortened
because of the intelligent actions of equines?

Cats
Because of the immense popularity of the many different
species which approaches 70, I have decided to include cats
in our discussion of domestic land animals as popular pets,
and I am also choosing to include them as a species in dire
need of help and protection. As stated previously, it is not
my intent to go over the gestation period of any species
which may be easily found through other means, but to
support love by spreading awareness and understanding.
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We’re purr-fect companions!

Early History
Defining when the first cats came into existence on your
planet is a bit tricky even for me, because the cat you know
today as the common house cat was not the cat first
introduced during the moment of Creation. The very first
cat-type creatures existed as long as 45-50 million years
ago, and were primarily tree dwelling and resembled a
small monkey more than the cat you can call your pet
today. It is commonly considered that the first domesticated
cats were brought to Europe in cargo ships. Can you
imagine the harrowing trip that must have been like for
those felines? Early transportation of animals across seas
cost many animals their lives.
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Among some of the earliest civilizations was the making of
a cat’s eye gem or ring. This was done with a very simple
chiseling tool normally from a rock indigenous to the area.
Those known to be wearing the rings (some were nose
rings) were believed to carry magical powers. Mystics of
all ancient lands realized early on that cats represented
special energy. Egyptians viewed cats as sacred, and were
known to have shaved their eyebrows in mourning when
the family cat died. In other ancient civilization cats were
so prized they rode at the head of processions celebrating
Kings and Queens. In other places of your world, women
like Cleopatra and Queen Nefertiti styled their eye makeup
after the image of a cat’s eye. Cats and cat people from
other dimensions visited the earliest of your civilizations.
Markings on cave walls reflect early man’s interest in 7 feet
tall catlike humans. They had a catlike head, with the body
of a human. These catlike beings have been seen for
generations in visions by those who are the medicine men
and the mystics of your world.
Q: How long did the oldest known domesticated cat live to
be?
A: I am aware of a feline who lived to be 41. He came
home (made his transition) in the 1960’s.
Next, we will examine several cat myths of more current
times.
Myth #1. Cats are un-trainable.
Myth #2. Black cats bring bad luck.
Myth #3. Cats are meant to live outside.
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Myth #1. Adult cats and kittens of all varieties and types
are easily trainable when they like all animals are
approached with a loving attitude. Scolding is not
appropriate for any living being as it induces shame, which
can lead to unworthiness. Cats respond especially well to
repetition, as they are wired to process, accept, and then
act.
♥ A harmonic healing code to help cats in the Western
Hemisphere including North and South America, their
islands, and the surrounding waters is 88899255. ♥ An
energetic harmonic healing code to help cats in your
Eastern Hemisphere including Asia, Africa, Australia, and
Europe is: 770 770 1123456.
Myth #2. Black cats bring bad luck. You may be surprised
at what follows, but my intention again is to bring
understanding and expanded compassion to every living
creature on your planet. Not only is there no truth to the
idea, but black cats actually bring good luck! How is that
for the reversal of a paradigm? Let’s try together thinking
or saying out loud, “Yellow cats bring good luck, orange
tri-tone cats bring good luck, white cats bring good luck,
and black cats bring good luck.” Even if one person has
thought and or stated these statements out loud, we have
started to shift a superstitious belief long held by many. By
nature, your animal kingdom has been associated with
many beliefs over time. Another early myth surrounding
cats which originated near 1100 A.D. was that when a
human being was ready to leave this plane of existence they
would be visited in spirit form by a cat.
Myth #3. Cats are meant to live outside. While many
farmers and others may disagree with me, cats prefer living
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inside in the comfort and care of your homes, and their life
spans substantiate this. In the wild, feral cats have the
shortest lifespan of all, with about 2 years being the global
average. How do I know this? They tell me as a collective.
This, however, was not always so. Until the advent of the
20th century, many animals preferred roaming the lands
unbridled.
Q: I am an energy healer and animal lover and concerned
about what I see in my own country. What can we do to
help feral cats and dogs all over the world, but especially
in Southern Africa and parts of India? There are hundreds
roaming wild and uncared for.
A: It is of vital importance to speak of this issue in the
advancement of your planet and the animal species. While
our focus here is on cats and other domesticated land
animals, the same concerns may be noted for other animals.
Since you mentioned your interest in energy, you may
certainly use healing gems and stones to help rebalance the
collective energy fields, even if the roaming cats and dogs
do not frequent the same area day after day. They are
making imprints themselves by leaving scent, energetically
leaving trace residue and the like. God Mind is creating
newer younger species to help offset this problem on your
planet, by allowing higher vibrational cats and dogs to
surround regions on your planet. Think of it this way,
please: You have a garden infested with weeds. Do you
destroy the weeds? Or do you, instead, look for harmless
ways to soften the effects the weeds have on the garden?
Overpopulation because of mankind’s insensitivities still
remains a huge problem, which is being softened by
younger animals with higher energetic strands of DNA.
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Depending, as this is somewhat of a global statement, but
depending upon where the neglected strays are, even if they
never come in contact with a higher vibrational cat or dog,
if the 5th dimensional dog or cat has walked that same soil,
or been within 20 feet of the soil where the ferals have
roamed, some healing will be imparted from this alone.
You do have unseen helpers – this is my point.
Feral cats are domestic cats that were born in or
have reverted to a wild state. They are unfamiliar
with and wary of humans and roam freely in urban
and rural areas. The numbers of feral cats is not
known, but estimates of the U.S. feral population
range from 25 to 60 million. Famous feral cat
colonies are found in Rome around the Coliseum,
with cats at some of these sites being fed and given
medical attention by volunteers. One common
approach to reducing the feral cat population is
termed 'trap-neuter-return', where the cats are
trapped, neutered, immunized against rabies and the
feline leukemia virus, and then released. Before
releasing them back into their feral colonies, the
attending veterinarian often nips the tip off one ear to
mark it as neutered and inoculated, since these cats
may be trapped again. Volunteers continue to feed
and give care to these cats throughout their lives.
Given this support, their life spans are increased, and
behavior and nuisance problems caused by
competition for food are reduced. Source: Wikipedia
More will be shared on the topic of volunteerism,
overpopulation in my final thoughts. For now, know that
every prayer, every Earth action taken with an optimistic
spirit rather than a defeated one will make an imprint.
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Awareness is the first step to solve any problem. Continue
to look for ways to eradicate fear of gangs of stray or feral
dogs and cats, and remain hopeful.
Before concluding this chapter on domesticated land
animals, kindly know that I would also like to acknowledge
the following breeds by name and by doing so, have
strengthened their energetic heart connection from Source
to you and to me: guinea pigs, bison, domestic camels,
ferrets, fancy mice, rats, turkeys, silver foxes and
hedgehogs. Can you say more?
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CHAPTER 5
Birds of Land and Air

Until very recently in your world’s history, birds, especially
birds of prey received very little attention. They were seen
as practically invisible. This you may think of this a false
statement or leaves you questioning because throughout
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time birds have been a source of fascination. However,
until recently, birds of prey were not always looked upon
with favor. I would like to begin our brief exploration of
wild birds of land and air by examining the birds of prey.
Birds of prey also known as raptors hunt and feed on other
animals. They exist in every continent on your planet. By
species name some are: the owl, the osprey, the eagle, the
vulture, the buzzard, the falcon and kites.
I will begin with a story to test my theory of the birds of
prey being largely invisible in early planet Earth when
compared to a fluffy, pink canary or glorious and graceful
swan or even a partridge, and end our time speaking of the
great role they serve in anchoring the Christ grid of
Ascension, by calling them “marks” and explaining this
later. Even today, if I appeared in etheric form and asked
the man on the street (imagine my friends, me with a
microphone as your man on the street interview) and I
asked the average person what their favorite bird was, I
would hear in this order, though the order has changed over
time:
♥ Swan
♥ Oriel
♥
♥
♥
♥

Parakeet
Pelican
Eagle
Dove

♥ Bluebird
By contrast, if I were to share what the global
consciousness told us in the early 1700’s, the list of favorite
birds would have been:
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♥ Hawk
♥
♥
♥
♥

Dove
Pigeon
Pheasant
Quail

If I were to share the similar concept from gathering the
collective consciousness of mankind from the 1200’s, I
would have received:
♥ Dove
♥ Sparrow
♥ Chicken
As you can see with these few examples, mankind has had
variable thoughts about bird life in your world. This is
neither good nor bad, just a statement. Honoring all life is
what I am attempting to induce in our teaching here. The
invisibility concept simply implies valuability. However,
largely throughout time, throughout all cultures the hawk
and the owl have been in energy categories among
themselves. Why is this so? Because of the mystery and
superstition that surrounded them almost upon inception on
Earth. The earliest cavemen were enraptured—hence, the
name, raptor—by owls especially. Many of you know that
many early civilizations on Earth honored and respected
owls and eagles. Along with this honoring, however, came
a lot of fear and misunderstanding at times. Certain cultures
were very superstitious about seeing an owl before a full
moon as sign of impending death. Other early cultures
thought any owl to be a sign of witchcraft. Many souls
were hanged or burned at the stake for believing in witches,
and much of the time any owl was also tortured similarly.
In the lowest of frequencies on your planet, both mankind
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and owls were believed to possess demons with the most
awful atrocities placed upon them.
Owl hunting was a sport during a large portion of your
Earth’s development while Mother Earth was in her 4 th
dimensional energetic state. It wasn’t until much later
around the 15th century that owls were seen as signs of
good luck. To this day, they still present an air of mystery.
Perhaps it has to do with the fact that most can swivel their
heads in almost a complete circle which may grant them an
eerie persona. This, however, is a paradigm which I am
trying to change.

A group of owls is called a parliament.
Before we leave the owl I must share some other examples.
Did you know, dear souls, that at one time on Earth there
was such a thing as owl soup and it was praised as bringing
spiritual enlightenment? Many indigenous tribes continue
to know of this as their cultural heritage or tradition, though
with the dwindling of indigenous peoples there is also the
dwindling of owl soup. In Antarctica, the early Eskimos
would bait the owl with calling to it. Calling to animals to
entrap them is ancient. However, the call they used was not
the sound of an owl at all. It was/is in some places still, the
call of a coyote. Calling the coyote in will bring in the
owls. It is difficult at times to honor traditions of all of
mankind when it comes at the “expense” of the animal
kingdom.
However, make it known that the animal kingdom is God
as each of you are, and many of them made a covenant
written with their soul charts upon entering to be a source
of food for humanity. What a great sacrifice that agreement
was, friends!
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During the late 12th century owls in England, Egypt and
Eurasia, the host of many ancient civilizations, were prized
for many things including their talons. Men of many
cultures prized the talons of many different species of owls
(as well as other birds of prey) as having powers to enhance
their virility and longevity and suggested overall strength.
This is not unlike the shark tooth or the tiger tooth still
adorning some souls in your world today. Earlier still, cave
paintings show man’s fascination and the mystery birds in
flight. Mankind as a species looked up to the skies and
noticed birds of the air and skies before they noticed the
animals at their feet. This is Gospel. The very first known
citing of a winged creature was a cross between a fourlegged dinosaur and a Pterodactyl Dinosaur from millions
of years ago. Many cultures going back as far as pre-Greek
and Roman stood mesmerized about the “winged Gods”
who flew overhead. Many times celebrations folded. Many
times civilizations would call upon the “Bird Gods,” to
oversee a hunt, or to protect them from evil. The belief that
birds, bird feathers and flight are supernatural have a very
long history on your planet, indeed.

Pterodactylus

Beaks, feathers, talons, have all been souvenirs of man’s
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fascination with owls as part of ceremonies both in and out
of the light. Therefore, the collective essence of owls in the
spiritual realm is tolerance, for they have tolerated much.
The expression ‘wise as an owl,” originated in the late
1800’s in the hamlets of Northern England and Ireland, and
then spread to other regions. Owls are, in fact, very wise.
They are considered sentinels from other universes. They
have a high proportion of crystalline energies in their DNA
structure which has been increasing over the hundreds of
years since their creation. Today, if one were to witness a
beautiful snowy owl, for example, know that it would be
totally crystalline in nature and here to be a vehicle for
transformation. Certain owls birthed in the last 20 years
have also been embedded with a totally pure blue Christed
light of God consciousness under their wings. (Different
species have this same magnified DNA encoded in other
parts of their bodies.) When they expand their wings,
whether for preening or flight, they are spreading healing
energy. In fact, many owls are put into place by God
consciousness to maintain the phi ratio.
The phi ratio I am speaking of is that everything is divisible
by itself. What does that mean and why does it belong in a
book about animals? It means that this phi ratio is also
known as the Golden Means. The Golden Means is a
complex matrix of sacred geometry. Sacred geometry, for
those unacquainted, is a system based in nature by Mother
Earth, for everything on Mother Earth, and it connects
everything on Mother Earth to the entire solar system. Very
simply, with the other birds of prey and the owl species
they form a pattern of geometric (energetic) vibrational
shapes by their flight patterns and nesting habits. You may
think that flight patterns of birds and nesting habits are
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totally random, or dictated by climate and various
ecosystems, but it is more intricate than that…more
divinely orchestrated than that by who else? The Infinite
One. Om Mani Padme Hum.

Eagles
Let us move now to a sharing of another bird of prey, the
eagle. What is the first word that comes to mind with
hearing the word eagle? Is it majestic, powerful, graceful;
imply leadership, or all of these impressions? Perhaps
endangered also comes to your mind? Much like the owl
has been a source of inspiration, mystery, and ceremony, so
has the eagle as specie. Perhaps no other bird exemplifies
this as much as the Bald Eagle. One has only look at
currency and see the emblematic bird as a symbol of
strength and patriotic power. So much so, that many have
mocked the symbol.
As much as owls are marks that carry extraterrestrial codes
as briefly mentioned, so do the eagles that soar in your
skies. No eagle perhaps is more inspirational than the Bald
Eagle. An eagle's eyes are up to eight times sharper than
that of humans and contain many more color-sensitive
cones. Perhaps you have heard of the expression, “He’s an
old eagle eye?” Well, much like other references to the
animal kingdom, this was a basis in truth. The average
eagle has eyesight far superior than that of humans. I
suppose many of you are aware of this. But did you also
know that this is achieved through God’s Infinite Creation
by layering different color-sensitive cone type structures
within the eye itself? The intricacy of this layering itself is
one of great mystery and worthy of examining further. If I
were to ask anyone of you how far you can see, the furthest
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unaided might be between 20 and 30 meters, depending.
Let’s say, that with ideal conditions, the average human can
see up to 30 meters. By contract, most species of eagles can
see 5 times as far if not farther…and not only is their
distant sight much greater than mankind’s, so is how their
eyes are composed.
The simplest way to describe this is to image a salt and
pepper shaker. Visualize the eagle’s eye as the salt shaker
and the human eye as the pepper shaker. Does what I am
attempting to say make any sense? The ocular cones within
an eagle’s eyes are larger than the human eye (similar to
my salt and pepper simile) giving them more depth of
vision besides simply distance. This means that with fair
conditions most eagles cannot only locate a mouse in a
field from a far distance, but that they can also see with
greater depth. It is the equivalent to a human wearing “3D”
glasses all of the time. This has enabled the species to
thrive.
This magnified vision also has allowed all types of eagles
to project energy from them. This again is largely because
of the cone structure within them. Eagles by nature are
regarded as Spirit Birds in a similar fashion as owls, but
this too was not always truth. For the first half of your
civilization globally, many species of eagles were thought
to be vermin—birds to eliminate by destroying them one at
a time or by destroying entire groups of them with this
intent. The brown eagle and the spotted eagle suffered the
most. They were hunted to near extinction for the sheer
dislike of them. Many early ranchers, homesteaders,
pioneers of many continents grew to despise the birds as
they were misunderstood. Many believed that the eagle was
a sign of bad luck. Many other cultures believed eagles to
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be pests that would scare off livestock.

Vultures and the Buzzards
Q: How can we help preserve the vultures and buzzards of
our planet?
A: As we examine some other raptors it is with a heavy
heart that I share the following: I personally escorted one
million vultures and buzzards to the Kingdom of Light
during my time as overseers of the animals of flight. I was
assigned this job by my many masters in the earliest part of
the 20th century. It is during this time that I was astounded
by the large numbers of these raptors that were dying and
in need of a light transport. I asked myself, “Why is this
happening?”, and then I heard a master say, “Because,
angel, mankind fears them.” I never question a master, yet
I was still a bit alarmed by the magnitude of vultures and
buzzards in a very short period on Earth. The years exactly
were 1915 to 1989.
You, see, even I do not know and understand all that goes
on at times. There are many instances where I have been
the last to know, and I honor this with all my divine being.
To continue, I asked, "Master, why is this happening?", and
my Master replied, "Fear caused the animal’s immune
systems to break down or decay." Many literally had their
insides spoiling with rotting flesh because they were
poisoned, electrocuted, engaged and examined by science,
by those outside of the light and by the rest of mankind
who harbored this gross misunderstanding of these two
particular raptor species. You may be asking yourselves
how an angel escorts one million anything into the
Kingdom of Light; and it is, at times, a difficult task. You
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may say, “Angels can do anything!” to which I reply, "Yes,
within reason." You see, the animal kingdom by and large
is a family, and families by nature do not like to be
separated. Many of the birds that needed to be transported
to the other side simply waited. Yes, their souls waited—in
some cases a matter of Earth days, until I could escort all of
them at once. This is the beauty in this.
In addition, many buzzards and vultures died as a result of
poisons that they ingested that the human population
created through war, radioactivity, lead, mercury poisoning,
mercurochrome, and many other toxic substances used in
the creation of war caused the demise of so many birds at
one time.
As long as I am sharing this message, does everyone know
where animals go when they leave the Earth plane of
existence? You may be asking if they go to the same
“heaven” as humans, and the answer is yes, they do. Not
only do beloved pets like dogs and cats make their transfer
into light, but so do ants, elephants, manta rays, robins and
the tiniest of the Supreme Creator’s creations, the nematode
and every wondrous creation in between.
I have a suggestion for humanity: if certain animal words
conjure up unpleasant feelings within you, why don’t you
change their names until you can elevate your heart?
Vultures could become ‘lazzers’ and buzzards could
become ‘pufftons’. What do you think? The next time
someone says, “He is an old buzzard,” reply, “No, rather he
is a puffton.” Changing perceptions of animals, not just
birds, is easier than one may think. Redirecting
preconceived ideas of them can be as easy as creating
playful new names for the species as you know. Try it with
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your children. Their eager playful minds will easily come
with new names for animal names they may fear.
Speaking further about animal species names, have you
wondered friends, who does all the naming of the species?
How and who created the classification system of birds, for
example?
Well, the answer may surprise you. The naming and
classification of species did not, I say, come from a group
of scientists or those with scientific minds. The naming
originated from many different sources, but most certainly
not the scientific community at large. The very first naming
and categorization of some of the most feared and hated
animals came from sources outside of the light to help keep
the animal population down, just like their attempts to
manipulate and keep the human population down and
depressed, separated from love. Again I restate, Allah,
Supreme Creator, did not choose to separate and
categorize the animal kingdom at all. In the very
earliest times on your planet all life was known in my
world as simply supreme. That is how we would refer to
life on your planet—supreme. No matter what size, how
many legs, with feathers, with no feathers. You see, dark
forces waged a battle and manipulated the DNA structure
of the animal kingdom as they did with the human DNA
and with that created animals to be fierce and aggressive.
There was a brief time on your planet where all lived in
harmony and there was no need for predator and prey.
Looking into the future the same will hold true again! Huge
waves of energy continue to come to your planet to elevate
and shift the consciousness and DNA restructuring. Am I
implying that in the not so distant future will there be no
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predatory animals? Yes, this is what I am asking you to
consider. When this occurs, there will not be a massive
extinction of the animal kingdom. Quite the contrary, more
and more species will live in love.
Perhaps you are saying to yourselves, this simply cannot be
so. To which I kindly reply, wait and see.
♥ The healing harmonic code for the collective
consciousness of buzzards for those who wish to work with
alchemy is: 9913279 9913279.
Q: Is it correct to assume that we experience life in every
type of animal life form (micro-organic, insects, fish, birds,
reptiles, mammals, etc.)?
A: Yes, this is a very interesting question and one which I
expect may be met with resistance. From my divine guide
post, every soul spark is contained in everything. Give that
a moment to sink in. Please allow me to restate, every soul
spark is contained in everything. To help you understand
this idea, the soul spark of a viper snake is the same soul
spark of a blade of grass; the same soul spark of a robin is
the same soul spark of a young boy, or girl. The concept of
evolution, which I do not intent to fully explore in this book
of animals is one of mystery, confusion, some inaccuracies
and divinity all wrapped together.
In the simplest terms, man, woman, child, dog, cat, guinea
pig, koala bear, tiger all are birthed at once. The soul spark
can be thought of as atoms that are infinite in number and
characteristics or disposition. In that sense, no arrangement
of atoms is ever exactly the same. This is what leads to
diversity of all of creation. So, I suppose we are speaking in
terms of sharing the following: If a soul of any species has
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chosen to experience life in other body forms, then they are
allowed to do so. Some will find these words as blasphemy
I am sure. My intention as always is not to incite, but to
calm and educate and dispel myth.
Another way to respond to this question is to share that a
cat soul spark in one Earthly incarnation can choose to
reincarnate within the same soul family again and again; or
the cat may choose to reenter life on Earth as a human
being, if they so desire. Human beings, by the way, are not
at the top of any hierarchy of creation, if my example is
leading your mind to think this. There is no hierarchy of
creation—only creation itself—a human being can choose
to reincarnate as an earthworm, if they so desire. However,
this is very rare, indeed. But I have known it to happen.
Most souls like to either reincarnate fully or partially within
the same body type. Perhaps, a lengthier sharing of
reincarnation will be determined at some point in time.

Early Italian symbol of peace

Doves & Pigeons
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Doves and carrier pigeons have been a part of your culture
in many regions on Earth. Many souls traditionally think of
white doves as messengers of peace. Doves have appeared
as symbols in many different religions. Doves have been
rendered by many great artists throughout time. Many of
you know the most common dove, a mourning dove, have
used the term, ‘lovey-dovey,’ or heard their unmistakable
—‘coo-cooing’ tone. They mate for life and are some of
God’s gentlest creatures. The range of doves has increased
over the last 15-35 years, though they are not considered to
be overpopulated at this time on your planet. Hunting doves
for sport has presented a heart dilemma generation after
generation, as does hunting any animal for sport. Pigeons
were once in your history considered a delicacy and were
the main meal of many a feast.
Beginning with the Egyptians, the dove was a symbol
of quiet innocence. The Chinese felt the dove was a
symbol of peace and long life. To early Greeks and
Romans, doves represented love and devotion, and
care for a family. The dove was the sacred animal of
Aphrodite and Venus, the goddesses of love and
friendship. Source: Wikipedia
Do you know that there are doves which are bright blue,
bright red, lemony yellow, peach colored and amber
colored, in addition to the most commonly known white
dove of peace? Energetically, call upon the dove when you
need more peace in your life. Any dove will do. They know
their purpose no matter what their coloration. Bright blue
doves resonate on the frequency of sapphire ray light;
bright red doves resonate on the frequency of peace among
families; lemony yellow colored doves resonate on the
frequency of peace among the young. Just as angels have
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different colored wings to identify us with different
phylum, so do doves. If one wishes to call upon a particular
colored dove for a particular aspect of peace that is
possible. Creation is infinite in its wisdom! Below you’ll
see a partial listing of the names of the birds by family to
witness more infinite creation:
♥ Auks ♥ Bitterns and Herons ♥ Boobies and Gannets ♥
Buntings ♥ Chats and Thrushes ♥ Cormorants and Shags
♥ Cranes ♥ Crows ♥ Cuckoos ♥ Dippers ♥ Finches ♥
Flycatchers ♥ Grebes ♥ Gulls ♥ Hoopoe ♥ Ibises ♥
♥ Larks

Nightjars ♥ Orioles ♥ Owls
♥ Oystercatchers

♥ Petrels and Shearwaters ♥ Pipits and Wagtails ♥
Plovers and Lapwings ♥ Sandpipers and Allies ♥
Shrikes ♥ Skuas ♥ Stilts and Avocets ♥ Stone-curlews
♥ Swifts ♥ Tree Creeper ♥

Waxwings ♥

Wrynecks and Woodpeckers
One may normally think of pigeons when thinking of
doves, as they have many similarities both visually and
with the tone they make. Homing pigeons were of great
value (if one can state that war has value) in bringing many
wars to an end quicker than if they had not been used.
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French military, German military, British Military
especially relied on messages being served to those in
service to get strategic messages, including where to find
hidden food provisions to troops. Going back to even
earlier times, to the feudal or Middle Ages, homing pigeons
were often sent to scout in place of humans. The training of
the homing pigeons and the other species used in this work
is quite amazing as I see it, though the birds made it seem
extremely easy.
During the Middle Ages, pigeons were used in
Transylvania, Albania, Yugoslavia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
and the Syrian region to relay all sorts of information which
had been written onto papyrus or leather or other cloth and
secured to the bird. This was done to avoid various plagues
and infections that scoured the Earth during these times.
Interestingly enough, very few birds perished as a result of
carrying information into leper colonies, many survived the
bubonic plaque, also known as Black Death, and other
infectious diseases of the times when souls entering these
encampments were infected. One may infer that the birds
were not in the regions of sickness long enough to become
carriers and spreaders of disease, and this is a fair thought.
For, indeed, many hundreds of pigeons were trained with
calls along with food rewards to land long enough for the
message to be untied from their leg, read and—if a message
was to go back with the pigeon—land long enough for the
reply to be reattached. Training itself was a long, laborious
process for some; other handlers knew the wisdom of the
pigeon they were working with and came to know the exact
bird or birds out of hundreds as the bird known as theirs.
Additionally, the pigeons themselves knew which area and
which person (in most cases) to deliver the message.
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Trial and error, repetition and reward were the tools used
for this elaborate training of cooperation between man and
bird. One more point before moving on from pigeons.
Many of them were able to deliver and find their
destination point without any reward—simply by relying
on their sonar. Their sonar allowed some of the birds to
seek a target up to hundreds of miles away. Many handlers
had prized pigeons and asked to be buried in ceremony
with them.
Q: I’ve read that animals use names to refer to one
another in a similar way as we humans do. Is that so?
A: Yes, very much so! Many, but not all species of birds
and other animals do refer to each other in a language that
is similar to using names as humans use. The way and the
reason many species do this is the speculation among many
scientists. So much still has yet to be uncovered about the
animal kingdom on your planet! There is an exhaustive
search going on presently in South America by a group of
businessmen turned philanthropists to study exactly this.
Why and how do animals refer to each other? Does
identifying a Savannah Sparrow or Harlequin Macaw help
them know that bird, as the human mind is able to bring
forth the image of a person with a name? And the answer is
yes. Many do so by assigning a number or harmonic
frequency to a fellow bird mate.
In this example, two birds meet by chance on a branch in
the Amazonian Rainforest located in South America. One
is a Toco Toucan and the other is a Ruby-throated
Hummingbird. Neither one has seen or met each other
before, even though birds of many species tend to migrate
and return to the same regions and fly the same byways.
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However, it is naive to think that every bird in a village or
living in your own neighborhood has met one another
previously. Not all are going to be nest mates or family
groups. Some birds will, by nature, fly to investigate other
areas. So, in order to “know” one another most typically,
but not always, birds assign a frequency number to another
bird they are meeting for the very first time. They do this
automatically. In much the same way you know that you
have to raise your arm to reach some object which sits up
high, the signals are sent to the brain almost
instantaneously for the birds to categorize the other bird
and they categorize them normally, as I say, with a numeric
harmonic frequency which identifies the bird as friend or
foe. That is the only reason categorizing exists within
species of this type—to help the animal instantaneously
determine this.
Even a newly hatched bird is able to assign a numeric code
or codes to help them get to know the bird species. You
may say that the numeric code is the equivalent to names of
people on your planet. It is very similar conceptually.
However, for future species of birds and other animals this
will be unnecessary, as all will be only friend as the pure
love vibration will extend to you and through all.
Q: Can you share a story between man and doves for us so
that we can witness the goodness of man and the bird
kingdom?
A: There are thousands of examples that we have witnessed
as special moments between mankind and doves,
particularly. To this day, many earthly love birds are united
in eternal matrimony with a plastic dove perched atop a
wedding cake. I do not have to go back very far in your
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Earthly time before seeing an event to share. As the story
goes, in a land called Ethiopia in the year 1813 there was a
family of villagers who turned their grasslands into a
sanctuary for all birds. Of course, many individuals turn
their farms and other lands into sanctuaries for the bird
populous, but this particular family stands out in my mind
because of their determination and perseverance. What did
they determine? What did they perceive? This is what will
we examine together.
If one knows anything about Ethiopia, one knows in your
world that the climate can be inhospitable. It can be draught
ridden with heat beyond what many souls can tolerate,
insects can plague the country, and the collective
consciousness throughout much of your Earthly time of
Ethiopia has been one of survival—day to day survival.
This particular family that comes to mind had 8 children,
living with only one parent, a father figure. Their mother
was killed. The lives of the children largely were lives of
desperation and in survival mode. Living in the Serengeti is
a formidable task, even for those civilizations who have
adapted to some of the harsher climates on your planet.
Their survival was very much a day to day thing.
One day, one of the children, a boy of 13 noticed an
unusual bird in a tree branch, one he had not seen before.
The boy called to the bird by making the closest bird call he
had been taught to make to call the regional birds to him,
but to no avail. This bird did not return his call.
Translating: “Son, if the bird does not return your call,
leave it be,” the father said to his son. But this son did not
obey. He went about the rest of his days as normal,
preparing food, doing his chores, and when night fell he
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rose up out of his sleep and went to look for the unusual
looking bird which he had seen during the day—the bird
that had captured his imagination.
I myself whispered in the young boy’s ear and said, “Try
cooing.” As I had not appeared to the boy previously, he
nearly dropped over in fright, dropping his lance to the side
of his body only to fall upon the ground. “Do not fear,” I
continued, “I am Archangel Michael, and I saw you
fascinated by the dove in the tree earlier today. He is not
there now, but I will ask him to return tomorrow for you to
see again,” and then I left. Startled, but smiling, the young
boy walked back to his sleeping quarters and fell fast asleep
dreaming of white birds he called “magic birds.” Before
dawn, he rose again and began running to the same tree,
cooing and cooing and cooing out loud, calling to his new
friend hoping he would appear. Once at the tree, he looked
up yet saw nothing at first. His spirit sank. He tried again,
“coo—coo,”...“coo—coo,”...“coo—coo”… Then he waited,
and he waited, and he waited until almost nightfall.
Just as he was ready to give up, the most beautiful,
sparkling, white dove with a laurel wreath appeared again
in the same tree and looked down at the boy. The bird
looked like it glowed to the boy. The dove dropped the
laurel piece from its beak and it drifted down into the hands
of the young boy. As it touched his hand, his hand began to
tingle and become warm, and the boy was overcome with a
feeling of peace and joy and love. “How lucky I am,” he
thought! As he closed his hand to hold tightly onto the
laurel piece, a tear ran down his face, and in one terrific,
silent, graceful movement, the beautiful white sparkling
dove that had brought so much happiness to the young boy,
flapped its wings and flew off, never to return—at least not
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in physical form. After that, whenever the boy would wish
to conjure up his magical bird friend again, he would
visualize him in the same tree, hold onto the laurel piece
and see him energetically appear any time and every time
he “cooed.”

Rainforests as Sanctuaries of Bird Life
Undoubtedly, an entire text could be written about your
world’s rainforests and the outstanding forms of creation
living in them. I will do my best to present a glimpse into
an average day in a perhaps lesser recognized rainforest
than the Amazonian one, the rainforest of Indonesia.
Spread over 18,000 islands, Indonesia contains the
world’s third largest area of rainforest after the
Amazon and Africa’s Congo Basin. With just 1
percent of the Earth’s land area, Indonesia’s
rainforests contain 10 percent of the world’s known
plant species, 12 percent of mammal species including endangered orangutans and critically
endangered Sumatran tigers and rhinos - and 17
percent of all known bird species. Source: http://
www.ran.org/indonesia_s_rainforests_biodiversity_and_endang
ered_species

It is a bit misleading to talk about a typical day in the
Indonesian rainforest or any ecosystem because the wonder
which exists even within systems that may be vanishing or
temporarily languishing is nothing short of a miracle.
Miracles occur when love is present. I intend to present
some insight into this rainforest to demonstrate the miracles
that occur daily all over your planet.
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I will pretend for a moment that I am a bird living here. I
am choosing to be the yellow-tailed black cockatoo. I
awaken every day as if my internal alarm clock is set for 4
a.m. in the wee early morning hours. I am a male yellowtailed black cockatoo and find it easy to mate among my
species. I enjoy the biodiversity of food sources available to
me. Today, I am going to feed upon nuts mainly, and am
choosing to twill to my other bird friends to alert them of
this and to see if they would like to fly with me in my
search. I am choosing to fly as much as I can today,
because it simply feels good to do so. I am aware that other
bird species cannot fly and I consider myself very blessed
with having been created with the anatomy to do so
effortlessly. It’s 5 o’clock in the wee early morning now,
and I have already preened myself.
Preening is something that I also enjoy. Preening my
feathers actually coats them with a waxy substance that
allows them to appear fuller, for not only the purpose of
being attractive to a female, but the waxy substance also
gives greater flight. The waxy substance comes after I
ingest a meal primarily of nuts, and perhaps some berries. It
is not sticky whatsoever. It’s also a ritual. Do you have
rituals that you undertake? I will repeat this preening about
five or six times before I rest.
I have found some other bird friends who are going to fly
along with me across hundreds of miles in the next 5 or 6
days. I do have emotion, and I do have feeling, and I am
aware also of pain. This news of others making this flight
with me will increase our speed together, and it will allow
us to draft off one another when the air currents shift. The
air currents do shift quite a bit over water, more so than
land. The purpose of this trip we plan to take is to repair
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damaged ecosystems by spreading some waste from which
some new growth will occur. This is a small part of any
journey. This is not folly! This is why many species were
able to diversify themselves, through the actions of birds in
flight…not just my species, but many. I see around me at
midday that the bird population around me is generally
nesting. I plan to nest, or rest, later in the day. The birds
that surround me here find midday the best time to roost, or
nest or rest. If you could see through my eyes, you would
see six hundred different colors. You would also know that
heat from the forest itself is an incubator of life. When the
Earth’s temperature varies by even one degree, we all feel
the difference. We all realize that stabilization of climate is
of utmost concern by many in the human community.
We birds do have telepathic type communication similar to
human beings. I may choose to intercept human thought
consciousness, but most of the time I enjoy reveling in
sound among my family of birds. Later in the day, near
nightfall, much of the rainforest comes alive. We seek to be
sheltered by the winds of change of climate by repairing
energy grids through our flight patterns. We, here, can also
repair energy grids which affect climate by mating. Mating
is done not only to fulfill the species, but also done to
anchor certain vibrations through birthing others. This may
sound very foreign to some of you, but it is as I see it. The
domain we occupy presently is one where the rainforest
here is in need to continual repair and restoration.
We, the birds here, also do this through telecommunication
as sound. So much of my existence is sound related that I
use sound throughout each and every day as many of God’s
creatures do. On any given day in this forest, I can discern
25 different bird calls or communications. Sometimes, it
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does get rather noisy here and more difficult to understand
what the other birds are trying to say to one another. A pure
warbler tone, for example here, generally means “I am
happy and well.” A pure staccato tone, that varies in the
sound scale widely, generally indicates that there may be
some cause for alarm. However, some bird species here are
anxious by nature, when truly there is not much indeed to
be alarmed about. We, the birds in the Indonesian
Rainforest, have received messages from Source that assure
us that all will be well and thriving now in this time you are
referring to as the New Earth Awakening.
In addition, I have been told that I am going to play a role
in harmonizing the crystalline frequencies by dropping
droppings into the soil. This may not seem very appealing
to some of you unless you see life as I do—yes, I have a
consciousness and I do have some ability to emote. Ask
anyone who has watched two birds go through a mating
ritual and you will agree that animals, birds, do have the
ability to discern. There have been those since creation who
placed the concept in mankind’s mind that animals are not
capable of much—including feeling or advancing a
thought. This is simply untrue, as I plan to spend this
evening in the forest projecting calls into the night to say,
“Hello, I am fine and all is well.”

Intelligence Among Birds
I am often asked which animals are the smartest. Where do
birds rank? I would like to examine the intelligence factor
as a sequence of events. Yes, there are some species of
animals which are more intelligent than others. (This may
defy science). Yes, there are some bird species which are
considered more intelligent than others, as well, though
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defining intelligence is what I’d like to examine next. Much
like humans, there are multiple ways to gage intelligence—
ingenuity, resourcefulness, playfulness—of animals. Some
will argue with me and say that in order for animals to
exhibit different levels of intelligence that all species must
continue to evolve far past from where they are now.
However, there are many of you who have witnessed the
intellect of many animals. If I said that a hummingbird is
one of the most intelligent birds on your planet, would you
believe this? In fact, they are. All varieties and sub species
of hummingbirds as a collective group rank way at the top
of a scale of intelligence, based upon their ability to find
nectar in the most unusual places (I am not speaking of
back yard feeders here.)
I am speaking of wild hummingbirds. I would like to
devote further sharing about hummingbirds at this time.

Hummingbirds are the smallest birds on the planet

Anyone who has ever seen a live hummingbird will likely
never forget it. Their incredibly small size, their tiny
beating wings and speed at which they dart about makes
them a bird favorite. They do have the capability of speed
of light action. That is not a mistake! They were originally
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designed by Source to have the full encoded DNA the
equivalent to the speed of light within them. Many species
of birds were tampered with by dark forces to limit them,
just as with humankind. The hummingbird was also a bird
species, as I see it that had energetic implants to limit them
in some manner. With this being said, however, since 2012
no new hummingbirds, no new any animal species will
have further energetic implants within their gene coding!
Hallelujah!
Hummingbirds are found only in the Western
Hemisphere, from southeastern Alaska to southern
Chile, although most live in the tropics. There are
more than 300 species of hummingbirds, 12 of which
summer in North America and winter in tropical
areas. Source: Wikipedia
As it is, they can fly in figure 8’s and do so frequently.
When they move into this pattern as everything is energy,
they are solidifying infinite grace to your planet. How do
they know how to do this? Through Source. They can also
spin in loops, turn upside in flight, and fly forward,
backward, left, right and all things in between. No other
bird species can claim these abilities. As a species, they are
beloved by many who nurture them and enjoy seeing them
visit their feeders. Some naturalists and observers go to
great lengths to attract the hummingbird to their door—
such as, coloring water to appear like ruby red or neon
orange, or planting specific species of flowers and trees,
shrubs and vines. It is not just the color, however, which
attracts these miniature creatures, but the scent.
Unlike many other birds, hummingbirds are a cross
between bees and birds. They behave in many ways with
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the intelligence of the bee kingdom. (Ask any bee keeper or
ant keeper what the most intelligent forms of life are on
your planet and you may find yourself in a hotly contested
debate among the insect lovers of the world.) They have a
very short life span and, as such, require a lot of tender
loving care as a species.
Many have faced extinction only to be restored in numbers
over your Earth’s development. For example, during the
Middle Ages and the Neolithic Era, if a person were to spy
a hummingbird, they had formed the belief that death was
nearby. There is scarcely an animal alive that has not had
some superstitious belief (or still does) surrounding them.
Speaking now to the intelligence of hummingbirds—they
are seen in my realm as guardian angels are seen—as
helpers.
They are in many spiritual ways the energetic equivalent to
guardian angels, here to help other bird species. Many other
bird species revere the hummingbird as a sacred bird. We
have indicated that all life has intelligence, so with that
understanding the idea that other bird species, mainly the
much larger condors and such, find sacredness in their tiny
companions of flight. What makes hummingbirds so
intelligent? The answer lies in their hearts, or rather, their
heartbeats. They defy not only the law of gravity about
inertia, but they also expend very little energy in flight and
in hovering. This is a learned skill, not one that every baby
hummingbird instinctively knows how to do.
By all relative means, the heartbeat of the hummingbird in
comparison to the workload or energy expended should be
miles apart. Yet, in fact, it is exactly the way that the
hummingbird regulates their heart beat per second which
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has caused much facilitation over the years. They control
their own heartbeat! You may find this difficult to grasp,
but not all animals are able (or willing) to control their
heartbeat…but hummingbirds do.

The Swallows of San Juan Capistrano
Another intelligent bird species is the cliff swallow,
primarily so because of their extensive flight paths and
navigational skills needed to make these fights. I would like
to examine next, the swallows of San Juan Capistrano. For
those who may be unfamiliar with the miracle of the
swallows of Capistrano which takes places each year at the
Mission San Juan Capistrano, some background may be
helpful first.
This particular mission has gained recognition for being
home to thousands upon thousands of swallows which
return there in March on or about St. Joseph’s Day (though
scouts arrive sooner). They have been doing this for
centuries. The cliff swallows leave the mission during the
month of October, though the scouts leave sooner, once
again, as they do on every flight, sometimes in early
September. Many bird species besides cliff swallows have
“scouts” that fly in advance of a long migration such as this
one to Argentina. The scouts are very useful indeed, as the
name implies. How scouts are selected is quite an awe
inspiring process, indeed, and reinforces the intelligence of
the species.
The process for cliff swallows to determine which birds
will become scouts and fly ahead to determine wind drifts
and other atmospheric conditions is a bit complex and
simple at the same time. How wondrous is that? Normally,
early on in a young bird’s life they show different
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strengths, just as human beings do—some young birds are
stronger than others, some young birds are more curious by
nature, some young birds are content with following others.
Birds do have soul chords, or the rough equivalent in
humans to personality traits. It doesn’t take long for the
elder birds or parents to take notice. This is the simple part
of the process for choosing a scout. The more complex
component of doing so involves the process of elimination.
I would like to describe that now.
Let’s imagine that we are the mother and father swallow,
and our three young, newly hatched are showing the same
soul chords—virtually the same traits—all are strong, all
are large for their age, and all three like to have a
commanding presence in the colony. This is partially
recognized by the number of tonal ranges or number of
songs they are able to produce. Many bird species do not
learn by mimicking sound; they learn by the encoding
within their intelligence by design from Source. Swallows
can assign scouts on the number of songs they know
because each song designates a flyway. Fabulous, yes!
I say, even if a young swallow, in this case of Capistrano,
has never made the flight to winter in Argentina, they know
the best routes through their intelligence. That’s the rather
complex yet fascinating aspect of cliff swallows and many
species of birds. So, it’s a coin toss! Birds as young as three
weeks old have been selected as scouts to lead the colonies,
which sometimes number into the thousands, during
migration.
Let us return to the legend. As the story goes, the bird’s
clay nests were knocked down and the swallows viewed as
pests until the day when the mission overseer proclaimed,
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“Let them come!” The miracles, as I see it, fall both inside
of the bird colony/species itself, and also in outer world or
outside expression. Allow me to explain. It is easier enough
to make presumptions about all matter. To presume that all
migrating bird species “know” what flyways to follow, like
they are on autopilot, is a presumption of a huge
proportion. By and large, many flocks of all type of flight
birds miscalculate and end up either north, or south or east
or west of their destination.
Some species as with the cliff swallows, as shared, have a
higher knowing about safe travel, not just about what and
how the airstream currents flow, but about conserving
energy to make these long distant flights. Geese have
similar hardwiring as chicks. These two species collectively
account for over half of the air miles. Check your own
frequent flier miles, friends, (chuckle) and you will find
that you are sorrowfully lacking. Collectively, both species
have logged about 9 million hours of travel time per
calendar year. Allow me to repeat—
Cliff swallows and geese travel on average 9 plus million
hours of flight time per calendar year.
This monstrous number demonstrates their determination as
species, their fluidity or grace of flight and soul purpose.
These two species embody the same soul theme or purpose,
that being, “bearer of peace and harmony.” It is a similar
soul theme to doves, yet different. Therefore, I believe that
part of the miracle of the cliff swallows has been in their
consistency of flight. As shared, many birds simply get lost.
Perhaps this statement stirs another chuckle within you?
Many birds, as you may know, cannot make long voyages
of flight.
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As the geese and swallows span the globe, migrating waves
of energy are formed along with them. The migrating or
movement energy that they are creating allows them to
flow very easily by projecting the energy waves in front of
them. Rather than drafting air flow, they extend energy in
front of them in a similar way. You may envision that they
create a vacuum, and within this vacuum they glide through
the air. What wonder! What joy!

Migratory Pathways and Flight
To further enhance your understanding, migration
pathways continually change, even though the Capistrano
cliff swallows reappear every year near the same time and
depart every year at the same time, they do not, as I see it,
always take the same journey or pathway. Sometimes the
scout birds relay to the colony that flying higher, lower, and
circling or following a wavy pattern of flight is best. Not all
birds fly in a straight line. This is another presumption that
has perhaps formed. Many birds fly in tandem, two at a
time, side by side. Can you name some? Some birds fly
making large loops. Can you name some? Some bird
species like to rise and fall and play in the soaring skies.
Can you identify some of these birds?
Birds are some of the most misunderstood species as a
whole. In many regions of your world they are also largely
underappreciated. This is something we hope will
collectively change in more and more souls of all ages,
including further educating and inspiring young souls, the
children of your planet. I would love to see further
expansion of all arboretums, all bird sanctuaries, all
backyard bird watching and feeding stations, so that more
children delight in them. Rise up and unite in raising the
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collective frequency of all birds to that of man. This is my
request. Other species by nature are elevated,
comparatively speaking, in your present world. There is no
reason why this intent will not come to pass in a matter of
months and years. By the year 2018, half of the animal
population will be wearing feathers.
Aviaries by nature do allow for the introduction of birds to
individuals who may otherwise never come to know them.
Some are better than others, of course, yet all confine the
bird. Public aviaries exist in all major continents across
your globe. I would like to see greater enforcement of the
building structures themselves and the materials used.
Some of the materials contain toxins. Stricter regulations
each run by a loving, body or community should work to
enforce to quality of life for all birds confined to any
aviary.
♥ The energetic harmonic code to help heal birds in
aviaries is: 99154321 (temporarily pausing in between
each series.)

Tourism and Poaching
I am well aware that many on Earth abide by the laws and
supply their families with food from the animal kingdom. I
am also fully aware that millions and millions of birds are
being illegally hunted for trophy sport, for their beaks, for
their feathers, for their claws and talons, and for other body
parts used in ceremony. I am also an advocate for limiting
gun usage. For your understanding, every time a bird is
shot while in flight, the energetic equivalent is that of the
atomic bomb which was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. We
refer to it as energetic residue. The energetic residue
appears as smoke, and depending upon the caliber of the
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gun and the number of shots fired, the toxic residue can
continue to affect birds in flights for hundreds of miles.
How does this occur? The sound of the report produces an
echo, and the echo signals fear in every bird, in every
animal. The fear response continues to expand among the
flock or colony and, depending upon the size of the flock or
colony, the fear residue can also create sickness and a
susceptibility to disease by weakening the bird’s immune
systems.
Can you imagine the force of an atomic bomb?
Well, imagine and know that the animal kingdom is more
sensitive than human beings. Not only does the report leave
an energetic toxic residue that Mother Earth needs to try
and dilute, but again, depending upon what region the
firing is done, many natural flyways are chopped into little
tiny pieces. Flyways are energetic chords much like
crystalline grids which surround your Earth and other
planets. Sometimes these unseen energetic pathways are
referred to as ley lines. These ley lines or crystalline grids
help support life on Earth. When they are disrupted in any
number of means that fall outside of love and compassion,
some type of dysfunction follows. Your world speaks of
global warming, and I say unto you, largely global
warming is a result of mankind disrupting the energetic ley
lines which serve like the skeletons of your body.
When skeletons become weak, they crack and break and
become brittle. Gun fire breaks or creates holes which then
thin or break this fiber of interconnectedness. Mankind has
no one to blame but himself for the global changes that
have occurred over the last 150 years especially, and no
one but man will fix this.
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We do and have been sending legions of angels for
centuries to work with those in the light to repair the
balance of harmony on your planet within the animal
kingdom, and will continue to do so. Everyone has Mother
Earth to thank for not giving up and tossing her hands up in
despair a long, long time ago. Lay down your guns and go
hunting with a camera instead. Do you not think that your
needs for abundance cannot be met without killing birds?
We know that many earn income from hunting trips and
leading other excursions. Do you not think that you cannot
prosper in other ways? Have you lost your faith? Lay down
your arms. It is also my desire that every child be educated
to the atrocities that go on and encouraging compassion
within the younger souls. Many of the younger souls have a
greater respect for life than earlier generations, and have
come here with the spiritual purpose to help them.

Egret is one of the migratory flocks targeted.

Penguins, Puffins and Other Flightless Birds
In the region then known as South Africa, a long, long,
time ago many children in the tribe were curious about the
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birds they had heard of from the cold north. They asked the
elders, “Please tell us about the birds we see in our visions
that live in the cold. Why is this that they live there?”
Seated around a night fire the elders of tribe would say,
“Because Shar-Tonka created them.” (Their word for God.)
They continued. “They have water proofed feathers to keep
them warm in the cold. They are playful. They waddle back
and forth, like some of your boats in a stormy sea. Their
colors are like night and day.” To which one boy replied,
“Give us what to call them,” to which the elder replied,
“Call them “Knookee”— their word for penguin. Little did
the boy in this story realize that there are many species of
penguins, and some of them live in the temperate zones of
the Southern Hemisphere. It was not uncommon for
children in many civilizations to learn of animals from a
very early age. Many were taught by tradition that they
needed to know what bird brought what message to them in
the form of their visions and prayers.
Many traditional beliefs stated that birds that did not fly
were cast from Heaven and made to serve a dreary life.
Many a young Ugandan boy or girl grew up thinking this
for much of their life. Many tribes were frightened of the
birds that did not fly. They did not fully understand them.
Those who did revered them as all of life. One group of
people who came to appreciate the penguin was the Inuit.
Though inhabiting different hemispheres, the Inuit believed
that penguins were vital in the stream of life between man
and whale. Some would sings songs in celebration of the
penguin, and play games acting as waddling birds and
invoke them in vision quests.
Puffins are a fascinating bird. They can survive with very
little food. They are cute beyond cute, they seemingly are
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almost always at peace, and they serve as a reminder that
some of the best things in life, to term an expression on
Earth, can be found in small packages. Their name implies
lightness, exuberance, joy and celebration. The soul theme
for puffins is just that—playful exuberance. As I was asked
to name some of the most intelligent bird species, I will say
that all forms of intelligence are measured in my Kingdom.
The puffin’s intelligence lies in their ingenuity. As a rose
has many petals, so of course does defining intelligence.
When it comes to defining intelligence in pure scientific
terms, I doubt many of the scientific community will agree
with me and place puffins near the top of the list. It matters
little what list, if any, as we should work to see all creatures
as gifts of God. It is every bit as important to listen to one’s
highest self. Does this make sense?
If I say unto you that puffins are ingenious creators in the
way that they communicate and make their homes, yet you
never come to know this first hand, have I accomplished
much? It is my wish and desire as we continue to choose
some shared words together, that each of you find
inspiration in some bird, some land animal, some insect,
some endangered species, and then take another step and
another step and another until you find yourself running in
a field of endless dreams and exalted interaction with all of
the animal kingdom. Moving now from the nimble, colorful
puffin, the next bird in our examination is the Emu, the
second largest bird by height after the Ostrich.
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Emu chicks have longitudinal stripes that provide camouflage.

In prehistoric times, the equivalent of the Emu was known
as the Juranysaurus. The Juranysaurus stood 15 feet in
height during the Paleozoic Era, and had few natural
enemies because of its speed. Today you may find emus in
lands where the climate suits them, which are naturally
warm and accommodating ones such as what you will find
in Australia, New Guinea, Indonesia and the Philippines.
The soul theme of emus is treaty maker.
As a species this means that, throughout time, even from
the earliest of times on your planet, they had a bluish-green
aura. An aura is an energetic imprint much like a
fingerprint which is unique to every living thing, although
auras do change unlike fingerprints. The bluish-green aura
of the emu emits a frequency of their soul theme, if this
helps you understand how animals can share/spread their
soul theme. It is not the only way, however. Since 2012,
many of the younger animals coming to your planet have
exceptionally high vibrational fields and a myriad of
healing codes within the structure of their DNA now to
help elevate the planet, in addition to having solid, fortified
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auric fields if the particular animal has not been tampered
with or injured by man or other predators.
For example, many of the younger birds (and other species
of animals) have light codes placed in various places in
their light bodies. Some are sprinkled with gold and silver,
the two highest healing elements on your planet, and some
have fused golden energetic discs behind the folds of the
eye which emit high healing frequency through their
eyesight alone. This is not reserved purely for falcons or
birds known to possess great sight, but many species
determined by God to anchor pure love ascension on your
planet.
Emu oil is used as a solvent to heal. Some claim it to be the
most therapeutic and healing substances on the planet for
skin, joint pain, rashes, wrinkles and more. I say, instead of
formulating, producing and selling emu oil, capsules and
the like, why not choose instead to spend time in the
company of an emu? This is not hard, friends. Nothing is
hard when there is a will. This is healing. Many plants
contain the same ingredients as emu oil—the sprig of an
olive branch, just one example, has as much healing
properties contained in it as does slaughtering an emu to
produce oil. Emu feathers are prized as well and have
undergone resurgence in their popularity within the last 300
years.

Michael’s Angelic Bird Facts
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Before 2019, half of all the endangered bird species will be
renewing themselves through a process called renumeration. Re-numeration means that young birds 1, 2, 3
years of age presently will mature energetically, thus
strengthening their genetic coding to help ensure their
longevity.


Do you know that birds need to mature
energetically before their full abilities are
established?



Do you know that most birds carry disease resistant
DNA molecules?



Do you know that the world’s awareness of the
animal kingdom will continue to grow by leaps and
bounds, literally, assisting to save thousands of bird
species which may otherwise have become extinct
in the next 10 years?



Do you know that in addition to the known bird
species on your planet there are another 3 dozen yet
to be discovered in North America, approximately 5
dozens to yet be discovered in Latin America, and
the same number to be discovered near the Aleutian
Islands in the next 3 to 5 years?



Do you know that in about the year 1920 islanders
of the Galapagos Islands feared birds as much as
they feared torrential rains?



Do you know that every day another scientist or
biologist, or ornithologist or anthropologist is held
hostage against their will in an attempt to keep them
from studying the animals?
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Do you know that in some countries 9,000 or so
individuals every day bow and pray to bird Gods?



Do you know that some species of birds bunk
together with as many as 15 baby birds in the nest at
the same time? Can you guess which species?



Do you know that some species of birds can make
over 100 different sounds? Can you identify them?

A Sykora bird doing the watching
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Hippos sharing vibrational space

CHAPTER SIX
Wild Animals

By definition, wild animals are animals that have never
been caged, never been tamed, never been under a
microscope, never been impounded for scientific study or
tagged. By this definition, there is less than 5% of the total
animal population which accounts for this definition. If we
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choose to widen our examination of wild animals to include
those who have been studied by scientists, then that
percentage rises to 20%. Perhaps, this percentage is a
telling statement in itself—that as long as there have been
animals on your planet there have been those interested in
their habits.
In a brief examination in a text such as this there are 5 main
wild animal categories that I would like to share at this
time. They are:
♥ Hyenas and Jackals
♥ Big cats, including Lions, Tigers, Jaguars and
Leopards
♥
♥
♥

Elephants, Rhinoceroses, Hippos
Monkey and Apes
Wild Mustangs

I almost stated man, but find more hope and light in how
man is respecting wild life than mankind did 100, 200 and
1000 years ago. Nevertheless, one cannot present a book of
animals without speaking at length about the responsibility
future generations plays in the saving of many species.
Even this generation, if you are reading these words, have
an obligation to honor wild life…all forms of life.
Let us move now to a time in the way distant past when
man and animals lived in harmony—there was such a time
on your planet. It was called the Paleozoic time. During this
time, all animals were wild and there were no known
threats except among each other. During this time,
thousands and thousands of animals roamed freely about. It
many ways it was a time of nirvana. However, at the same
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time, all this free roaming about lead at times, to chaos. Out
of this chaos, order was born. It was born slowly, but
nevertheless it was birthed by what scientists call evolution.
I will call it God’s plan.
It was here that animals began to naturally separate
themselves into what are commonly known now as herds,
or groups, or pods. During this process of natural selection
(what science refers to), the earliest forms of the species
I’ve listed for examination were distant cousins of the
animal species you may see today.
This is because, through a process I am calling natural
maturation, some wild animals simply ceased to be here. It
was their choosing, no one else’s. They did not fall prey to
man or climate change. This resulted in another huge shift
of vibration on your planet. This shift, where many early
wild animals chose not to reincarnate and return, or choose
to leave the plane of life here early, was referred to in my
world as a planetary rift, and it was an energetic rift much
like a tidal wave—when dozens and dozens of early wild
species on Earth decided collectively to leave, never to
return. Some were here as Starseeds from other dimensions
and left. Some simply choose to reincarnate as human
beings, instead, and some early wild animals souls did not
incarnate at all. I had nothing to do with this event. It was
an event which lasted about 350 years on your Earth. It
resulted temporarily in things being out of balance. If you
can imagine two people sitting on a teeter-totter as child
may do, and one child suddenly gets up, what happens to
the other child? They become unbalanced and may even
fall off. This is what it was like for about 350 years on
Earth when a mass exodus of wild animals left at once.
Collectively, it was as if 350 Earthly years were condensed
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by a time warp of about 3 days. This is the way to think
about the revolution.

Hieroglyphics
Hieroglyphics are characters of ancient Egyptian writing
systems, sometimes with pictographs. Many other early
civilizations used hieroglyphs to represent animals. Many
samples of pre-recorded categorizing of many animals in
their simplest form were remembered in this way. The
study of these pictographic representations of very early
wild animals is known as cartography. Why am I
explaining all of this, you may ask? Because wild animals
were often falsely represented or drawn in some of the
hieroglyphics. Why was this done and who did this? The
same dark forces that have worked to keep your planet
under their control also manipulated some of the earliest
recorded history of wild animals, for one purpose and one
purpose only: to diminish them. By falsifying very early
documents when the written word was first being recorded
was a means to an end. The end, again, was to diminish
wild animals and alter their DNA structure to become
beasts of burden without any emotion.
These dark forces were successful to a large degree, but not
completely. This is seldom if ever, spoken of in literature. I
have witnessed only one document which proclaimed these
truths, and it was hidden away for centuries upon centuries.
Once the formula for decoding God’s original script for
wild animals was underway, it became easier for those
outside of the light to manipulate them, weaken them, and
thus become less than their original creation. Now I have
stated the worst of the worst.
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If you can imagine the early wild animals—all totaled—as
threads of a large tapestry, and in their original glory they
were strong, vibrant and thick, and then one day the treads
became tattered and frayed at the ends, this is what it
looked like to us for thousands of years. Species that were
Source created to not have a weakness, suddenly had them.
Species which were never intended to carry disease now
carried and spread disease. This was how the thinning
threads of an altered DNA lived for thousands upon
thousands upon thousands of years. Wild animals were
originally created without sin, meaning that they were to
live and be pure love—no fighting within a species, no
fighting outside of a species.
Now let us advance in time to the Revolutionary War in
North America. Before you may be thinking that I am
never going to get to directly discussing hyenas and jackals,
let me assure you that I am leading up to this.
What does the Revolutionary War have to do in a chapter
discussing wild animals? Everything. Absolutely
everything. You see, or should I say, did you know that the
underground tunnels we spoke about in the earliest part of
our book also existed under North America? When it was
time for the soldiers to prepare for battle they found
themselves startled by large animals they had not seen
before. This was not the first time, however, that large wild
animals seemingly appeared out of place. Many times in
your Earth’s history war stories included men seeing large
hairy animals of all descriptions, and their stories were
discarded as insanity—“suffering from the effects of war.”
In England, during the 100 years war, in Malaysia during
their early feuds, in countries long before countries were
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divided, large wild animals would seemingly appear out of
nowhere and then, as suddenly, seemingly disappeared.
These seemingly unrelated occurrences during war time,
occurring over large expanses of time on your planet, have
largely gone undocumented, as I say, or dismissed as
anyone recalling the sightings as lunatics with one
affectation of the mind or another. By the time in your
history that the Revolutionary War had ended, dozens and
dozens and dozens of sightings of wild, hairy animals went
unreported for fear of hospitalization or worse. Many of the
descriptions across continents over time were the same, “It
was large, hairy, ran on four legs, a fast and menacing
looking mammal of some type,” was largely the
description. They were all describing the very first hyena or
jackal. You see, where you find wild animals inhabiting
now is in no way where they inhabited your planet at
creation or during the centuries since.
Vast waves of migration took place. Many can imagine
thousands of Bison roaming the plains. This is the same
type of vision which existed within all the large wild
animals. The original population of wild land animals
outnumbered man 5:1.

Hyenas and Jackals
If your minds were thinking that we would be locating our
thoughts to the African continent to begin our exploration
of wild land animals, the majesty in sharing is surprise.
Hyenas and Jackals first roamed the lands where Scotland
and Ireland now exist, along with North America. It wasn’t
until later that they repopulated and came to inhabit their
present location in the central region of the African
continent.
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Painting found in the Chauvet cave known to be 32,000 year old

I realize that I am attempting to cover millions of years
with this example of the hyena, but all animals on your
planet inhabited other places long ago. If you imagine a jig
saw puzzle with the pieces representing Earth, and you
scrambled them all around, that is what the habitation of
wild animal life was like. Hyenas are some of the least
loved wild animals on the planet. That is partly why I chose
to share them here, so that all wild animals can be
appreciated in one form or another. They have had to find
new sources for food over the last 300 years, and their
means for finding it has become dramatically more
aggressive than the earlier hyenas. While their conservation
status may not be of much concern presently, the stress
level collectively within the species has risen dramatically
as a result of encroaching natural habitation and other
threats upon the species. The spotted hyena has an
extensive vocal range and is able to growl, grunt, chortle,
chuckle, yip and yipe, with a mixture of sounds in between.
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The jackal as well as the breeds of hyenas inhabit a part of
the African continent, and will be examined next.

Jackals and Mythology
Jackals like coyotes have been perceived to be clever,
crafty animals by many traditions. In folklore, jackals as
well as hyenas and coyotes have been mummified because
of superstitious beliefs that if one were to be buried
alongside a jackal, or a dog or a coyote, that the underworld
would not harm them. Some indigenous tribes, however,
still believe that hearing a jackal cry in the early morning is
a sure sign of death by night.
Consider the following saying:
"One day in the life of a lion is better than a hundred
years life of a jackal.”
Do you believe this to be true? Jackals and other wild dogs
have long been the source of much of folklore including
that of Egypt. Many half dog/half man images have
surfaced over the years. In these earliest of depictions, the
“dog-man” was believed to originate from a far distant
galaxy outside of the Milky Way. Many shamans who lived
in Egypt during the time of King Tutankhamen worshipped
the “dog people.” Their idolization included the belief that
the dog people would once again return to Earth to dispel
evil curses once and for all. To further illustrate, there was
a Sultan of Taipei who claimed he owned a jackal who
spoke multiple languages to him. The Sultan, as a result,
requested that anyone who disbelieved him would be
disgraced. He assumed the role of an authoritarian, yet it
was the crafty jackal, as I see it, that turned the tables on
the Sultan. One day, while the Sultan was asleep, the jackal
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became restless and had no intention of staying caged up.
He leapt over the cage with the ease of a gazelle and was
never seen again. Upon awaking, the Sultan cried, “Where,
oh where, is my sacred jackal?” to his servants. The
servants were as stunned as the Sultan. They shook their
heads and bowed. “Bring me another jackal,” the Sultan
demanded. Doubtful that they would ever find the same
jackal or any jackal and capture it to bring to their Sultan,
they instead brought the Sultan a cow. “What is this?” the
Sultan demanded?!! “What can the cow do that my jackal
cannot?” he stammered. “He cannot escape Master,” was
their reply.

D

ear children, can you think of other beliefs
about wild animals? Are they positive
impressions?

Lions and Tigers, Jaguars and Leopards
The school aged children sat at the feet of their school
mistress. “What does the lion say?” she asked them. A
thousand roars echoed across the classroom. “They r--rroar,” said one little girl as she shook her head from side to
side like a lion would shake its mane.
“The lion is known as the king of the jungle,” their teacher
instructed. “Would any of you be afraid of a lion if you saw
one in the wild?” she asked next as she paged through the
picture book she was sharing. A flurry of hands went up. “I
wouldn’t be afraid,” one young boy answered proudly. “I
have courage!” It is interesting to overhear the teachings of
your world about animals. Some children’s first
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impressions of animals are discovered through books and
nursery rhymes which they are introduced to at an early
age. The Sinhalese tribesmen living in Northern India (now
mainly Sri Lanka) have learned about the power of lions
and lionesses through stories told to them by their elders
rather than through books. For generations, young boys
have been taught how to track lions as well as respect them.
Only one in 8,000 children in the next 5 years will see a
wild lion. Only one in 10,000 will ever hear a lion roar in
the wild unless more conservation is done to protect and
preserve the king of the jungle. Organizations across your
world are realizing the urgency in the conservation of many
big cats.
The largest threat to animals like lions, tigers, leopards,
panthers, jaguars and cheetahs is big game hunting. A tiger
can be purchased for $200, a lion for $300; even less in the
black market. It is impossible to turn away and remain
complacent about animals hunted to near extinction for
trophy sport and consider yourself an ascended being.
Besides game hunting, many lions and tigers are losing
their lands which help support their existence.
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Leopard from Safari to Botswana
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The lands are being depleted in search of fossil fuels, water
sources and other natural resources. Education and more of
it will be what is necessary so that the next generation of
school children sitting at the feet of another teacher will be
able to say that they know exquisite lions and tigers and all
of Source creation which exists in the wild, not just in a
picture book. Big game hunting is big business, and so is
land deprivation and hording of Mother Earth’s natural
resources.
The boundary disputes between countries in the African
continent result in armed patrolmen at night. There is a
huge underground network in place from Pakistan to
Yugoslavia to Holland, Finland and Czech Republic, to
funnel many of the big game animals from Uganda, Kenya
and other countries, much like slaves were shipped in the
Underground Railroad in North America. There are gangs
of lords which reside over this trafficking, and it will be
stopped in the name of all things holy!
♥ The vibrational healing code to help lions collectively is:
9911111506.
♥ The vibrational healing code to help tigers collectively
is: 887891919.
♥ The vibrational healing code to help leopards, jaguars
and cougars collectively is: 00056 00056
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Tiger hunting on elephant-back, India, 1808

Tiger skins, claws, teeth, as well as many wild animals’
teeth are prized possessions in many cultures, even today.
To some of you this may seem barbaric, to others you may
see hunting as a way of life passed down from generation
to generation. It is not my intent to site even one, onehundredth of the atrocities which have been done to wild
animals over the course of mankind’s “development”. What
does need reinforcement is that this is a global problem not
a limited one.
Q: What’s the fastest land animal angel?
A: It may be interesting to note that the cheetah was not
always the fastest land animal on your planet as it is today,
and it will always not remain the fastest land animal. Do
you recall our sharing at the beginning of this book about
early forms of animal life? As I come to know it, there was
an early land animal known as the T-Rex. At top speed, the
T-Rex could cover five times as much territory as present
day cheetahs, and not simply because of the dinosaur’s
size. I am comparing a similar sized T-Rex, like a T-Rex Jr.
that was five times faster than the cheetah is today.
Additionally, with the influx of new species of animals
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emerging from the Hollow Earth, the cheetah will drop
down in ranking within the next 5 to 6 years, with the rise
of another newly discovered land animal I am calling the
New World Marmoset. (Your scientists will name it
something else.) This newer species of your present world
marmosets will be able to accelerate to speeds the
equivalent of 85-90 miles per hour and be land living rather
than living in the upper canopy of forest trees.

The Lost Civilization of Atlantis
The lost civilization of Atlantis was and remains a very
powerful force in assisting human beings in elevating all—
that includes elevating frequencies within humans to
diminish greed, negative superstitious beliefs about animals
that result in them being harmed or maimed in the process.
This is a book about hope. If some of you are unfamiliar
with this civilization all one has to do is imagine a
sophisticated city with golden rainbows everywhere and,
for the most part, enlightened beings emitting a frequency
(like a signal) of pure crystalline love. Even though this
particular civilization is gone, the remnants of the huge
crystalline generator is still on your Earth. It will be
reignited like the Phoenix within the next 3-4 years and will
be a mighty force to help with the final phase of
Ascendancy, pure love on your planet. Many 4-legged
animals, especially, know this. We speak of this all the
time. Oh, did I not share yet that animals have emotions?
Because many 4-legged animals walk the Earth, they feel
the Earth. With this crystalline “generator” re-firing, the
energetic force fields will be felt by the wild animals most
directly because there is little outside interference of
manmade structures. And, even now, and since the age of
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Atlantis, wild animals have felt and continue to feel, to a
lesser degree, the crystalline residue. Some of them share
with us that they do not understand mankind, that they feel
sorry for mankind and his ways. The wild animals may
seem at first glance that they are fighting amongst
themselves, but largely, they are fighting off mankind’s
frequencies by pulling from the ground. When their ground
is disrupted, the actual soil, many wild animals lose their
bearings. It is very much like a navigational system which
was put into place by Source to help animals survive the
surreptitious actions of man.

Wild Animal Soul Chords
Clans of leopards, panthers, jaguars, cougars to some extent
are like what we refer to as soul groups. Soul groups are
similar to species in some ways, but not all big cats are in
the same soul group. Belonging to the same soul group as
panthers, jaguars and leopards are means that they have
traversed the same spiritual realms together. Imagine that
clans or groups of animals have been united to strengthen
their heart consciousness by being in a group, and you may
begin to understand what I am trying to share. Some of you
have much knowledge of soul groups; perhaps some of you
have never heard such a concept before in your lives. All is
well. All is well.
The benefit of the creation of soul groups is two-fold: 1, it
allows for generations after generations of animal life to
reconnect on the other side when they make their transfer,
which can be incredibly healing as one might imagine, and
2, it prepares those animal souls within the same soul group
to remain connected throughout eternity. It means that
jaguars and panthers from all eons of time on Earth are part
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of the same soul group, though nothing is separate. It
means that all lions and lionesses, and tigers and tigresses
are in their soul group. It also means that those animals
within the same soul group are able to telepathically
understand each other with great ease. This gives most of
them, 99% of them, all great inner peace. It is very similar
a concept as being from one’s human family and having
characteristics which are alike.
Let us not think for a moment, friends, that an entire book
could not serve every animal species on the planet, for
certainly so there is infinite wisdom about every animal
birth, every animal itself, and every reason for everything.

Baby Elephants, Baby Rhinoceroses
and Baby Hippos
As with some things, how and why animals communicate is
little understood. Yes, surely, the most commonly
experienced animals by man are largely understood, but I
myself, find myself learning more as I am presented with
more information. The fascinating thing about creation to
me is that creation, the Creator, never stops creating. That
may be considered universal law. To say that baby animals
begin communicating with each other while they are in the
womb and relay messages to their mother, and in some
cases the father, is also truth. In looking at these three
species, elephants, rhinoceroses and hippopotamuses, they
go about this is very different ways.
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African Bush Elephant

In our example, let’s choose the African elephant. A baby
African elephant, the largest land mammal, pre-birth is able
to conduct most of its spiritual work while in its mother’s
womb. (That is not to say that recognition of the soul only
occurs while in the womb.) Sounds are made by the baby
elephant pre-birth that not only the mother can feel and
hear telepathically and know, but depending upon the baby
(some are more vocal than others), so can other elephants.
Most baby elephants go through a series of vocal warm ups
while developing in the womb, much like an opera singer
does before a performance. Sometimes this is a bit like a
young child learning to play a trumpet and, to the dismay of
their parents, many notes are off-key.
Every baby elephant warms up their vocal chords in this
manner while in the womb. Some learn faster than others. It
is curious to me that humans think that a female elephant
can be temperamental, when that behavior may have
nothing to do with temperament but rather about
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sleeplessness from the extended vocal practice sessions
while in the womb. This sound maturation normally takes 1
to 3 months and begins almost immediately upon
conception. Baby Rhinoceroses on the other hand, do not
begin their vocalizing until the last phase of gestation. And
they focus mainly, instead, not so much upon vocalizing as
do elephants, but rather on expanding their imaginations.
Oh, pause….imaginations!
I am often asked what animals think about or dream about.
Baby rhinoceroses largely think about survival. This is a far
cry from expanding one’s imagination, which may sound
like a contradiction of terms, but they are not. Let me
redefine that previous statement—within the last 300 years,
what baby rhinos think about has changed. Prior to this
time, all of their in-womb “study” was about increasing
one’s imagination/intelligence/ ingenuity. Thoughts in
advance of survival were not even present until this time.
This is not, however, necessarily a negative concept—that
survival is pre-conceived by baby wild rhinos. It is
interesting to note that baby rhino in captivity do ½ as
much development of any kind in the womb as their wild
counterpart does. Baby rhinos in the womb are generally
seen as playful, making up games of tag, hide and seek—
the equivalent of many children’s game. Many of them put
thought energy behind what their horns will look like! They
have been told telepathically by either parent that the horn
is unique onto them, and that it will serve them well in their
lifetime.
Q: Why is a rhino horn so valuable to some people? I’ve
seen reports online that they cost $300,000?
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A. Because they are believed to cure all sorts of ailments
including liver, digestion, and enhance virility among
certain cultures. Many cultures have misplaced concepts
about healing properties in many animal species, not just
the rhino. This must change before mankind depletes the
energetic spectrum of entire species. Snakes, tigers,
cougars, bats, and many other animals are prized as
possessions, not as genuine sparks of life.
Baby hippos while in the womb generally are visualizing
their ideal mate. It is a wondrous thing to see the soul of
any animal and witness the miracle of creation they are
choosing. Baby hippos are possibly one of the cutest
creatures on Earth. I do not think I will be met with much
dissension on this point. Their eyes are highly reflective
and contain many more spores, like spores of a plant, than
do other wild animal species, to help reflect sunlight more
effectively. In fact, many of the wild animals of all
continents were created with the land masses which they
inhabit in mind. For example, wild animals which live in
cold climates have additional “sensors”, for lack of a better
word, to help regulate them to the region of the world they
will soon be emerging. Scientists refer to this concept as
either biological selection or adaptation, but there is an
energetic, spiritual component to all living things that
originate long before physical birth.
Do you know, friends, that when an animal such as a hippo
leaves the Earth plane—that their soul pieces or their soul
lingers longer than that of a human? This is what I see.
That does not mean that they are not wrapped in loving
white, golden light, because they are. I don’t determine
this. God Mind does.
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Do animals go to Heaven like people?
I am asked this over and over and over again, to which I am
honored to reply, yes, yes, yes, and yes. (Do you think that
they are separate from Source?) Perhaps you have been
taught this by your elders. Nothing is separate. Only on
Earth and some other dimensions will you find a level of
separateness—but this, too, is reforming.
Q. More or less, how many incarnations do we transit in
animal bodies?
A: My answer to this is, “I do not know.” I have no
advance knowledge of what a soul chooses to do. This may
surprise you. I can share with each of you in very simple
terms that incarnations will become a thing of the past. So,
my response may be based on the past or into the future.
The entire reason for incarnation, either partial, full or what
we call, collaborative, is to attain enlightenment. Generally,
human beings have/choose more incarnations than animals.
Already I am hearing the question, “Are you saying then
that enlightenment may not be obtained during a life?” No,
I am not saying that. I am stating that it is possible for
human beings to reincarnate in animal form. Perhaps in a
book such as this, that is the simplest answer.

Monkeys (Lesser Apes) and Apes
My reason behind choosing to move on to monkeys and
apes is to help spread awareness and appreciation. That is
my global intention for all the information shared here.
Among the dozens and dozens of animal prayers and
requests we receive hourly, I have also been asked,
“Archangel Michael, what is the smartest wild animal?”
about 900,645 times. While many species are recollecting
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their lost soul pieces and growing into more wise animals,
some on Earth have always had a genetic structure to allow
them to adapt. That is certainly one means to define
intelligence; another way to measure animal intelligence is
by looking at creativity. Another way is to look at the
collective whole of any species. Let me state unequivocally
that there is nothing in God’s creation which is not
intelligent. With that said, perhaps what collective minds
are asking when they ask this of us (archangels) is what
animal is most like man? To that question I say the apes,
other monkeys and orangutans.

Infants cling to their mothers for the first four months.
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Billions upon billions of years ago a stream of electricity
streamed up from the Hollow Earth, through tubes of
crystals and began a five day energetic rain shower over
your planet. Imagine your own experiences with rain. This
type of rain was steady, loving, unceasing and was
formulated to quench any drought. In this showering of
magnificent energy particles, one became an ape, one
became the first lizard, one became the first toad, and one
became the first gorilla, and so on. From this most humble
beginning of all that is, we wept tears of joy. For this is the
rise of ape, not from the legs of man.
To continue our discussion about intelligence, one might
argue the intelligence of a species that kills each other, but
this is a book about animal life, not human life. From the
age of only a few days old, most apes can count to 100 or
be taught to do so. Of the species of apes which I will list
here, only a few of them are choosing to remain in their
present state:
♥ Gorillas, Orangutans, Chimpanzees, Gibbons
and Bonobos
Many apes can construct complex problems and solve them
faster than some of you. Many apes possess more
tenderness than some human beings. Many apes have a
greater sense of family community than some Earth
families we have seen. Many apes can forage for food and
are better equipped at outdoor survival than some of your
world’s most prepared outdoorsmen and naturalists. I hope
I’ve made a point here and not diminished your world
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view. Apes have a highly developed motor system also that
allows them great mobility; greater in many ways than
some of you. When was the last time you have swung
through the trees? Suffice it to say that I am being a bit
playful here in sharing one perspective of these wonderful
creatures, which are being poached and hunted seemingly
almost endlessly, despite the efforts of many global
reserves, camps and sanctuaries.

Gorillas live in groups called troops.
There is a rising tide developing, however, where we see
more and more philanthropy helping to sustain the future of
the apes. This brings me back to my earlier statements
about which of them will be choosing to remain in their
present state and what this actually means.
It means that, so far as I see it now, only the chimpanzees
and gibbons are going to remain as you know them, over
the next generation or so. The gorillas, orangutans and little
known bonobos are going to evolve as a first wave species.
For many of you, this will have no effect on how you may
appreciate or interact directly with them because,
outwardly, all the animal kingdom over the next 15 to 20
years will remain looking the same—but the change will be
inside of many of them. Because of something called Wave
X, the cosmic forces at will are creating stronger and
stronger bands (or waves) of crystalline energy particles
that will connect all the animals with themselves. This may
seem like a peculiar statement, but these frequencies, which
will and have already projected from the far side of the sun,
will unite the first wavers back to Ascendancy. This will be
followed by a second wave and a third wave and a fourth
and a fifth. After that, I do not see any other Wave X
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energies, though certainly there is higher council than
myself.
Have you ever curled yourself up in a ball and wished for
the world to slow down? Well this is exactly what will
occur if your world turns their head to the following:
senseless and reckless abandon when it comes to apes and
monkeys.
Let us pray: “Allah, on high, please grant us peace
within the ape and monkey kingdom. Please see that
those who harm animals intentionally find no use in
this. Allah, oh God, please remove any scars which
animals on Earth may carry as a result of being
unloved.”—Amen, Shalom, Namaste

The Power of Love and Monkeys
If anyone has ever witnessed monkeys in the wild it will
surely be an experience one is not soon to forget:
screaming, yowling, screeching, as well as indescribable
sounds ring through the forests when a group of monkeys
are together. They are not a silent bunch. They are excellent
mimics of the world around them. If the day in the forest is
cloudy, they will laze about normally; if the day is hot and
sunny, they typically will be found eating, sharing food,
grooming or projecting. “Projecting” is a particular sound
the gibbon monkeys (though some will classify them as
apes) make to let others in their tribe know that they are
loved. It is written that they are aggressive when it comes
to defending their territory and their groups, with fighting
occurring between males, but they also sing. They love to
sing for the pure enjoyment of singing. Singing is a form of
love as there are many signs of love. An animal does not
sing when it is unhappy.
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Anecdotes are a way to spread understanding. Allow me
please to share one now, as I do my best to make it amusing
and interesting—

ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE
KINGDOM OF THAILAND THERE
LIVED A MONKEY, AND THE
MONKEY’S NAME KNOWN BY ALL
IN THE KINGDOM WAS “TI-TI-SO.”
TI-TI-SO WAS A GIBBON MONKEY
WHOSE NAME AT THE TIME
TRANSLATED TO “TROUBLE
MAKER.” IT IS THE STORY OF HOW
TI-TI-SO EARNED THIS NAME THAT
I INTEND TO SHARE…
Ti-Ti-So was ever so curious as many animals are, and he
was one of 7 siblings. His birth was last and, unlike some
animal births where you hear the expression when a baby
is the runt of the litter, Ti-Ti-So was huge by any measure.
He was among the first Siamang, the largest species of
gibbons, but at this time, the species classification was
undetermined. From an early age living his life in the trees,
Ti-Ti-So was unafraid. He decided that he would be the
meanest, loudest and biggest monkey in the forest. As his
days went on, Ti-Ti-So found that his desire to be the
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meanest, loudest monkey in the forest was a calamity of
errors. When the other gibbons were able to navigate the
forest treetops easily, Ti-Ti-So found it difficult. And, try as
he might, he simply could not create a convincing tone to
magnify his “authority”; in fact, his vocal range was
missing one teeny tiny link of matter making his tone very,
very high, indeed. (It’s difficult to be fearsome with the
voice of a field mouse.)

Symphalangus syndactylus, Chiba Zoo, Japan

In an effort to try and assert himself in the self proclaimed
position within the tribe, he became increasingly clever and
adept at being an all around pest. One day, he decided that
he would ask a female gibbon out on a date (seriously), and
in his attraction, the call for “Hey, here I am, look at me,”
sent the young female screaming away vine by vine by vine.
Next, he thought to himself, “I will be like a friend to
everyone, so while the other lesser apes were resting, Ti-TiSo would play games. He would toss fruit to them hoping to
engage them and, instead, many would grumble and turn
their backs. Because of his size, imagine playing with a
huge inflatable toy. His dexterity, however, was
remarkable. Despite his size, he could create a trembling
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vibration by the sheer movement of swinging through the
trees. This made loud, “whoosh”, “whoosh,” “whooshing” suction-type sound like that of a vacuum cleaner. He
also liked to hide things from others. This was not done out
of meanness because, as stated, he wasn’t taken seriously
at all. On other days, he would hide himself and burst out
from behind a Banyan tree while grinning from ear to ear
as another gibbon passed by. Easily entertained though
often an annoyance, it wasn’t long before his mischief
earned him his name among the elders. As Ti-Ti-So’s days
grew on, he never settled down. In fact, when he was in his
50’s he insisted on playing games at all hours of the predawn forest and transitioned as one of the oldest, largest
and most troublesome gibbons—much to his delight.

Rarest Monkeys on Earth
Some of the rarest primates live near the South China Sea.
There are very few Hainan gibbons left, though more will
be discovered in the coming decade. The greater bamboo
lemurs mainly found in the south and central rainforests of
Madagascar are also finding their numbers declining. Both
eastern and western lowland gorillas are threatened. The
factors are loss of habitat as well as hunting the animals for
meat and civil unrest. Even when the violence of the region
has abated, the energetic toxins left behind are recognized
quite easily by most if not all of the monkeys and apes, and
indirectly affects their health as well, resulting in a decline.
♥ The vibrational healing harmonic code to help apes is:
77777 9 5 2 3
♥ The vibrational healing harmonic code to help moneys
is: 777777 5.
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Berber Monkeys Mother and Daughter Kiss

Wild Mustangs
Before leaving our brief immersion into wild land animals I
would like to discuss the wild mustangs. This may seem a
bit out of place after discussing what the mind may go to
when thinking of wild animals, but they are in some ways
no different than the giraffes of the savannahs or the wild
mongoose from South America and elsewhere. Much of
your world’s colonization and rise of civilizations is
because of the domesticated equines. Whether feral, wild,
or domesticated, equines ground Mother Earth energy
through the core of their bodies literally, and help anchor
Mother Earth energy. Many times, we all make difficult
decisions. I am no exception in determining what animal
species to include in this first volume. All the animals in
the animal kingdom are saying, “Me, too, angel, me, too.”
No animal is unlovable.
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All will receive some level of healing with this final
harmonic code which encompasses all animals, living and
extinct: 0000005. ♥
Let us examine next the beauty and mystery and wonder of
the wild mustang. Perhaps no other wild land animal
conjures up as much emotion of the spirit of life as a
mustang—the symbolism of freedom, the symbolism of
untamed and unbridled adventure is the most common. The
soul theme of a collective group or species of animals is
known in my realm as a Gideon…like Gideon’s Bible. The
soul theme of wild mustangs is this: freedom and courage,
what is called a dual Gideon.

Wild Mustangs from Montana

Q: Where are wild mustangs found today?
A: Just about anywhere you look you can find a pathway
to locating wild mustangs. The pathway may be a friend,
the pathway may be another animal enthusiast, the pathway
may be a retreat, and the pathway may be your home
computer. Being in the presence of any wild animal is one
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of the joys of being alive. It is in many ways a portal. A
portal, in its simplest terms, is an opening. Being in the
physical presence of a wild animal to observe them, cherish
them, in some cases protect them, creates an energetic
portal of a large magnitude. The largeness of the magnitude
depends upon the wild species itself and the intent shared.
Most animals have a much greater knowingness of what is
in mankind’s heart and soul than many men do. Equines
and specifically wild mustangs are no exception. They
smell fear from the Earth yet, at the same time, they are
fearless to it. They understand that Mother Earth can heal.
They understand the ways of mankind due to their creation.
They only know fear when they are tamed.
It is imperative that the wild mustangs continue to roam
your Earth. As so many other animals do, they serve as an
intricate link to your own survival—much as the plants do,
the animals do. Some reports you may learn about of too
many of this species roaming wild or too many of this
species, are largely exaggerated. This is a trick to keep
mankind into thinking that the animal populations are out
of control. Animal populations, of course, do increase and
decline. However, control can be found with less
interference from man and man’s regulations, not through
more interference. It was largely mankind’s actions which
disturbed the balance between animal kingdom and man in
the first place. Thankfully, many loving guides, masters
and corporals of many dimensions are uniting together so
that not only will the wild mustang population equalize, but
so will other species’ populations which may be
temporarily out of balance. Your efforts mean much. Your
words mean much. Your intentions mean much. Give
yourselves a pat on the back for loving animals as much as
we love you.
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If you see injustice, don’t complain about it, dear souls.
Take positive action. Unite yourselves. Continue to sponsor
those incredibly giving and gifted soldiers of light who
devote their lives to animals. Be kind and caring to those
who do not. Work in the light, not out of it. Be hopeful, be
brave, take risks, become defenders of fair treatment for all
life.
Find a cause and do not allow false information or negative
information to cloud your visions. Remain hopeful.
Encourage one another. Invite your children to study and
love all living creatures. Do not scream when you see a
spider. What are you telling them? Educate yourselves.
Knowledge is power. When mankind’s energy is out of
balance, the animal kingdom is also out of balance. Serve
yourselves better and you will be helping the animal as
well.
Band together to have entire countries unite as one. There
are many wars being waged on your planet and elsewhere
at the moment. Band together or work alone, just do it…
not only for yourselves but for your children and your
children’s children.—Amen, Shalom, Namaste
♥
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Golden Gideon Dragons exist in other dimensions

CHAPTER SEVEN
Mythical Creatures and Animals in Other
Dimensions

Let us begin this chapter with a prayer:
“To all those who believe that mythical creatures are
just mythical, we ask that you open your minds. To all
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those that hold the belief system that life, including
animal life, only exists on Earth, we ask that you open
your mind to infinite possibilities.”

Mythical Creatures and Beasts
Mythical creatures have been part of your culture
throughout the ages. They are not simply “make believe” as
in Aesop Fables and other stories you or your children may
have been introduced to. They are by nature often larger
than life and extend themselves beyond normal reality; at
times, competing with mankind’s imagination. Some
mythical creatures, certainly, are totally and fully created in
the minds of humans to the delight of people of all ages, all
traditions and all times. However, many so-called mythical
creatures did actually exist and do exist in the spiritual
realm. Many of you know of fairies and druids and elves
and nymphs. They could be considered mythical creatures,
I suppose. You do not have to see a mythical creature to
know that they exist anymore than you need to see the wind
to know that it blows. Some mythical creatures have chosen
to show themselves in physical form during the evolution
of your planet. I would like to name some of them now:
dragons, centaurs, griffins, and unicorns.
Many creatures are considered mythical because of their
supernatural powers. We will only be examining creatures
that exhibit light. Often creatures are part human and part
animal, but not always. Being mythical is a rather large
category to us, being a creature is another. Legends have
grown from mythical creatures. Consider examining
Gulliver’s Travels, dear ones, as an example of literary
work filled with creatures of all types. Mythical creatures
can be fascinating to the human mind because they are
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endless in variety and creation. Cyclops, the werewolf,
vampires are things of literary work. They do not exist in
the light. Sirens are another mythical creature. There are
sirens of the winds which often appear to us as part animal
and part angel. Sirens and sea serpents are relatives of each
other.

Pegasus, the Winged Horse
Perhaps no mythical creature carries as much awareness as
Pegasus, the winged horse.

Pegasus, the winged horse has many powerful healing properties

Pegasus does exist in the spiritual plane and, as many spirit
realm creatures, they served a huge purpose on your early
planet and continue to be of service today. Pegasus is
known for helping damsels in distress in literary fiction, yet
there is nothing fictional about Pegasus. Pegasus and many
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other spiritual helpers work largely unseen, though they can
present their actual bodies energetically to those upon
command who see energy. This is not difficult for animal
creatures that dwell in the spirit realm. They do this all the
time. From my perspective, Pegasus is a savior of all
unborn souls. By this I mean he is able to oversee and
transport unborn souls who are ill to a place of wellness. He
does this with instructions from the Elohim, those high
beings who sit at the feet of Infinite Source when called
upon. Pegasus also has been known to soar through time
and dimension to help infants and very young children in
distress on Earth. Pegasus is also able to transport the soul
of any animal as well as a human being. He serves
Universal Mind.
Pegasus, like many spirit animal creatures, have limitless
powers actually. Each one is assigned at least one major
function as I see it, with several lesser functions. This
however, will be changing and elevating as your Earth
continues to expand in all directions. Many spirit plane
creatures are asking for more assignments of which they
are being given. Pegasus is a tireless defender of evil. He
has a legion of spirit horses at his command, and he uses
his animal powers for the good of all. Call upon Pegasus
anytime you feel an infant or a young animal may be in
need. He will allow their spirits or soul to ride upon his
back. If you do not believe me, ask practically any 5 year
old who they see visiting them in their dream state, and
most will tell you it’s a winged horse.

Unicorns
Another popular spirit creature is the unicorn. Unicorns
have entertained imaginations for centuries and have
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become legends in many cultures. The early Nords found
peace in unicorns, and came to honor them by placing dried
herbs and flowers in altars devoted to them. Other cultures
have appreciated the magical spirit of the unicorn. Animals
by nature have a much easier time communicating with
Source than many humans do because of their greater sense
of intuition and knowing. Canines especially enjoy
telepathically communicating with unicorns. In rough
numbers, there are about 5,000 different varieties of
unicorns. Some animals know all of them; some animals
rarely call upon them. Some species of snakes are known to
embrace a similar consciousness to the unicorn –so much
so that the Giant Pythons, for example, considers the
Yellow Unicorns their best spiritual friend.
For your understanding, the horn of a unicorn can contain
any number of healing gems and codes to help them do a
large variety of light work. Their horns can also contain a
powdery type energetic resin used in many healing
ceremonies. The major mission of unicorns in the spirit
plane is to spread good cheer, or the frequency of
cheerfulness, to all living beings. Some animals are visited
by unicorns while they are experiencing the birth process.
Just like humans, however, some animals are more
energetically aware than others. Some animals, as with
humans, do shut off their connection to Source as a result
of having attachments or other forms of energetic
dysfunction.
Quite often, without being summoned, the Blue-Green
Striped Unicorn (and known by its magnificent horn) will
come to the animals that are sad and alone. This provides
many of them with great comfort. Examples of some of the
other unicorns known to me are—the Golden Unicorn, the
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Rainbow Unicorn, the Two-horned Unicorn, the TopsyTurvy Unicorn and the Violet Flame Unicorn. They are all
a family. They work as a group at times, not always
independently. In a similar way as guardian angels work
together in the light, so do unicorns. A group of unicorns in
my realm is called a Cacophony. Unicorns also once
roamed your early Earth as described in the beginning of
our text, choosing to show their physical bodies. ♥ They,
like many of the mythical creatures, will be showing their
physical bodies again on Earth. It is with great delight that
I announce this if it is news to you!

Centaurs
Centaurs have been depicted in pre-Greco-Roman times as
having a strong human torso and goat legs, a goat tail,
pointed ears, horns, curly hair and full beards. However,
later female centaurs were also acknowledged.

Modern bronze copy of the type of the Young Centaur, Malmaison
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Centaurs were often depicted as wild and lusting. This
depiction gave rise during the early 14th and 15th centuries
to a saying, “You have a Centaurian heart.” Not all centaurs
who reside in the spirit plane are wild and lustful. Some are
particularly scholarly and humane, embodying many of the
characteristics of nobility and pride and justice. Legends
are simply that—stories which are often exaggerated over
time. One of the best known centaurs is Chiron. Chiron (the
Centaur) originally came to Earth from the star or comet
known as Chiron, in the outer Solar System, which orbits
between Saturn and Uranus.

Griffins
Griffins have 4 legs: the front two legs are of an eagle with
the rear hind end and tail being that of a lion. Most but not
all griffins have feathery wings with feathers often
extending down their necks and chest. Their feathers are
not like angel wings, rather thicker and generally they are
not luminescent as angel wings are. Griffins were respected
symbols on Earth, representing strength and speed with the
vision of an eagle, while combining the courage of a lion.
They, too, were summoned often by animals to help guard
them in times of need.
Mother Mary said that she was comforted by a circle of
griffins as she entered the tomb of Jesus. You may likely
still see today replicas of griffins guarding various
buildings and churches on Earth. During the plague known
as the Black Death, dozens and dozens and dozens of
griffins were called upon to help protect the diseased and
dying animals. Wild turkeys often communicate with the
griffins for reasons that escape me. I suppose that they view
them mostly as bird family. At times, when entire species
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of animals are on the verge of being wiped out, Source will
call upon the griffins to line the road to salvation.

Mermaids
I suppose no brief examination of animal creatures is
complete without sharing some information about
mermaids. Mermaids and mermen are light beings from
advanced civilizations that came to Earth to help support
your planet. They live in underground oceanographic
tunnels far, far, far down in the depths of the deepest
oceans. Mankind has yet to explore one-tenth of the ocean
floor. Many other creatures, not considered mythical are yet
to be discovered, identified and researched. Legendary
mermaids have the upper body of a woman and the lower
body of a fish. Why do you think that much of what I speak
has been covered up and hidden from you?
There are those in power who know of what I speak and
yet do not dare share truth with you! Advanced
civilizations continue to support animals on Earth—above
it and below it. Mermaids and mermen have been witnessed
by sailors throughout your history. These sailors were often
mocked or stoned or alienated in other ways to keep the
truth from surfacing. Many have heard the song of the
sirens and believe them to be the songs from these loving
creatures.
Odysseus saw a mermaid and described the being as this:
“My eyes have not witnessed such a beautiful creature
before now. Though I am not certain if she is woman or
fish, she glides through the waters effortlessly.”
♥
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If you choose to hold onto your beliefs that anything I’ve
said is false, I honor and love all eternal parts of you,
divine being!
♥
Spanish sailors and fishermen have claimed to go almost
stark raving mad as they’ve described it, from the songs of
the mermaids and mermen welling up from below the
ocean floor. The tone heard by this particular fishing
village of fishermen in Toledo, Spain, near the year 1692
was as high pitched as anything any of the villagers had
heard before. Some swore off fishing in the waters ever
again, while others dropped down to their knees in prayer.
In Ireland fishermen were sewing their nets as fishermen
often do, and looked out to the seas. Many believed what
they were witnessing to be dolphins. Some said the
creatures they saw diving and splashing and swinging were
fast moving sharks. Some said it was an illusion of the sun
casting shadows onto the water. Many just stood in
disbelief shaking their heads as a dozen mermaids played in
the water.

The Loch Ness Monster
Of modern lore, the Loch Ness monster or Nessie, as she is
affectionately referred to by some, has perplexed scientists
and locals alike. Described as a huge water dinosaur or
perhaps a serpent, the likes of which have never been seen
anywhere outside of this loch in Scotland, some claim to
have seen it. Some may proclaim that they do not believe in
angels either, for they have not seen us. I would like to
determine how many of you believe in angels? How many
of you believe in the Loch Ness Monster? …Good, then it’s
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about even. (smile.) The reason the Loch Ness Monster has
not be identified beyond a shadow of a doubt is because,
like Big Foot and the Yeti, it is a highly developed light
animal that can choose to show itself or disappear. This is
a form of shape-shifting. This I suppose, is the magic of
endless creation!

Sasquatch
Sasquatch (Big Foot) and the Yeti (Abominable Snowman)
have stimulated the human imagination if nothing else. If
the purpose of a creature is to expand imagination and that
is the only purpose it has, does that make it a falsehood?
Does that mean that it has no value? Allow me to back up a
bit. For those unfamiliar, Sasquatch has been described as
tall, apelike animal that walks like a man, and believed to
inhabit North America and Canada. A relative of Sasquatch
is the Yeti of the Himalayan region of Nepal and Tibet.
Legends of these creatures date back to the earliest Native
American tribes. Many indigenous peoples all over the
world have had visions of these creatures, including the
Aboriginals of Australia.
In addition to visions, they have seen the creature. They
know him as “Mah-Ne.” Mah-Ne in their language which
translates to Big One. Sherpas who live near the Himalayas
often sit around fires and make calls into the night to speak
to the creature. Whether your world view is that these
sightings are a hoax, simply legend or whether you may
have seen one of these creatures yourselves, all is well in
the world. Much goodness comes from the kind sharing of
the difference of opinion.
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Shape-Shifting
Shape-shifting is the ability to transform one appearance
into another. Animals easily shape shift. Most do this while
they are sleeping. Cats do, dogs do, and equines do with
ease. There are literally hundreds of creatures inhabiting
your planet and they are here to spread love and joy. Those
that are not in the light are not spreading love and joy.
Allow me to share some of them by names that are here to
uplift your planet from other galaxies. They include
Zephyrs from Sirius, Nomads from Octavia, Keltics from
Andromeda, Crustaceans from the polar icecap, and
Multiplexes from the galaxy of Dominion. Sometimes a
spirit animal will appear to other animals, sometimes they
appear to humans. Humans refer to spirit animals often as
animal ancestors or power animals. Animals do have
animal guides. Some of them are unaware of them, as
humans are. Others communicate with them moment by
moment and miss their presence when they are temporarily
gone.

Dragons and Folklore
Ask any aficionado of dragons and dragon folklore and
they will most likely inspire you to learn more about them
if I am not doing so. In other words, dragons by nature
conjure up the essence of mythical beasts. Every time your
world has had a major global shift in its energy fields,
dragons were involved, energetically existing on the
spiritual plane. That is their spiritual purpose—to balance
opposing energies. Even if we go back nine millions years,
spiritual dragons then known as Elliptical Dragons were
given the exalted position by God to hold the gates of
Heaven open. How do I know this? I was summoned by my
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Masters to be present and watch as they did so. The
Elliptical Dragons have themselves shape shifted now into
looking like another form and therefore, Source has
recreated their names. Now, the original Elliptical Dragons
are known in my realm as Passenger Dragons. The very
first Elliptical Dragons were bright green and gold. They
had two sets of wings. One set was golden and the second
set was silver. The two sets of wings worked in tandem to
balance energies at the gates of Heaven. That is why today
still in many places of your world you will see dragons at
an entrance to a building or leading a parade. The sets of
wings themselves were transparent and rose from the backs
of the Elliptical Dragons.
Most Elliptical Dragons ranged from 5 to 15 feet in length.
Another remarkable feature of these dragons was their
eyes. Most had marble looking eyes similar to a cat’s eye,
yet they were golden or yellow-golden to emit a certain
healing vibration. Their tails had tiny little triangularshaped spikes all down the length of them, which could be
quite long by any standards.
The spikes themselves contained healing toxins and resin
type material from various galaxies including soil from
Mother Gaia. Each spike or spire held a different type of
energy mixture. At times the Elliptical Dragons at the gates
of heaven would swish their long and abiding tails to
spread vibration. You may be wondering why heaven needs
more vibration or more vibration from Elliptical Dragons.
If you imagine the Kingdom of Heaven as a wonderful
place full of dynamic movement, sound, color, evolution
and healing where all manners of healing are used, they
were simply a tool—a tool for Source.
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When Mother/Father God, Supreme Creator determined
that Elliptical Dragons could shift their look, they shape
shifted into what we referred to as Silver Dragons. Silver
Dragons, as the spiritual name implies, were all silver.
They had silver wings, silver claws, silver scales and silver
eyes. They too stood at the gates of heaven balancing the
energies and the energy flow. They did not breathe fire as
so many fables illustrate them to do. These dragons did
nothing of the sort. Rather, they emitted tone or song to
abide in healing and balancing energies. Emitting a sound
creates vibration, and their tone was healing. Many Silver
Dragons have guarded the gates of heaven from
interference. Following the Silver Dragons were the Blue
Headed Dragons. The Blue Headed Dragons are still
balancing harmonies within the galaxies, though their
purpose as heralding in a new dawn of the New Earth was
completed. Presently, Golden Horned Rams stand at the
gates of Heaven.
Chinese culture is heavily invested in animals as the basis
of their zodiac. Red dragons can be interpreted as serpents
with serpentine energy, unless the present culture is
exploring new avenues of awareness, which many are.
Serpents are certainly part of dragon folklore, and they
have been present in all regions on your planet. If you
choose to call folklore superstition, instead, heavily
populated areas of South America, Asia, the Philippines,
Thailand and Madagascar have rooted the “Celestine
prophecy” of serpents into their literature, music and
customs. The Celestine prophecy I am speaking of is one of
curses, hexes and mystery. I do not honor hexes or curses.
With the New Dawn, the age you are living in now, many
of the darker superstitious beliefs about serpents and
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dragons have been diluted if not totally vanquished. When
our eyes see all things with love, love becomes our mirror.

Animals and the Afterlife
In sharing animals and folklore, I’d like to talk briefly
about Egypt’s animal mummies, the pets of the pharaohs.
Different sacred animals were worshipped at their own
centers beginning with the dawning of the Egyptian
civilization. The process of mummification on Earth (there
are other dimensions which follow similar animal
preserving ceremonies) dates back at least to 500 B.C. For
those unfamiliar, the process of mummification was to
preserve the body of the animal, normally wrapped in linen
cloth, to ensure its soul journey into the afterlife. Cats were
embalmed, bulls were embalmed, favored dogs, horses,
lions, monkeys, fish, donkeys, cows, snakes and elephants
are among some of the species which were considered
sacred and were embalmed.

Scarab beetle
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Scarab or dung beetles were also considered sacred and
mummified, with the majority of animal remains being
uncovered in more recent history in a region which was
known as the Valley of the Kings. Much like trends in your
modern world today, so were there trends of favored
species in Egypt. Throughout centuries, baboons were
particularly sacred with the Egyptians living along the Nile,
along with horses. Some royalty preferred to have multiple
pets entombed together, while other Pharaohs preferred to
have their favorite hunting dog entombed alone. Although
your scientific community has done much to excavate and
document these animal mummies, more are yet to be
discovered in the coming decade.

Animals Existing in Other Dimensions
To prepare for this topic I would suggest the following
prayer:
“When I feel afraid of a thought, I know that I am
being guided. When I feel safe with a thought, I know
that I am home.”
Ask yourselves, dear ones, how do YOU feel after reading
the words, Animals existing in other dimensions...? I
promise that I will be sending healing energies to those of
you who may be frightened when reading these words. No
one sentence, no one thought, can potentially stir up as
much dissention as this one:

Life, including animal life, exists outside of Earth and has
since creation.
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If we wrap ourselves in warm healing light and visualize
together feeling safe, loved, cared for and totally accepted
before proceeding with the following text that would be my
instruction. Stay with this feeling or knowing as long as
you wish before continuing.

The animal forms which exist in other dimensions outside
of your own which we will be examining are those in the
light. As mentioned earlier, there is no purpose in honoring
darkness in a book whose entire intention is to spread
compassion, caring and awareness, whether a soul agrees
with all I present or very little of it. Know that harmful
animal spirits can be created by those outside of light in
one instantaneous Earthly moment.
Are many of Earth’s animals aware when this occurs?
Absolutely. Many of the higher vibrational younger
Starseed animals emit rainbow or turquoise colored energy
back to them. Sometimes, the energetic threat is too large,
and they are unable to defend themselves from attack. Just
as with human beings, animals on Earth can and do
experience psychic attacks; they can experience
attachments and carry energetic implants to keep them
separate from Source Creator. Though we are not here to
fully examine the healing modality known as Star Healing
Intergalactic Energy™, it is a viable and reliable 5 th
dimensional Ascension healing modality to rid an animal’s
light bodies of 4 th dimensional properties and open their
magnified heart centers. Many illnesses in animals are
caused by low level energies just as with humans, and
sometimes they are in need of deeper removal and
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restoration. When dark forces invade an animal that is
already sick or weakened in some way, it is generally
advised to take magnified healing action.
I’ve been asked many times which animals on Earth are the
most enlightened or aware, and the answer is, they all are.
All of them came in a canopy of creation to help build
structure in your world. And all of them, in some way,
instinctively know when something is out of order
energetically. Have you not ever seen a dog growl at a
complete stranger and wag their tails upon greeting others?
By the way, the larger an animal’s brain has no bearing on
how more sensitive they may be. It is all measured
individually by the size of their hearts and their DNA
structure.
As with humans, those who are doing much Ascendancy
work are often the target for tricksters. This affects the
animals as well. Do not be surprised if your young pet is
awakened out of a deep sleep only to be growling at some
unseen force. It is imperative that you learn the basics of
energetic protection during these last final days of the
greatest unseen spiritual battle your Earth has ever known.
As you can begin to see, not all the animals in other
dimensions are fuzzy, heart-warming and cuddly. Some
from the far side of the sun have large green blinking eyes
and green hearts. Others have squirrel-like tails and heads
of turtles. Some animals existing in other dimensions are
known as the Cat People.
The Cat People are friendly, benevolent and wise creatures
whose origin goes back 9 million years or so. The Cat
People live on Octavius. Octavius is a solar system located
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in the Celestial Hymn Galaxy some 16 million light years
from the Milky Way.

Dreaming
A quantum leap in time and we find ourselves standing at a
crossroads of animal evolution. We can propel mankind
and animal kind into infinite reaches of the known and
unknown galaxies through time travel. Many animals time
travel and go through portals to other dimensions when
they sleep. Some do this while they are standing upright.
Many have asked what do animals dream about, and here is
my answer:
Animals of all species can dream. Let’s clear that up. They
can and do dream in short bursts of energy—far different
from how humans dream. A pigmy goat, for example, may
have only two minutes a day spent in “dream time,” yet it
restores them in many ways—it can restore their nervous
and immune systems as well as strengthen their inner
knowing. Pot bellied pigs dream in black and white. Zebras
tend to dream and interpret in one spectrum of light—that
being pinkish hues. Mongoose dream in a color spectrum
which exceeds mankind’s spectrum of vision. So do
rhinoceroses and certain species of land snakes and water
moccasins. And what do animals on Earth and in other
dimensions dream about? It is as individual as each of you.
On Earth some animals are dreaming about defending their
territory; some animals dream about being reunited with
their families if they were separated, some animals dream
in sequences of color and they have no “concept” other
than color. Some imagine while they dream, like monkeys,
apes and other larger animals like gazelles. In other words,
the dream state of the animal kingdom is very similar to
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that of humans, perhaps even more vivid though noticeably
shorter in duration.
Some animals return to their soul homes during their
traveling, and are reunited with their soul families in other
dimensions. Some, though not all animals can do this.
Those that do telepathically often share what they see and
feel with other animals in their clan. It is rare for a cougar,
for example, to telepathically share their visions with a
duck, or for a rabbit to share their unconscious thoughts
with a tuna. Some of you may see your animals staring off
into space at times. Many of them are tele-connecting with
unseen energies, some of which may be their guides.
There are at least 15 dozen different animal type species
which live in other galaxies. They are spread out over a
huge rainbow shaped continuum of energetic space
connecting worlds light years apart. Perhaps at some other
distant time we can examine in great detail the animal life
forms existing on Damascus, on Pluto, on Herculon,
Nebulon and other “second city” civilizations. More
awareness and acceptance will come with this knowledge
in the next decade. By 2034, all in your world will have had
at least an opportunity to learn of this information in a
global way. Some will continue to ignore this, but many
more will rise up and cheer. If your mind can imagine
much of the same early Earth creation Source intended for
your planet in its entire magical splendor, then it should be
fairly easy to extend that thinking to infinite reaches of all
the universes which exist—66 and still being formed.
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Final Angelic Thoughts
Archangel Michael:
It is my intent and hope that our series of volumes about the
animals will continue with an examination of the insect
kingdom along with another volume of your personal
animal stories; and with another volume covering many
more animals that we did not share in this text.
There is a rising curiosity on your planet about all things
ascending. This is a curiosity which will not wane but only
continue for at least another 20 years. During this time,
especially, many animals will continue to evolve and bring
their own gifts more fully to Earth.
In this book I have purposefully directed Kelly not to
include images of starvation, abuse, decadence and other
forms of mankind’s genocide to our beloved animals. One
does not have to educate by showing what is NOT desired.
One only has to teach by showing WHAT IS desired. In
this regard, I ask that you limit your own exposure to
images and messages that keep demeaning animals. Some
would argue and say that seeing the worst of the worst
helps build compassion and empathy. Largely, it only
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creates despair or anger. Despair and Anger about how
animals are not loved and cared for on your planet will
NOT elevate any of them, including yourselves. Positive,
peaceful action is what will change the things which still
need changing.
♥ A healing code for animals in captivity collectively is:
77 77 91 19 7777.
♥ A healing code for animals in shelters collectively is:
1111 5555 22 1.

To this point I suggest the following:
I invite each of you to employ a verbal healing ceremony to
extend to some of the most aggressive, venomous, most
dangerous, or what your world considers the ugliest of
animals; and then to all animals used for human
consumption. Continue this powerful healing to any and all
which move you:
I offer love and kindness to the:
box jellyfish
cone snail
black mamba snake
cape buffalo of Africa
siafu ants
death stalker scorpion of African and the Middle East
puffer fish
hyena
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venomous stonefish
poison dart frog of South and Central America
poisonous inland taipan snake from Australia
Brazilian wandering spider
blue ringed octopus
king cobra
Africanized honey bee
great white shark
boom slang snake
komodo dragon
blood sucking tsetse fly
carpet viper
mosquito
warthog from Africa
star nosed mole from Canada and North America
goblin shark
aye aye from Madagascar
naked mole rat
mega mouth shark
giant isopod, a crustacean related to shrimps and crabs
ogre fish
viper fish
glass squid
pelican eel
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Additionally, 10 powerful ways to support your pets and
the rest of the animal kingdom during this time of
ascendancy:
1.

Let go of past expectations about what your pet
can or can’t do. Many of them, regardless of their
ages, are more advanced than you know. They
know more, they see more, they sense more than
ever before since the passing of 2012.

2.

Continue to provide them with more outside time.
This is especially true for small domesticated
animals that may be seen as house pets. House pets,
more than any other animal companion, need more
outside time in Mother Nature to restore, renew and
replenish their upgrading DNA systems.

3.

Find ways to become more creative with your
interactions with your pets. They are hungry for
this! Since 2012, they have newly replaced hard
wiring just as many of their caregivers do. This
internal hard wiring, of more highly charged
magnetic field, simply connects them as it does
each of you more fully with the crystalline grids of
Mother Earth and, in so doing, empowers them (and
each of you) with new found creativity. So, play a
literal game of cat and mouse, and she how creative
you can be. Their health literally depends upon it.

4.

Globally, I am calling many to be in my light
worker’s army to elevate the abused animals of
the world. So rise up, I say unto you, and get
involved! If you already are presently involved in
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helping at an animal center, wildlife reserve or
conservatory, become more involved!
5.

Send love and kindness on a daily basis through
your voice to any and all that still cause harm to the
animal family. Include in your love and kindness
ceremony those who unintentionally harm the
animal kingdom, as well as those who have intent.
Follow this spiritual teaching on a daily basis and
you will have personally affected the health and
well-being of dozens of systems. I ask that each of
you expand this simple profound healing exercise
for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes every day, and see
healing take place—even feel healing take place in
the farthest reaches of the Amazonian Rainforest.

6.

Select one cause, one sector of the planet where
you know animal abuse is taking place, and demand
the cessation of all imports from those in power of
any animal skin, animal part, whether for medicinal
or homeopathic use or physical adornment. The
world needs these not.

7.

Limit your consumption of meat. Work toward
totally eliminating it from your diets. Instead,
replace your food source with sustainable sources
such as those found in super foods.

8.

Teach them love. Yes, teach them love. Any
animal on the face of the Earth has the capacity to
love. How does one teach an animal to love? By
showing it love. Do you yourselves know how to
show love to yourselves? First you must love
yourselves to give it to another. Begin today as if it
were your first day to extend loving, nurturing
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gestures to yourselves, for before any healing can
come to those you care for, you must first care for
yourself.
9.

Write yourself a love letter. In the love letter,
write everything you love about yourself,
everything you love about your animals, and
everything you love about the animal kingdom, and
then leave it on display. For some of you, you will
write more than one love letter and permanently
display more than one love letter. How marvelous!
Every time a person or animal passes by a statement
of love, energetic particles of love attach to them
and to you!

10.

Form new animal groups called “Animal Caring
Societies”. Use the global kingdom to band together
under this one umbrella to form the largest
collective consciousness healing movement your
planet has ever known for the animal kingdom. But
don’t stop with the formation, dear souls. I would
like to see a society formed on every continent on
Earth, with subsets under each society like branches
from a mighty Sequoia. Branch societies for the
jaguar, for example, another society for the
peacock, another branch of the main society to
support the raccoon, the soft-shelled crab, and the
yellow-belly sapsucker, and so on and so on and so
on. Leave no animal out of the animal caring
energy, including the most feared, the most hated or
those extinct. Elevate your planet now!! Once and
for all!!
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P.S. Delight in teaching your children, your
grandchildren, young nieces, nephews and students
about the wonders of animals. Do what you can to
diminish fear and increase love and understanding.
Model compassion. Have them learn to identify the
sounds of animals, animal contributions, animal
tracks. Can anyone identify this animal print?

Q: Archangel Michael, in your “2012” book you
mentioned at that time that animal abuse would be
disbanding, is it? When can we expect to see the end to
animal abuse once and for all?
A: As long as mankind’s greed exists, abuse will exist.
Greed is the driving energy behind all abuse—it may not
appear that way, but it is as I see it. When I present myself
to the Council of 9 they say, “By 2020.” When I present
myself to Master Jesus he says sooner. When I present
myself in the Halls of Knowledge and examine all the
charts, the timing looks like 2029.
♥
Lastly, friends, until we meet again, allow me to suggest
your involvement in a similar verbal healing ceremony
stating,
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“I am grateful for…” Any and all gratitude statements
related to the animals opens the magnified heart centers of
all. I, myself, Archangel Michael, am grateful for your
growing compassionate hearts, and for your expanding
efforts in ending animal abuse and in reading and sharing
this book so that many nations, many languages all over the
globe will be able to read and absorb what is contained
here.

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
RISE UP! * BE STRONG! UNITE YOURSELVES WITH
COMPASSION AND PATIENCE, FOR WHAT YOU
THINK

ABOUT,

YOU

CREATE.

*

YOUR

AMMUNITION, MY FRIENDS, IS LOVE, LOVE AND
MORE LOVE. *
Archangel Michael
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Alchemy teacher. She is a renowned author, angelic,
ascended masters, inter-dimensional, elemental channel,
and medium and animal communicator. She is the founder
of multiple NEW 5th dimensional ground-breaking healing
systems from Archangel Michael including STAR
HEALING INTERGALACTIC ENERGY™, Star Healing
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Spaces™ for creating abundance in your homes, also given
to her by Archangel Michael. Kelly has assisted clients in
completely releasing a huge range of physical and
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more through this powerful system given to her in 2010 for
people as well as animals. She also trains students
internationally through the power of the internet and in live
workshops. She is also the founder of DOMINION, the
new astrology-astronomy system for the New Millennium.
Thousands of people and animals around the world have
been helped or miraculously healed as a result of these
powerful Ascension God-Source energy systems.
Kelly first saw the face of Christ in a glass of water at age
10, and near age 20 she was able to communicate with her
mother on the other side. Later, she was awakened in the
middle of the night in 2003 by Archangel Michael, who
said they would be creating a book together. This resulted
in Into The White Light: The Revelations of Archangel
Michael. Since that time she has been conducting private
sessions all over the world as well as teaching practitioners
in these amazing systems given to her by Archangel
Michael, Christ and other Ascended Masters. Through her
other intensive training workshops and online programs,
telesummit appearances, seminars, spiritual retreats and
audio series, she elevates the human and planetary
consciousness. She is also the author of 2012 And Beyond:
The Truth from Archangel Michael and lives with her
family in Missouri, USA. For further information regarding
Kelly’s work please visit www.kelly-hampton.com.
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Are you missing out?
♥ Submit your personal animal stories and photographs of
how you are helping the animals on our planet and how
they are helping you to be considered for inclusion in
The Book of Animals, Vol. 2!
♥ Sign up to receive Kelly’s quarterly e-mail newsletter
♥ See where Kelly is conducting healing workshops
♥ See where Kelly is speaking at events
♥ Watch videos and interviews of Kelly
♥ Follow Kelly on Facebook at The Book of Animals by
Kelly Hampton.
♥ Add your prayers for animals to Kelly’s Facebook page
dedicated for this purpose. You may also email your
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prayer requests and write to her at: kelly@kellyhampton.com

♥
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